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PSYCHOLOGY-THE ELABORATIVE FACULTY.

WE

H. N.

come now ~ te> what is probably
the most important part of the
sul:1ject which we are considering. It is
variously named, the elaborative faculty,
conception, the reflective faculty, etc.
The significance.of these names will appear as we go on. As good a name as
could be given it, would be the sciencemaking faculty, since it does all the
work which is done when any thing that
can properly be called knowledge is
formed, whether the knowledge of the
child or the man, the clown or the philosopher. Grammar as a science, and
rhetoric p.nd pedagogy as arts can never be understood, until the laws of the
mind's working in this particular field
of its activities are first well understood.
This is the favorite pasture ground of
our friends the methodists and formalists; here they come and feed upon
terms and concepts and contents, and
go away, like Ca~sius, with a "lean and
hungry look" and their eyes shining for
some poor fellow who thinks that gooJ~
teaching may be done without any formal knowledge of psychological peuagogy.

CARVER.

But let us try wbat we can do with
the subject, bearing in mind, that it is
the faculty which has made all our
knowledge, particularly all that qm be
expressed in language and about any
subject wbatsoever. From this circumstance it comes about, that no part of
psychology has so much to do with Ianguage as this one, and often we can best
get at what we want by dealing with
written language itself instead of the
things which the words only express, or
stand for.
\Ve are accustomed to say, that there
are different kinds of things, different
kinds of animals, or plants, different
kinds of men, of horses, of apples, of
metals, of actions, etc., etc.
Indeed,
to think about any thing at all, is commanly to think of it as being one kind
of thing and not another, to put it into
some particular class, or kind, and not
into some other different class, or kind.
In fact, all our knowledge is only the
psychic siue of the external world, or of
things, thus arranged into kinds, or
classes. Let us see what the external
world, or things, looks like, when put
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into language, or words, which may be
thought of as the pictures of things as
they stand in the mind, or are reflected
from the mind to an eye looking upon
th·e mind. We could not in a life-time
see all of it j and, of course, here we
can see but a very small part of it, yet
enough for our purposes. So, here it
is, all of it that we need :
Matter.
A. Organic.
a. Animal.
I. Vertebrates.
I. Mammals.
2. Birds.
3· Reptiles.
4· Fishes.
II. Articulates.
III. Molluscs.
IV. Radiates.
V. Protozoans.
b. Vegetable.
I. Phenogams.
I. Exogens.
2. Endogens.
II. Cryptogams.
B. Inorganic.
It is plain enough, what we have been
doing in making this little classification,
and, in a general way, how we have made
it. Before we examine it more closely,
however, we will look at something else,
very much like this, but more common,
and, so, better suited to our immediate
purposes. The classification given has
been made at the beginning, because
we shall have to use some classification
throughout the discussion, and the one
given is best suited to our general purposes.
Suppose that I have a barrel of apples. Evidently, each apple has many attributes that I can know through the several senses, sight, touch, taste, smell, etc.
'\ hen I have learned some of these at-

tributes through one or all of the senses,
I have, corresponding to what each apple stands for to my mind, a percept of
it j it has color, size, shape, attributes
obtained through the sense of sight j is
smooth, rough, hard, soft, attributes
obtained through touch j is sweet, bitter,
sour, attributes obtained through taste,
etc., etc. ·w herever we may stop examining it through our senses, we have
an aggregate, a whole, of attributes belonging to each apple, and this sum, or
aggregate, of attributes, when we think
of them as forming an integrant part of
our own consciousness, we call a percept,
and when we think of them as being the
ways in which something outside of our
consciousness manifests itself to us, we
call a t!zing, including, of course, what
it is that manifests itself. Now, it is
evident, that these things, or percepts,
(we may speak of them in either way
indifferently, since the one word always
implies the other,) will have very many
attributes in common j each apple must
have existence, some shape, size, color,
etc.; yet each must have one attribute,
whatever it may be, which no other has,
a particular size, or shape, or shade of
color, or it must occupy some particular space which no other can occupy.
If it were not so, one apple could not
be distinguished from another, and there
would not be two or more apples, but
one,-they would b e to us as the two
Dromios were to each other. Still, a
good many of them will have some attribute which the others do not have j
and this attribute may be a very helpful one in serving my intere t, as I deal
with the barrel of apples. If I wish to
eat one now, some of them will be sweet,
(sac charine would be a better word,)
and others sour j if I wi h to use them
in the kitchen, some will be sound,
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o thers unsound, or rotten . I n the same
way, I may go on with a dozen or a hundred other attributes, selecting any one
that may meet my special need at the
time. In the case of the barrel of apples, not only can I do this, I can actually separate the apples into groups, or
piles, corresponding to the groups made
in my mind; I can put all that are sweet
into one pile, all that are not sweet into
another; ;::~11 that are sound into one, all
that arc unsound into another, etc . Of
course, each apple will ha\'e all the attributes it had before the division, but
each pile as a collection will have the
special attribute which each apple had
<.listributiYely, and the other pile will
not haYe it. Plainly, the same process
may be gone through with in the case of
each pile already made. The apples in
each pile may be examined, and s0me
attribute taken upon which a second
division of each pile may be macle;
and the operation may be continued
until piles are reached so small that
they cannot be broken up without getting individual ape.lcs for the parts.
We will now go back to the classification first made. Here we start, not with
a barrel of apples, hut with the entire
universe so far a'> it is made up of individual things that can affect the senses.
TIH:se individual things, or their percepts, we take, just as we did the apples,
and examine their attributes; we select
some one attribute which will di\·ide the
whol e ~ronp of things into two parts,or
cla-;ses, each of such kind as will serve
our needs. In this instanre, we notice
that a great many of the things have
peculiar attributes arising from the fact
that !ife, or \·itality, has been at work
upon the things, while a great many
others have their peculiar attributes
arising from the absence of life and the
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prese nce of other energies. Acco rdingly, we put all the things of the first kind
together and give the g roup, or class, a
name, we call it organic; the thing. of
the second kind we put into a group and
call it inorganic. The same process is
repeated with the smaller g roups, and
would, if carried far enough, reach
groups which could be broke n up into
individuals alone . The vario us steps
in the process are these: first, comparison, - we compare the things, or
percepts, with one another to sec what
their attributes are; second, abstraction,
we select from all the attributes one to
make the class w ith, to bind together
the separate things, or percepts; third,
synthesis, or classification,-we bind
the things together by means of the
selected attribute into a whole of things
and thought; fourth, we give the group
thus formed a name.
It must be noticed with special care,
that the lower classes arc formed by adding one attribute after another, one for
each class, to distinguish the class from
the class above it and also from its coordinate class. Of course, the things,
or percepts, that constitute each class
have all the attributes that they ever
hacl; but the class, strictly, has only
the selected, or abstracted, attributes
brought down from the higher classes,
togethe r with the special one selected to
make the class. Putting S for substance,
or whatc\·e r it i:; that has the attribute,
or is manifested through the; attribute,
anrl .\, B, C, etc. for the d iffcrent attributes, we may represent the classification in this way:
r. :\Tatter -=S+_ \
2 . Organic =S+ A+B.
3· Inurganic =S+.\+B.
4· .\ni mal-.:. · +·\+ B+C.
S· Vegetable= ·+.\+B+C.
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6. Vertebrate = +A+B+C+D.
&c. , &c., c~c.
Here, A=affecting the sen es; B =
having its specific attributes given by
life ; · B= having its specific attributes
given by simple phy-;ical, or molecular,
force ; C = using organic matter for
food ; C= using inorganic matter for
food; D= having an internal, jointeu
keleton etc., etc.
At this stage, three or four points
need special attention. First, it will be
noticed, that each lower class ha all
the attributes that any higher class has,
and one more. Second, that each lower class has a greater number of attributeJ" and a less number of tlzings, or
percepts, than the higher classes. Third,
if I should use any of the terms of the
classification, matter, animal, vegetable,
I must be understood as meaning all
t :1 at the term stand for, and nothing
more. If I use the term ''animal," I
mean something which I can know
through my senses, \vhich has now, or
once had, what I call life, and v\'hich
uses organic matter for its food, nothing more, nothing less. This is a mat-

ter of the utmost importance, since so
many of our disputes arise from the fact
that the di putants use terms in different senses and make their disputations
mere wranglings, which settle nothing,
but leave the parties mi understanding
each other and not understanding themsci ves.
,
One other matter should be noticed,
though it has been already referred to .
There are three things implied in all
this work,-an external thing, the group
or class of objects; . an internal thing,
the psychic state, or whatever we call
it, corresponding to the external group;
and, finally, the name. It is important
to bear this inmind,since often in speaking or writing one thing will be in the
thought of the speaker, wh1le his words
will imply one of the other things. No
confusion need. result, if the hearer will
bear the distinctions in mind. In the
next article of the series, the various
terms used will be explained and illustrated, and some of the relations existing betv.·een psychology and grammar
will be liscus et:l.

•

DE JUVENT TE.
(.\Discourse on Boy and Boys· "chqols.

In two Parts.

Part L)

DA:\IEL CoiT c;ru.L\=" .

I

Xl\[ not sure that people are agreed
upon the limits of boyhood. Shakespeare di\'ides life into seven ages, of
which the econd b "thewhiningschoolboy with his sachel and shining morning
face, creeping like a snail unwillingly to
school," and other writers regard with
a uper. titious rev renee the mn~tiple
of seven, as clima terices leading up to
' 'the grand climacteri " of nine times

seven; but I prefer to count the fir t
twenty or twenty-one ) ears as tho~e of
boyhooll ; then comes early manhoodanother twenty year· · the third sco re is
that of middle age and maturity. and the
fourth, of seniority. It is only centenarians who can truly be called old in
these days of Glad ·tone, -:\Iann!ng, Ru ·kin, Tennyson, Bismarck, -:\[oltke and
I' ai ·er 'Vilhclm ·octogenarians and non~
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agenarians are only in arl.vancing years.
At Commencements, gray-haired men
who have grandsons in college allude to
their classmates as "the boys," and appear to think that calling a man young
makes him so. But the boys I am to
speak of have not been to college ; they
are under their majority, and most of
them less than eighteen years of age.
I refer to the boys of Berkely, of Exeter, of Andover, of St. Paul's, of Nor wich, of Lawrenceville and of hosts of
other schools. I do not refer to the
ghosts of boy s, like one that went the
rounds with Doctor Holmes when hereturned , after fifty years or so, to the scenes
of his youth and the academy in An dover. "The ghos t of a boy was at my
side," h e says, "as I wandered among
the places be knew so well." The ghost
went with him C\'en to the railroad station. "Give me two tickets to Boston,"
said the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table;
but the little ghost replied, "\Vhen you
leave this place you leave me behind
you." ''One ticket, then, to Boston,"
said the tale-teller; "and good-by, little
ghost."
But in reality do men ever say goodbye to ''the little ghost"? Is he not
with us night and day,summer and winter, all our lives through, and are we
ure that even death will part us from
him? ~ \sk the older men of your acquaintance and see if the ghost of a boy
is not always near by. Ask even Doctor H oli11es-long may we sip with him
"on:r the tea cups"-if the ghost of a
boy whom he left at the .\ndover station
did nul fly through th e air and meet
him when he reached his hou:e on Beacon ·treet. Ask him if the little ghost
· has never appeared in Cambridge or in
Berk:hire- yes, a ·k him if the ghost i ·
not alway· with him, sometimes a re-
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cording angel, sometimes a prophet of
immortality.
Is it not worth while for us older people to tell the boys that a little ghost
will always keep them company-that
as they grow older he will remind them
perpetually of the past;cvery peccadillo
will be rememb ered, and all healthy,
honest deeds will be treasured in the
cells of memory "to be used as directed"?
During a short time past there have
been some very curious studies respecting the natural history of boys. Mr.
Howells, the novelist, has written a book
that he calls A Boy's Town, and in its
pages he d elineates with the realistic
touch of a master the thoughts of a boy
bet~een his third and eleventh year,
who grew up in a country town on the
Miami river. Literature is full of antobiographies, but here we have something
quite unu sual , somethin,g<luitefrcsh in the
literature of childhood. It is a picture
drawn with accuracy by a writer who i ·
still young, of the environment in which
he was brought up. Here we may learn
what an American boy surmised, discovered and believed in respect to the
· world in which he was placed.
By a curious coincic cnce, wl1ether
conscious or un onscious I cannot say,
a celebrated French writer, who:-;e nom
de plume is Pierre Loti, has drawn a
companion pi ture lo that of IIuwclb.
In these two books we may compare the
Hu guenot and the .! \m erican.
The
Fren chma n, with a lively ima~ination
and a love of adventure, was suhjerted
to the depressing influences of a i"rench
country town. On the prairie all wa-;
freedom; in the p:·ovi nee all was restraint. But we sec l10w l>oth nature:-;
rose above their belongings, ho\\' the
self-Jelermining pow<.:r of the wi II made
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them both keen observers,graceful narrators, distinguished novelists.
One of the most remarkable studies
of the inherent tendency of boys to
organize society may be found in a paper entitled "Rudimentary Society
among Boxs," that was written a short
time ago by Mr. J. Hemsley Johnson,
a connection of Reverdy Johnson, the
~1aryland statesman.
In this paper we
have the story of the life among the
McDonogh school boys, in their country home a few miles from Baltimore.
Several hundreds of acres, with predominant woodlands, belonged to the school,
but the boys thought that the land and
all that grew or was nourished upon it
belonged to them ; so they established
their ri ghts to the walnut trees and the
birds' nests, and afterwards to the portions of cultivated grounds. The germs
of civilized society were soon developeel. "No right without its duty, no duty
without its rights." Authority,law,penalty, inheritance, trade, circulating medium, were all evolved by the boys.
Doctor Stanley Hall has published a
kindred memoir, in which he has desCI·ibed the amusements of children.
He calls his paper "The Story of a Sand
Pile."
Perhaps we are coming to the time
when the comparative biography of boys
will take its place beside the comparative
history of nations and the comparatiYe
geography of lands. \Ve shall not only
be able to distinguish how boys differ
from men, and how their ways differ
from those of girls; but we may learn
how boys differ from boys, at different
periods, in different families, with different talents and with different hopes and
expectations.
Boys may be classified into genera
and species,not according to what they

know, but according to what they are.
The school affords an easy method of
placing them in forms, grades, classes
-almost as exact as that of the tailor
who places them in coats of different
sizes-but what a boy has learned is
only one element in an estimate of his
worth. It is more important to discover what are his capacities, to what intellectual and moral group he belongs ;
what are his tendencies toward nodosities that must be counteracted;what are
his aptitudes to be cultivated; what are
the habits that must be regulated so that
they shall be helps and not hinderances
in the battle of life.
\Vith all the accumulated experience
of mankind it is still extremely difficult
to foretell what a boy will become. It
is possible to predict the speed that a
thoroughbred colt will approximate, as
Professor Brewer has shown, or to anticipate the quality of a terrier or a
pointer, of an Ayrshire or a Darham;
but who is wise enough to discover in
the nursery the coming statesmen, poets,
scholars and divines, or even to foretell
what qualities will be developed in any
group of school-boys? \Vho can estimate the power of the individual, the
self, the ego,that dwells in each bodily
frame, and asserts in the course of life
its supreme authority? One of the most
impressive sermons delivered by Charles
Kingsley in ·westminster abbey was a
sermon on the monosyllabic, the monogram, the monocule I.
No parent, no teacher, no physician,
no philosopher is wi e enough to speak
infallibly upon such important questio ns.
There are no logical formulas, no canons
of criticism, no physiological te ts by
which conclusions may be reached.
Nevertheless, there are signs and tokens
which indicat the probabilities, and by
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-these the wise instructor, the observing
mother, the prudent father will be guicleel.
One way of arriving at a knowledge of
boys is by remini::;cence. Old men like
to renew their youth by retrospection.
They imagine themseh·es young because
. they recall so vi viclly the clays of their
childhood, but they are in danger both
of Scylla and Charybdis.
They may
err by vanity and imagine that they
were more excellent than they really .
were; or they may err by modesty, and
blame themselves for faults which were
not so personal as they were circumstantial. In rare cases we may get an
introspective view of a boy's life, written
while he was a boy, but I do not remember any masculine diary like that
of Marie Bashkirtseff, the prodigy of
egotism, the genius run wild, the morbid
self-auscultator who could listen to the
beatings of her own heart and register
the sounds of her own respiration.
It is almost a fa hion in these days
for men who have acquired distinction
to write the memoirs of their boyhood.
Two of my colleagues, Professor Gildersleeve, the Grecian, and Professor Newcomb, the astronomer, have lately published accounts of the "formative influences" to which they were subjected.
Not long before, Pre iclent Dwight and
President A. D. \Vhite wrote similar
articles. Noteworthy Englishmen- Tyndall, Lecky, Farrar and Frederic Harrison among the number-have written
the story of their youth. Ruskin, poet,
artist, naturalist, philosopher, i. revealing under such cryptogramic titles as
the Spring of ·wandel, Herne Hill Almond Blossoms, and the Banks of Tay,
the life of a boy as it appears to a septuagenarian. Franklin wrote his autobiography, o did ibbon, so did Rous-
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seau; and so we can go farther and farther back in history till we reach the
Confessions of Saint Augustine. It is
interesting to notice that among the
writers of our own day many fall back
on the term of the clay, heredity, which
seems to serve equally well as a scapegoat and as a mentor.
The sum of all I have been able to
discover from these and many other
writings, and from innumeraLle opportunities to stuJ y boys, may be very
briefly stated.
Every boy differs from every other
boy in character as he docs in appearance. Even twins, while they closely
resembl e one another in many respects,
may differ es entially in fundamental
tastes and talents.
Mr. Gallon says
that extreme similarity and extreme dis similarity are nearly as common bet ween
twins of th e same sex as moderate resemblance. If this is confirmed, what
becomes of heredity?
The corollary is obvious, that plans
of education should as far as possible
be adapted to individual rec1uirements ;
but as every boy is preparing for life
among his fellows, and as Pnn·iclencc
has so ordered it that he is strongly influenced by other boys, is follows that
to treat him alone, away from comrades,
in the back-woods, in a cell, under exclusive in str uction, is only justifiable
under extraordinary circumstances. He
comes into the world not only as an individual , with his own responsibilit ic:-;
and possibilities, but as one of a family,
a neighborhood, a race, from which he
cannot be extricated except by death.
Isolation is therefore as unnatural as it
is uncle irablc and difficult.
Every boy is inf1uencccl both by hi-;
inheritance and his environment. Yet
the laws of heredity in the human pecies
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certain index of the future of a boy.
Only a wise man can tell the difference
between the priggishness of conceit and
the display of unusual talent, and it
takes a superlatively wise man to devise
right methods for exciting temperaments
that are dull, or, on the other hand, to
guide a genius.
Almormal brilliancy
and abnormal slowness are usually the
result of abnormal physical conditions,
and physiologist are only just beginning
to show to ordinary parents how th ese
unusual conditions may be discovered
and treated. When we see a man we
cannot tell what sort of a boy he came
from, and when we see a boy we cannot
tell what sort of man he will make.
The great Emperor Charles V., who
grew old prematurely, was slow in his
development, and was nearly twenty-one
before his beard grew. The facts lately
collected by Doctor Scripture in regard
to mathematicians show h ow impossible
it is to prophesy in respect to the development of hypothetical genius. Some who
have risen to great distinction, like Gauss,
Ampere, Safford, were precocious mathematicians in th eir youth; another boy of
extraordinary parts, Thomas Fuller, the
Virginia calculator, remained an idiot.
Daniel ·webster, the greatest of New
England orators, broke down, we are
told, in his early speaking. Most boys
that run away fr om home take the road
to ruin; But the liberator of Greece, Sir
Richard Church, who died a few years
ago in Athens, honored by a public funeral and by a monument raised by the
Greek nati on to commemorate hi services, was a boy of under size, of Quaker
parentage, who, before he wa ixteen
years of age, ran away from home and
' took the king's hilling."
autobi ography of John Stuart MilL
The influence of modern p ycho-phyNeither precocity nor dullness is any siological inquiries upon the coming

are not well enough known to give us
any certain indications of what the child
of any parents will become, while the
conditions in which a person lives are
as complex as the elements that nourish
his body, the air he breathes, the water
he drinks; as subtle and insinuating as
the tones of the voice, the glance of the
eye, the nod of the head, the pressure
of the hand; as influential as religious
faith, the forms of civil government,
the habits of society, the lessons of antiquity, the examples of goo d men;
and as trifling as a careless word, a
thoughtless joke, a timely hint, a friendly
warning or a loving smile.
ntil he reaches maturity every boy
requires positive guidance from those
who have had a longer experience in the
ways of the world. It is always cruel,
and it may be criminal, to allow a youth
to experiment for himself upon conduct
-to say that he must sow his own wild
oats, that expe rience is the best teacher, that he must choose his own course.
Every boy i entitled to know what older persons have discovered of the laws
of conduct, and to receive restraint,
caution and warning until his eyes have
been opened and hi s powers of judgment developed.
N obocly questions
that he ought to be tau gh t the laws of
l1ealtl1, of diet, of poisons, of climate,
or the laws that protect his per on and
his property ; and it is surprising that
anybody sbouhl question his right to
initiati on, by stringen t discipline, into
the laws of intellectual and moral wellbeing. Every boy, whether he wi hes
it or not, should be trained. Yet the
contrary doctrine is covertly held, if not
openly avowed, by many a tender mother
and many a genermis father.
ote the
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generations is still undetermined. The
good that is aimed at may perhaps surpass the evil that is done. Certainly,
in these days, when morbid self-consciousness, extreme sensitiveness, bashfulness, shyness and timidity are so frequently apparent, the wise parent, the
wise teacher will hesitate before encouraging in his own family or his own school
too intense and too prolonged introspection . Give the boys plenty of open air,
and when they cannot have this, encourage within doors exercise in hand-craft,
the use of tools, and knowledge of the
book of sports-not to the exclusion of
other studies, but as collateral security
that the mind and the body shall be si multaneously developed. As an example,
the stories that we have of Daniel \Yebster's boyhood are very instructive.
You may find tbem in Morse's life of the
great orator of i'Jew England. The infant was rather a sickly little being at
its birth, and some cheerful neighbors
predicted that it would not live long.
For many year-; the boy was weak and
delicate.
lanual labor, the common
lot of farmers' sons, was out of the que:;tion in his case. But now hear the otber
side of the story. ''Young Webster wa!:'
allowed to devote much of his time to
play, to play of the best sort, in the
woocls and fielcls."
The bar and the
senate and the cabinet tell the conclusion of a career which began with such
meagre hopes.
Healthy, out-of-door lives, directed
toward objects of enjoyment, of observation, of sport, of acqui ition,are better for
boys than exclu-;ive de,·otion to books,
and especially than habits of introspection, self-examination casuistry ,journal
writing.
Of all the facts that the world has accumulated with re pect to the art of
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training, but little has been reduced to
intelligible terms respecting the methods
of producing this or that variety of character. Certain general principles have
certainly been established, like the vague
laws of health :"eat nothing improper,
drink nothing improper, do nothing improper, and you will be well;" but how
shall we counteract the insidious microbe that may ruin all our expectations
of health and thwart our incessant carefulness? ''Go to school, learn your
lessons, win your diplomas," are llircctions as good as they are simple: but
how sball the bacteria be got rid of that
appear in the forms of bad company,
laziness, lack of i ntercst in certain
branches of study, inability to master
the calculus or the Greek subjuncti\·e,
deceitful facility, corrosive vanity, excessi ve vcrsatili ty, unusual obstinacy,
or that incapacity to a cept discipline
which is the exact reverse of wl1 at G eorgc
Eliot calls "genius"? Why is it that
no school of painting can promise to
make a great painter of any candidate,
however promising; that no college can
assure a parent that his son shall become a scholar ; that no lessons in English composition will make an orator
or a poet ; that prolonged studies in
history and politics do not produce
statesmen? Is it not still1nore remarkable that the incessant care of the best
and wisest parents and teachers is so
often counteracted by the example· and
the t<.:m ptations of hoyhoocl and manhood?
, · chools arc not restricted to boyhood.
They arc the arrangements of nature
and Pro,·idence and society, by which,
at every stage of our existence, we arc
prepared for something- beyond. The
cradle is a school, and so is the nurser).
The kindergarten ancl the infant cla. s
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are of a little higher grade. Grammar
"All is, if I have grace to use it so,
As ever in my great Task -master's eye."
schools and colleges come next. Then
Likewise
George Herbert:
come the high schools that we call universities, with their departments of law, "Lord, with what care thou hast begirt us ronnel!
me9icine, theology and the liberal arts.
All along the course are supplementary
schools, spread.ing out their tentacles
for the capture of those who are not
bound elsewhere. Sovner or later for
us all begir:-s the pedagogy of life-the
school of practice, where the lessons of
the books are applied to the affairs of
men. So Milton sings :

Parents first season us, then schoolmasters
Deliver us to laws; they send us bou ncl
To rules of reason. holy messengers."

From the cry of the infant to the last
breath of the centenarian, life is one
long school, without holidays or vacations. Each day has its lessons, each
decade its reviews.
-T!tc Cosmopolitan.

THE PRISONER OF ASSIOUT.
( Co11cludcd.)
GRANT ALLEN.

''1\TEXT morning, early, the Sheikh
sent to arrest me.
He was
blind with rage and with effect of the
blows: his f~ce was livid, and his cheeks
purple. 'By the beard of the Prophet,
Athanasio,' he said to me, hitting me
hard on the cheek-my name is Atbanasio, effendi, after our great patriarch
-'your blood shall flow for this, you
dog of a Christian. You dare to assault
the wearer of a green turban, a prince
in Islam, a descendant of the Prophet!
You shall suffer for it, you cur! Your
Lase blood shall flow for it !'
"I cast myself down, like a slave, on
the ground before him-though I hated
him like sin : for it is well to abase oneself in due time before the face of authority. Besides, by that time, Laila
was safe, and that was all I cared about.
'Suffer for what, 0 my Sheikh?' I cried,
as though I knew not what he meant.
'\Vhat have I done to your Excellency?
Who has told you evil words concerning your poor servant? \Vho has slandered me to my lord, that he is so angry
against me ?'

"'Take him away!' roared the Sheikh
to the three strong Arabs. 'Carry him
off to be tried before the Cadi at Assiout.'
"For even in Ismail's days, you see,
effendi, before the English came, the
Sheikh himself would not have dared
to put me to death untried. The power of life and death lay with the Cadi at
Assiout.
"So they took me to Assiout, into
the mosque of Ali, where the Cadi sat
at the seat of judgment, and arraigned
me before him a week later. There the
Sheikh appeared, and bore witness
against me. Those who spoke for me
pleaded that, as the Sheikh himself admitted, the man who broke into his room,
and banged him so hard, had his face
covered with a linen cloth : how, then,
could the Sheikh, in the hurry and the
darkness, be sure he recognized me?
Perhaps it \vas some other who took thi.
means to ruin me. But the beikh, for
his part, swore by Allah, and by the
Holy Stone of the ~aaba at ~Iecca, that
he sa'v me distinctly, and knew it was
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The moonlight through the window
revealed my form to him. And who
else in the village but me had a grudge
against his justice?
"The Cadi was convinced. The Cadi
gave judgment. I was guilty of rebellion against the Sheikh and ag-ainst ulIslam; and, being a dog of a Christian,
unworthy even to live, his judgment
was that after three days' time I should
be beheaded in the prison court of Assiout.
"You may guess, effendi, whether or
not I was anxious. But Laila was safe;
and to save my girl from that wretch's
harem I was ready, for my part, to endure anything.
"Two nights long I lay awake and
thought strange things by myself in the
whitewashed cells of the jail at Assiout.
The governor of the prison, who was a
European-an Italian, he called himself-and a Christian of Rome, of those
who obey the Pope, was very kind indeed to me. He knew me before (for
I had worked in his fields), and was
sorry when I told him the tale about
Laila.
But what would you have?
Those were Ismail's days. It was the
law of Islam. He could not prevent it.
"On the third evening, my brother
came round to the prison to see me. He
came with many tears in his eyes, bringing evil tidings. My poor old father,
he said, was dying at home with grief.
They didn't expect he would live till
morning. And Laila, too, had stolen
back from Karnak unperceived, and was
in hiding in the village. She wished to
see me just once before I died. But if
she came to the prison, the Sheikh
would find her out, and carry her off in
triumph to hi own harem.
"\Vould the governor give me leave
to go home just that one night, to bid
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farewell to Laila and to my dying father?
"Now, the governor, excellency, was
a very humane man. And though he
was a Christian of Rome, not a Copt
like us, he was kind to the Copts as his
brother Christians. He pondered awhile
to himself, and roped his moustache
thus; then he said to me :
"'Athanasio, you are an honest man;
the execution is fixed for eight by the
clock to-morr ow morning. If I giYe
you leave to go home to your father tonight, will you pledge me your word of
honor before St. George and the ~aints,
to return before seven?'
"'Effendi,' I said, kissing his feet,
'you are indeed a good man. I swear
by the mother of Gocl and all the saints
that dwell in heaven, that if you let me
go, I will come back again a full hour
before the time fixed for the execution.'
And I meant it, too, for I only wished
before I died to say good-bye once more
to Laila.
"\Nell, the governor took me secretly
into his own house, and telling me many
times over that he trusted to my honor,
and would lose his place if it were known
he had let me go, he put me forth, with
my brother, by his own private door,
making me swear on no account to be
late for the execution.
''As soon as I got outside, I saicl to
my brother, 'Tell me, Sirgeh, at whose
house is Laila ?'
"And my brother answered and smileel, 'Laila is still at Karnak, where we
sent her for safety, and our father is
well. But I have a plan for your escape
that I think wiil serve you.'
"':\ever~· I cried, horror-struck, 'if
I am to break my word of honor to the
goYernor of the prison.'
"'That isn't it,' he made reply. 'I
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have a plan of my own which I will proceed in words to make clear before you.'
''vVhat happened next would be long
to rela.te, effendi." But I noticed that
the fellah's eyes twinkled as he spoke,
like one who passes over of set purpose
an important episode. "All I need tell
you now is, that the whole night through
the good governor lay awake, wondering whether or not I would come home
in time, and blaming himself in his
heart for having given such leave to a
mere condemned criminal. Still, effendi,
though I am but poor, I am a man of
honor. As the clock struck six in the
prison court next morning, I knocked
at the governor's window with the appointed signal ; and the governor rose,
and let me into my cell, and praised
me for my honor, and was well pleased
to see me. 'I knew, Athanasio,' he
said, roping his moustache once more,
'you were a man to be trusted.'
"At eight o'clock they took me out
into the courtyard. The executioner
was there already, a great black Nubian,
with a very sharp scimitar. It was terrible to look around; I was greatly
frightened. 'Surely,' said I to myself,
'the bitterness of death is past. But
Laila is saved ; and I die for Laila.'
"I knelt down and bent my head. I
feared, after all, no respite was coming.
The executioner stood forth and raised
the scimitar in his hand. I almost
thought I heard it swish through the air;
I saw the bright gleam of the blade as
it descended. But just at that moment,
as the executioner delayed, a loud commotion arose in the outer court.
I
raised my head and listened. \V e heard
a voice cry, 'In Allah's name, let me in.
There must be no execution !' The gates
opened wide, and · into the inner courtyard there rode with long strides a great

white mule, and on its back, scarcely
able to sit up, a sorry figure !
"He was wrapped round in bandages,
and swathed from head to foot like a
man sore wounded. His face was bruised, and his limbs swollen. But he upheld one hand in solemn warning, and
in a loud voice again he cried to the
executioner, 'In Allah's name, Hassan,
let there be no execution!'
"The lookers-on, to right and left,
raised a mighty cry, and called out with
one voice, 'The Sheikh l The Sheikh l
Who can have thus disfigured him?'
"But the Sheikh himself came forward in greatpain, like one whose bones
ache, and, dismounting from the mule,
spoke aloud to the governor. 'In Allah's name,' he said trembling, 'let this
man go; he is innocent. I swore to
him falsely, though I believed it to be
true. For see, last night, about twelve
o'clock, the self-same dog who broke
into my house before, entered my room,
with violence, through the open window.
He carried in his hands the self-same
stick as last time, and had his face covered, as ever, with a linen cloth. And
I knew by his figure and his voice he
was the very same dog that had previously beaten me. But before I could cry
aloud to 1:ouse the house, the infidel
had fallen upon me once more, and
thwacked me, as you see, within an inch
of my life, and covered me with bruises and then bid me take care how I accused innocent people like Athanasio of
hurting me. And after that he jumped
through the open window and went
away once more. And I was greatly
afraid, fearing the wrath of Allah, if I
let this man Athanasio be killed in his
stead, though he is but an infidel. And
I rose and saddled my mule very early,
and rode straight into Assiout, to tell
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you and the Cadi I had borne false
witness, and to save myself from the
guilt of an innocent soul on my shoulders.'
"Then all the people around cried
out with one voice, 'A miracle! a miracle!' And the Sheikh stood trembling
beside, with fainmess and with terror.
"But the governor drew me a few
paces apart.
'' 'Athanasio, you rascal,' he said,
half laughing, 'it is you that have done
this thing ! It is you that have assaulted him . You got out last night on your
word of honor on purpose to play this
scurvy trick upon us !'
'' 'Effendi,' I made answer, bowing
low, 'life is sweet; he beat me, unjustly,
first, and he would have taken my Laila
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from me. Moreover, I swear to you,
by St. George and the mother of God,
when I left the prison last night I really
beli eved my father was dying.'
''The governor laughed again. '\Vell,
you can go, you rogue,' he said. 'The
Cadi will oon come round to deliver
you. But I advise you to make yourself scarce as fast as you can, for sooner or late r this trick of yours may be
discovered. I can't tell upon you, or I
would lose my place. But yon may be
found out, for all that. Go, at once,
up the ri\ er.'
"That is my hut that you see over
yonder, effendi, where Laila ancl I live.
The Sheikh is dead. And the English
are now our real lords in Egypt."
-- Tite Strand.

ASTRONOMICAL EXPLANATION OF A GLACIAL PERIOD.
SIR ROBERT BALL.

I

(Astronomer Royal of Ireland.)

T is the radiati on from the sun which
prevents the surface of the earth
from having a temperature nearly as low
as that of space itself. \Ve shall certainly not exaggerate if we suppose that
our earth when deprived of sunbeams
would have a temperature at least three
hundred degrees Fahr. below that which
it has at present. It i essential to bear
this fact in mind, for it thus becomes
evident that a small relative fluctuation
in the total amount of heat received
by the earth may cause a large alteration in terrestrial temperature. For the
sake of illustration, we may assume the
changing temperature to be proportional to the change in the amount of heat
received. On thi uppositiou an alteration of one-tenth in the heat received
' ould cause a change in temperature to

the extent of thir ty degrees. I do not,
however, maintain that the connection
between temperature and the receipt of
solar beat is at all so simple as is here
supposed.
1y obje t will have been
gaine l if the illustration suffices to show
that even so great a limatic change as
the advent of an ice age supposes does
not necessarily require any very large
proportional alteration in the daily receipt of heat from the sun.
uppose that the total heat received
from the . un on one hemisphere of the
earth during the cour ·e of a twelvemonth be represented by one hundred,
we proceed to con ·i der how these parts
are shared between Lhe sea . on . I mean
by "surnm r" the interval from the vernal equinox to the autumnal, and by
winter" the interval from the autum-
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n al equinox to the vernal. \Vith this understandina, sixty-three parts of heat
are received on each hemisphere during
its summer, and the remaining thirtyse~en parts during the winter. It is the
announcement of this law of distribution
·which forms the novel feature in the present communication. Accurate knowledge on this point is of essential importance in attempting to understand the
cause of an ice age.
\Ve have now to consider the other
factor in the astronomical theory. It
arises from the perturbation of the earth's
orbit by the influence of the planet. At
present the ellipse which forms the
earth's orbit differs but little from a circle. Its form is, however, not permanent. The disturbances·caused by the
other planets, especially Jupiter and
Venus, make the eccentricity to fluctuate when sufficiently lung periods of
time are contemplated. In the lapse of
hundreds of thousands of years, the
shape of the ellipse oscillates between
the circle and the oval, so that, not
once or twice, but many times in the
course of geological time the orbit described by our earth has assumed a relatively extreme type. vVe are able to
form an estimate of the eccentricity
possessed by the orbit when all the circumstances conspire to make it as eccentric as possible. In the extreme
case, one season of the year may amount
to as much as a hundred and ninety-nine
days, leaving but a hundred and sixtysix for the other. The contrast between
this condition of things and the present
condition will be best realized by observing that the difference between the
lengths of the seasons at present is only
seven clays, while, in the extreme case,
it may amount to so much as thirtythree clays.

\Ve have now obtained the numerical
elements on which the astronomical explanation of an ice age depends. vVe
have seen that under all circumstances
sixty-three per cent. of the total heat on
the hemisphere must be received in summer, and thirty-seven per cent. in winter. This statement is true whatever be
the shape of the ellipse described on the
earth, or whatever be the direction in
which the line of equinoxes crosses it.
It will remain true even when one of
the seasons is a hundred and sixty-six
days, and the other a hundred and ninety-nine.
There are two cases to be specially
considered. First, that in which the
summer is a hundred and sixty-six days,
and the winter a hundred and ninetynine. Second, that in which the summer is a hundred and ninety-nine days,
and the winter a hundred and sixty-six.
There will be a profound difference between the climates in the two cases supposed. Let us take the first, in which
· the summer is as short as it is possible
for that season to become. The hemisphere must then receive sixty-three
parts of heat in the comparatively brief
period of a hundred and sixty- ix days.
The result is a summer intensely hot,
so far as the direct radiation of the sun
is concerned. The winter which follows has now its greatest length, and
thirty-seven parts of heat have to suffice for a hundred and ninety-nine days.
The temperature in that season must
therefore sink extremely low. The hemisphere under consideration will therefore have Yery hot and short summers,
and very long and cold winters. The
circumstances are such as would enable
the winter deposit of ice and snow to
increase from year to year. Thus would
be provided the ice sheet, characteristic
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of a Glacial Period.
As the summer in the northern hemisphere is simultaneous with the winter
in the southern, and vice versa, it follows that on the unglaciated half of the
earth there will be a long summer of a
hundred and ninety· nine days, and a
short winter of a hundrecl and sixty-six.
According to the invariable rule, sixtythree per cent. of the total heat received
per annum by that hemisphere will arrive during the long summer of a hundred and ninety-nine clays, while thirtyseven per cent. will remain for the winter of a hundred and sixty-six clays. It
is evident that tl1is hemisphere will have
a far more equable supply of heat than
the opposite hemisphere, for the larger
portion of the early supply of h eat is
appropriated to the longer season, leaving the lesser portion for the shorter
season. Is not this exactly the climatic
condition that we should most desire?
In those latitudes which we commonly
call temperate, we often experience
too much heat in the summer, and we
generally like a little more in the winter.
That is because our two seasons are of
nearly equal length. \Vc get sixty-three
per cent. of our total heat supply in the
six summer months, and thirty-seven
per cent. in the six winter months. The
climate would certainly be more uniform
if we could arrange to have the sixtythree per cent. distributecl over seven
months, and tbe remaining thirty-seven
per cent. over five months. So perfect
an adjustment as this would seem, however, never to ba\·e bc(;n realized, for
the cliff~rence between the lengths of
the seasons can never be so much as
two months; in fact it ne,·er can
amount, as I ha,·e already stated, to
more than than thirty-three days. I
trust1 however, I have wade it plain
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that there must be a wide difference between the climates of the two hemispheres, when the rl.ifference between the
lengths of the seasons l_:}ecomes considerable. In the more fortunate hemisphere the climate would be much more
uniform than we have it at present; in the
less fortunate hemisphere the seasons of
summer ancl winter will be intensely
contrasted. In it we find the conditions
requisite for a Glacial Period, while the
other hemisphere will be exceptionally
genial.
It is an essential feature of the astronomical theory of the ice age that the
glacial condition in one hemisphere must
be necessarily accompanied by a ge nial
condition in the ot11cr. \V e are thus
able to explain not only t110se inrl.ications of glaciation which the rocks afford, but we can also account for the
comparatively mild period which seemeel to have occurrccl occasionally in the
course of geological time.
\Ve can
even exhibit, in some degree, the law by
which glacial conditions and genial con ditions succeeded each other. I desire
it to he particularly understood that I
do not now attempt to assign any elate
to the last (~lacial Pcrio<l. There is,
however, one chronological element in
the subject of which we can feel sufficiently confident, and which I now proceed to explain.
Let us supp<>sc that the earth's orbit
bas reached a con eli Lion of maximum
eccentricity; as the rate with which the
eccentricity changes is very slow, \VC
shall fincl that the earth's orhit will preserve for a protracted perioll sufficient
eccentricity to proclncc a considerable
difference between the kngths of the
season~ when the other circumstance::;
conspire. Let u-; furthr.:r suppo~e that
the northern hemisphere is the glaciat-
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ed one, and that the southern is glowing in genial condition. Quite independently of any change in the eccentri.city there is a well-known cause in
operation to prevent the conditions we
have supposed from being permanent.
Owing to the phenomenon of precession,
the line of equinoxes rotates in the
ecliptic with a period of twenty-one
thousand years relatively to the axis of
the earth's orbit. It follows that in ten
thousand five hundred years, after the
glaciation of the northern hemisphere is
at its maximum, the glaciation will have
been transferred to the southern hemisphere, and the exchange will be complete, for a genial period will now have
arrived to cheer the desolated north.
Nor will this be permanent, for the eccentricity declines so slowly that it will
often be considerable even after the
lapse of another ten thousand five hundred years, and then the original condition of things will be restored . The ice
will go back to the north, and the genial
phase will again gladden the south. In
fact, so long as the eccentricity remains
high, there will be an oscillation of ice
from the north to the south and back
again, with a corresponding interchange
of the genial conditions. How many
times this may happen at any particular
epoch of maximum eccentricity I do not
now attempt to say. It is, however,
certain that the gradual return of the
earth's orbit to a nearly circular shape
will prevent its indefinite repetition.
fter the lapse of hundreds of thousands
of years the orbit of the earth again
elongates to an oval, and a recurrence
of the phenomena that I have just described takes place.
The conclusion to which the astronomical theory leads us is, that in the
course of time there must have been

several occasions on which the necessary conditions of glaciation were found
to concur. The dates of the several ice
ages must have been very irregular,
there being, however, a certain tendency among them to cluster together in
groups separated by the comparatively
brief interval indicated by the precession of t~e equinoxes. It is, however,
essential for me to add that the severity
of the different ice ages must have shown
many varieties, graduating from the
most intense down to a condition hardly differing from the climates with which
we are familiar.
I have endeavored to assign its true
proportions to the astronomical fact
which has, I believe, been a potent infiuence in the climatic changes of our
globe, but it must not be understood
that I overlooked the geological agents
which have undoubtedly continued in
no small degree to the modification of
climate. It would be here sufficient to
mention a single fact to illustrate how
the results that would be brought about
by the operation of purely astronomical
causes are often altered by terrestrial
conditions. The fact that sixty-three
per cent. of the heat on our hemisphere
comes in summer, and thirty-seven per
cent. in winter, would seem to require a
vast difference between the winter temperature and the summer temperature,
even with nearly equal seasons as we
have at present. But in the British
Isles, the proximity of the ocean has
such a moderating effect on temperature
that the range between summer and winter temperature is greatly reduced. To
find normal temperatures so far as the
astronomical conditions are involved,
we must look to some locality where
the moderating elements are insignificant. \Ve find such in Siberia, where
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in some places fhe difference between
the lowest winter temperature and the
highest summer temperature exceeds
Ioo° Fahrenheit.
The astronomical
theory is here properly exhibited.
Finally the astronomical doctrine demonstrate s the vast climatic changes
which must have taken place at remote
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periods in the earth's history, so that
even if geologists had not already discovered traces of glacial periods, the
mathematicians would have known that
they must have existed, and would be
urging the geologist now to make haste
and find them.
-Kno'wledge.
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w.

\V. EARNEST.

THERE are no men without educa- can find in a dead brain no more trace
tion. Education is the development of the human being which is pro·
duced by the activity of its faculties or
of such of them as are brought into action. It is good or bad according to
the character of the faculties aroused,
and according to the harmony or lack
of harmony among them in their various
activities. Education is a change within, not an addition without; produced,
not by the activity of outside forces,
but by the self-activity of the being undergoing the process. The best educators of the miml are those who know
best how to arouse the desirable activity of its faculties and what materials
to lay before it to employ those facul ties when aroused.
All mental activity is occasioned, elirectly or indirectly, by impressions produced upon the mind by the objects of
the external world through the five senses.
There are no other gate-,vays to the
soul in the body.
Indeed, granted
that a body might sun·ive unserved l>y
the senses, without them there would l>e
no evidence that it has a soul. In a
healthy condition, we know that our
souls are real because we know that our
thoughts are realitie . The anatomist

of a thought than of a soul; yet no one
can doubt the reality of his own thoughts
and the certainty of these makes us confident of the existence of the other. But
until the senses become active, thought,
the secretion of the soul, can not begin and we have no evidence that the
latter exists.
Three of our senses, taste, feeling, and
smell, are lower and have to clo more
especially with vegetative existence.
The other two, hearing and sight, are
higher and in a nobler s~nse the entranceways to the soul. Of these two, sight
is more exact an<l has a farther reach .
Much that is u-.;eful, grand, and pleasant enters through the portals of the ear
-instruction, oratory, music, the voices
of frictHls find entrance here; but it is
the eye which has given a meaning to
every-day sotmds, pn:pared us to appreciatl! the word-pictures and the toneI,ictures of the orator and the musician,
and n.!\Tals the unequalled glow which
fricn<bhip sheds from face and eyes.
In the world of light and shade and color the most unpracticed eye detects
differences finer than the best trained
ear can n.: cognit~ in tone. Scein r is
believing j it so seldom deceives that it
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is trusted even when it does.
Being
the chief of tbe senses, it is the most
imp~:>rtant in education.
Not only is
its natural use the most efficient means
of gathering knowledge concerning
things about us, bnt we have developed
the elaborate system of letters for addressing it artificially and depend chiefly on this use of the eye in all our educational systems. Pictures are another means of employing the powers of
sight in developing the mind. ·wordpictures in print are visible only to the
initiatccl, and then only in part except
to those who have the best and the best
trained imaginative powers. But color
pictures at the same time come within
the reach of the simplest minds, imparting to them the most they are capaLie of receiving, and furnishing employment for the greatest. They appeal to
the sharpest sense and in the clearest
way; hence it seems that they should
be among the most effective means of
education, and they really are. Pictures
are used for as great a variety of purposes as are letters. They give plain
information, as in mechanical and architectural drawings; they serve to record the present appearance of changeable things whether plain or beautiful,
as in photographs; they excite the wonder of simple minds and attract the attcntion of all in a degree which could
not be reached by less striking means,
as in posters and circus-bills · they
serve evil and enter the service of good.
Like the forces of nature they will employ their energy in the service of whosoever may learn to use them. The
rapid development of the mechanical
means of reproducing pictures lJa been
a gain not unmixed with evil for it bas
exposed to a fascination more deadly
than the charm of a serpent th~ very

natures which, in their moral weakness,
are most susceptible to its poisonous
influence. The distribution of vile pictures has grown into an evil which has
in the past few years stirred up to combat it some of America's best and
strongest men who have felt an obligation to be guardians to those who need
care.
A certain class of papers please the
grossest tastes of men by pictures as
bad as they dare to print. The political cartoon is sometimes merely humorous, but is usually vicious; it
wounds the best as well as the worst of
men, utters weekly slanders which no
one would dare put into words, and
ridicules and belittles human nature by
seizing upon some oddity of each publie character and so exaggerating that
the man, often really great, i hidden
behind the little peculiarity. The political cartoon may be potent in gaining
or retaining votes, and may afford us a
great deal of amusement at the expense
of men greater than ourselves; but it
may well be doubted whether all that
have ever been publi hed have ever
made one soul nobler or better. They
do not teach us to look at the best qualities of men, but to see all that is mean,
contemptible, and ugly in them . There
are good and bad in every character
and in all the world. Happy are we if
our gaze is trained to rest most on the
good. \\T e should de ·ire the eye of the
seer opened to behold angels · the political artoon trains us to see devils instead.
In the line of the humorous cartoon,
the American arti ·ans have gone so rapidly from bad to worse that, in the attempt to secure humor by hyperbolethat i , by giving extreme empha ·is to
char~cteristic featur s-and to keep the
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flavor still pungent enough to please an
already depraved palate by still higher
hyperbole, they have come to distort
the human form into a scarcely recognizable monstrosity, in looking at which
we are made almost ashamed of humanity, seeing its most unlovely features so
displayed as apparently to occupy all
the world. Educational influences all
these certainly are, but not of a high
order.
Pictures first enter the service of the
good as a means of decoration. Beauty
and right are close kindred and have
striking resemblances. All admire both
and would gladly have them in themselves if convenient, or at least prefer
to be surrounded by them. The eye
loves beauty; it loves light relieved by
shade and smoothness or regularity combined with vari ety; it is pleased by
curved surfaces more than by plane; it
is thrilled by color and takes delight in
harmony of tints. These things are
true not of the artist's eye alone, but of
all eyes. In our every-day surroundings, we may find a. hundred adaptations
of things for the gratifi cation of this
unconscious taste in people who have
never supposed themselves to have any
taste. Decoration may be discovered
in many things in which its presence is
hardly suspected. The moulding of window frames and sash, the paneled structure of the door, the turned legs and arms
of the common chair, the designs on
the castings of the most ordinary stove,
the oval vignette on the postage stamp,
the Yarnish and paint with which we
finish our dwellings are only a few examples the effort everywhere made to save
things from the crime of being ugly. It
will be difficult to find the simple tarticle without some modification made
for the purpose of beautifying it and
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for that purpose only.
Pictures are a favorite and an excellent means of decoration, anrl. it doubtless does not occur to many thousands
of the world's good, practical people
that they have a higher use. This use
would be a good one, even if they combined no higher with it. It is better to
see a few neat frames with patches of
color within them than to be met by
monotonous expa nse of bare walls; and
when we are called upon, as we sometimes are, to admire such ornaments
when there is really nothing in them beyond the decoration-no content in
them as pictures at all-and even with
combinations of colors that shock the
optic nerve, we m::ty still ref1ect that
even these are better than no attempt to
decorate- certainly so to those who admire them.
As portraits, pictures rise to a higher
use, preserving for our pleasure the faces
which are to us the expression of the
best that we bave known of friendship
and affection, and preserving for our
study and instruction the features of
those whom our own and other nations
have delighted to honor-lineame nts in
which we may find, as a most profitable
subject for contemplation, some record
of those thoughts ancl feelings which
have been the causes of their eminence.
It is well to place upon the wall-; of
school-roo ms portraits of such 111en as
\\-ashington, Clad-;tone, Lincoln, and
Lowell; they will be to the youth who
are attentive to their silent instruction
a for mali ve inf1 Ltencl!, an ins pi ration,
almost an education in themsel vc,.;, as
were the noble features of the Creat
, "tone Face of Hawthorne's tale lo the
boy who grew up under their benign inf1uen c, but certainly a grander education than any face of stone could be.
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portrait is best only when it represents truly the features of the subject
when we a ring the expression which is
most characteristic of the soul within.
~Iuch more than mechanical skill is required in a good portrait-painter, and a
good portrait of a man or woman
worthy to be painted by an artist is a
high work of art, but not the highest.
The final step is taken and the realm
of noblest art is reached when we come

to those pictures, most worthy of the
name, in which are represented whole
scenes in which through groups of persons and things grand thoughts are infused into the mind and true sentiments
inspired in the heart. Such pictures
are to all others what music is to common sounds, or what the drama and
poetry ·are to general literature.
( Continued next montlt.)

DUTY OF PARENTS TO TEACHER
ALTCE

M

II AMTL TON

Ar Y articles are written, many
speeches made on the duty of
teachers. Almost superhuman efforts
and results are expected of them. The
world it ·elf, as in the days of St. Paul
at Ephcsus,-on the subject of religions,
-seems to have run mad on the subject of
education. Institutes, training-schools,
and the weekly or monthly teachers'
meeting, are made use of to train teachers in both practice and methods of
teaching.
The educational journal
writes wisely and vvell upon all subjects
that will instruct the teacher how to
teach the pupil, ancl rule in the schoolroom; but how seldom we hear or read
of the parents' duty to the teacher.
teacher may have the wisdom of
olomon, the patience of Job and the
loving spirit of the [a ·ter himself, and
yet fail in accomplishing the be t results because hind ered nay, often '.vholly blocked in his or her efforts by the
unwise parent. By one careles speech
or worse, by an unkind criticis m given
by a parent before th e child, the patient
work of months for the child's good
may not only be mad ineffective, but
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future good to that child be also impossible.
This is a case where there is les
danger to be feared from an ignorant,
uncultured and uneducated parent than
from one who has had superior ad vantages. In proportion as the child respects the parent, in that proportion are
his words of praise or censure procluctive of results for good or ill to him .
The child of an ignorant parent in time
learns that the teacher, in ome tl1ings
at least, is his parent's superior, and
will respect the teacher's words and acts,
even when they are foun 1 fault with by
the parent; while the child of parents
who are either the peers, or superior
of the teachers, in nlture intelligence
or education, will undoubtedly judge
the teacher largely by the estimate made
by father and mother. For the child's
ake, I plead with fathers an l mother
to uphold the teacher, I had almo t
aid,-right or wrong ; I will modify
that statement by aying unle it be a
matter of gra,·est imp orta nce do not
ide £Wainst the teacher. If there be a
matter of principle involved, and after
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remembering that "Mercy seasons justice," and hearing both sides of the
question, an impartial judgment finds a
verdict against the teacher, and it seems
best that the child should know your
decision, take care that it is given in
such a way that he will see not only that
you regret the matter but believe that
the like will not again occur; and show
both by words and manner that the
teacher still has your confidence. Even a child may be taught not to condemn wholly for one offense. So grave
a matter will not often occur. Our
teachers in the main rule wisely and
well. If they, being human, err, it is
much better that the child should not be
encouraged either in the knowledge or
condemnation of the error. It is possible, nay, highly probable, that the
fault is largely th e child's. \Vhat parent can say that his or her child is faultless in conduct at home?
I have known parents who complaineel of their children as being exceedingly difficult to manage at home, yet very
indignant with teachers because they
had trouble with the same children at
school.
Indeed, these are the ones
most likely to complain.
Others, ·whose children are comparatively good at home, or even very good
under the eye of their parents, are not
always models of propriety at school,
and this the parents are unwilling to believe.
Others, -and would they were legion
-having human children, with the usual characteristics of natural chiluren,
are ready to think that a child at school
is very likely to occasionally do wrong,
and be in the wrong and that the teacher is not a natural enemy to the child,
or desirous to be in open conflict with
the wishes of the parent.
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There are two views of this subject;
duty to the child, which can only be
done by supporting the measures of the
teacher, as far as possible; and duty to
the teacher, because he or she is the
teacher of your child, and thus entitled
to your respect, consideration, and often, your warmest regard and appreciation. Let me give an illustration of
the effect of unwise influence by a mother upon her child.
A bright but pert little girl, with whom
the teacher had been long and patiently
laboring, hoping to obtain an influence
over her which would resul t in good,
finding all devices fail, said, "1 will
have to write a note, or see your mother, in regard to your conduct." The
child replied, "1 don't care ; she w~ll
b elieve what I say and take my part ! "
And the child told the truth, a the result proved, anu afterward was even
more intractable than before, because
she ha(l her mother's sympathy and support in the supposed grievances of the
child. The teacher was told "that she
ought to be careful not to have favorites
in school, b11t treat all the children
alike," inferring that injustice had been
done her child by favoritism to others,
when the fact was that more time,
thought, anxiety and care l1ad been
given to this child than to any other in
school.
Another illustration in the same school,
is as follows :
A boy, from being an obedient, respc tful boy, became saucy, inattentive and exceedingly trying to the teacher. ,'he bore with him for a time,hoping it was but restiveness under authority, not open rebel~ion, and would soon
be over, but finding all measmes fail
with him as with the girl said, "1 will
see your nwther." Not quite believing
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she would do so, he continued his
troublesome ways, and his teacher called upon his mother, and kindly but
frankly told her of her son's conduct.
Grieved to hear the report, she yet
thanked the teacher for her interest in
her boy, and promised to do all in her
power to help the teacher, both at home
and in school. There was no suggestion that the fault was with the teacher.
'J'he boy was dealt with lovingly but
strongly at home. Note the difference
in results in the conduct of the two
children. This one became thereafter
respectful and obedient in school. I do
not say he became a model of propriety
at all times, -few children are,-except
in books; but a crisis in the boy's life
w~ safely passed.
He had learned to
_ respect rightful authority at school, and
thus througl1 the wisdom of his parents
was being fitted to be a good citizen
when he became a man.
What of the future of these two children? Teachers, how many like instances could you give? Parents, to which
class Jo you belong?
Thus far, I have had mainly in mind
the child's good. ·w hat shall we say of
our duty as parents, to the teachers of

our children? I believe we owe them
the most careful consideration, respect,
and unlimited gratitude. They do for
our children what we cannot do for
them. The father, carrying a load of
business cares, Atlas-like, upon his
shoulders; the mother, busy care-taker
for her household, cannot do for her
children, in addition to what she is doing,-had she the ability,-what is usually well done for them by the teacher.
Having neither ability nor strength to
do this, how can she be other than grateful to the one who is carrying her burdens for her and thus "fulfilling the law
of Christ" ?
Fathers and mothers, take time and
thought for, interest in and speak helpful words to, and for the teacher of
your children! If you will not do this,
in the name of justice to them, and for
the sake of the irreparable injury you
may do your children, refrain from
thoughtless or unkind criticisms of life,
methods or manners of those teache rs
in the presence of your children !
Teachers, take courage, your faithful work is appreciated by many, if not
all, of the parents of J'Oltr and t!teir
children.
-Education.
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is not the purpose here to give an
exhaustive outline. This is made
simply in response to numerous request
that I suggest the subjects and authors
with which a person should, at some
time in his life, become familiar, in or-

RE~\.DING.

BALDWI:'\ .

der to be what is called an ordinarily
well-read person.
No mention has been made of newspapers, journals, magazines, or other
current literature, to which all people
shouhl devote a portion of their time.
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But some attempt has been made to
classify or arrange the work in chronological order, anrl to mention a few
works that may be profitably read in
connection with others of a somewhat
different nature.
History is the basis of the outline.
And since the plan is made for those
who have read but little, I have thought
it best to begin with the history of the
present and read back to\\·arcl the earli-
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est written history of man.
It is expected that each reader will
adapt the list to his own needs. Probably it should, in most cases, be greatly
enlarged. Or some other authors or
subjects be substituted for some here
named.
As I said aoove, the plan is sllggcsti7'f',
not arbitrary. It is impossible to make
a general outline that shall be suited to
each individual's requirements.

AMERICAN AUTHORS.
T-Il STORY.

(I)

Aboriginal America.
Baldwin's "Ancient America."
2.
Foster's "Prehistoric Races of the U. S ''
Disco'i!CIY
of America.
(II)
1.
Bancroft's "History of the U. S."
2.
Abbott's "Discovery of America. "
*3. Any goocl school history.
(III) Tlu Rez•olution.
I.
Abbott'-; "\Var of the Revolution."
2.
Bancroft's "History of tl1e U. S."
.,.
Any
good school history.
*"
( IV ) Since t!w R ez•olution.
I.
l\1c:;\lastcr's "History of the People of the l '. S., from the Revolution
to the Civil War."
2.
Wilson's"History of the Rise and Fall of the Slave Powcr in .\merica."
*3. Dra1)er's ''Civil \\!ar in 1\merica."
4· Greeley's "Great American ConOict."
*5 . Alex. H. Stephens's "Constitutional Hi story of the \\'ar be tween the
States."
*6. Lossing's "American Centenary. "
*7. chool History.
r.

Poet;y, Fiction, P!ulosop!ty.

(I)

c-·t.

Coloilial Su/Jjats. (To be reacl in connection with History .)
* r. Longfellow's "Courtsl1ip of :\Iilcc; Standish.""Xew England Trage clie<>.''"Evangeline."*
*2. \\'hittier's "Ballads of X ew England."*3· Cooper's " \Yept of the \Yish-ton- \\'ish."-

J>ocm .
Poem.
1' oc 111.
Poem -; .
:\ U\'el.
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*
*4·
*s.

"Pathfinder."Novel.
"Last of the Mohicans."Novel.
Thackeray's "Virginians."English Novel.
Hawthorne's ''Scarlet Letter."Novel.
*6.
"House of the Seven Gables."Novel.
Romance.
7· Irving's "Knickerbocker's History of N. Y."
8. Holland's "Bay Path."Novel.
Novel.
9· Mrs. Stowe's "Minister's ·wooing."Novel.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."ro. Mrs. Hemans' "Landing of th e Pilgrims."Engl~sh Poem.
(II)
Political.
r. Horace Greeley's "Science of Political Economy."
*2. "Speeches of Daniel \Vebster."
3· Henry George's "Progress and Poverty."
(III)
Critical Essays.
*r. Lowell's "Among My Books."-2 vols.
"
"Study .Windows.''
*
2.
Whipple's ''Essays."
*3· Emerson's "Essay on Books."
*
"Behavior."
''Friendship."
* 4· Thoreau's Essay on "Sound," and "Brute Neighbors."
(IV) Fiction.
*r. Irving's "Sketch Book."
*z . Hawthorne's "Marble Faun."Romance.
*3· Charles Egbert Craddock's "Among the Clouds."Novel.
(V)
Miscellaneous.
*r. Lowell's Poems, (especially "Under the ·w illows,"
"Cathedral" and "Commemoration Ode.")
*2 . Bryant's Poems, (especially "Thanatopsis" and "Flood of Years.")
* 3· Holmes's Poems, ( " "Last Leaf," "Wonderful One Horse Shay.")
"Autocrat at the Breakfast Table."
''Poet at the Breakfast Table."
*4· Draper's "Intellectual Development of Europe."
5· Fields' Essay on "Hawthorne" and Essay on "Dickens."
*6. Jam es Freeman Clarke's "Ten Great Religions."
*7. \Vallac e's "Ben-Hur. "-Novel. (Historical)
"Fair God. "-Novel. (
)
*8 . Emerson's "Representative Men."
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
(I)

.History. (Going back toward Creation.)
* r. Green's "Short History of the English People."
*z . Dickens' ' Child's History of England."
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Knight's "History of England."
White's ''History of France."
5· Lewis's "Student's History of Germany."
6.
Hunt's "History of Italy."
*7. Hallam's "Middle Ages."
*8. Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.''
*9. Grote's "History of "Greece."
*ro. Rawlison's "Ancient Monarchies."
7.-II.
"Ancient Egypt.''
*I 2. Hebrew History. (Found in the Bible.)
(I I. ) Historical Poems and No7•els. (To be read in connection with History.)
*I .
Scott's Novels.
Poems.
"
3· Ebers' Novels: "Egyptian Princess," "U arc! a," "Two Sisters,"
ana "Bride of the Nile,"
*4. Tennyson's "Idylls of the King," "Harold,'' "Godiva."
*s. Bulwer-Lytton's "Harold," and "Last of the Barons," ancl
"Richelieu. "-(Drama.)
*6. Shakespeare's "King John," "King Henry IV," "Richard III," &c.
7. George Eliot's "Romola, "-Novel.
8. Macaulay's "Armada."
9· Thackeray's "Henry Esmond," and '·Lectures on the Four(; corges. '•
*ro. Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities" and '·Barnaby Rudge."
*I r. Victor Hugo's ''Les Miserables."
*r2. Hebrew Poetry. (Found in tl1c Bible.)
(III) Essays.
* r. Macaulay's, (especially on Milton, Goldsmith, and Cromwell.)
2.
Bacon's, (especially on Milton.)
*3. Bayne's "Lessons from My 1\lastcrs," and · 'Es<>ays."
4· Addison's.
5· Carlyle's "Essay on Sir Walter 'cott."
6. Lamb's.
(IV)
PoetJ)'·
*r. Tennyson's Poems. (especially "In f.[emoriam. '')
*2. Scott's Poems, (especially ' Lady of the Lake'' and ":\[annion. '')
*3 . Mrs. Browning's Poems.
4· Meriel ith's "Lucile. "
*5. Gray's "'Elegy in a Country Churchyard.''
*6. Colerige's "Ancient Mariner."
*7. Burns'"Cotter's Saturday Night, "and ".\ l\Ian's a Man for .\'That.''
*8. Goldsmith's '·Deserted Village" and ''Traveller."
*9.
helley's "Aclonais. ''
*ro. \Vordsworth's ' Excursion."
*r 1. hake-peare's' Hamlet," "Lear,.,' 'Othello,'' '· :\[crchant of Yen ice,"
"Tempest," and "Twelfth :\igh t. ''
4·
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*12. Milton's "Lycidas," "Comus," and "Paradise Lost. n
*13 . Spenser's "Fairy Queen."
* 14. Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales," (especially the "Prologue, ' 1
and "Knight's Tale.")
*15 . Dante's "Divina Commeclia. "-(Longfellow's Translation.)
*r6. Dryden's Translation of the "Iliad."
*q. Bryant's Translation of the "0cl yssey."
I8. Bayard Taylor's Translation of Goethe's "Faust."
(\ )
Noz1els.
* r. George Eliot's "Middlemarch," "Mill on the Floss," and
''Adam Bed e."
*z. Dickens' "Mutual Friend," "David Copperfield," and any others.
Thackeray's "Pend ennis" and "Vanity Fair."
Reade's "Put Yourself in His Place," and "Hard Cash."
Miss Mulock's "John Halifax, Gentleman<'
"Don Quixote", (Translated from the Spanish.)
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress. "-Allegory.
-l<-8. Swift's "Gulliver's Travels."
*9. Some translation of the "Arabian Nights."
I:>. Johnson's ''Rasselas."
* r r. Goldsmith's "Vicar of ·wakefield."
~<12 . De Foe's "Robinson Crusoe."
~'"13. Bulwer-Lytton's "My Novel" and "Last Days of Pompeii.''
I 4· Charlotte Bronte's ''Shirley."
(VI)
Miscellaneous.
r.
Bacon's "Novum Organum."
*z. Carlyle's "Heroes and Hero \Vorship."
* 3· Farrar's "Life of Christ."
4· Drummond's "Natural Law in the Spiritual ·world."
5· Mason's "British Novelists."
-:'"o. Darwin's ''Origin of Species."
.,,_7. Spencer's "Sociology," "Education," "Synthetic Philosophy."
' "8. Mill's "Political Economy" and "Logic."
-ll-9· Lewe ' "History of Philosophy."
-l<·ro. Smiles' "Self Help."
*I r. Ruskin's ''True and Beautiful," and ''Sesame and Lilies."
&c. &c.' rc.' &c.
r. Begin with American Literature
first because it is the ea iest to read
and to understand.
z. It is better to carry on two line of
reading simultaneously j that is, read
history and some other kind of literature, ay an hour each, or half hour
each dazlJ'·

3· If pos ible, read the American
authors speci~ed in the order in which
they are named.
4· The authors that are imperatiz e
that is that one ought to read, are
marked(*).
5. In Engli h literature, the hi tori cal
parts may be read in the order in which
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they are named. The other works, as
the reader rna y choose.
6. It is well to read the essay on an
author in connection with the study of
that author; as, read Macaulay's Essay
on Bunyan while reading "Pilgrim's
Progress)) ; or Bayne's Essay on Mrs.
Browning while reading "Lady Geraldine's Courtship" or, "Rhyme of the
Duchess May".
7. Most of the works named can be
obtained in inexpensive forms. Very
many of the English and American
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classics are accompanied by excellent
notes and explanations, valuable to inexperienced readers.
8. One or two authors under each
division might be selected; or one or
two articles from each author. Butfor
the reading of a life-time, this plan ought
not to be much abridged.
9· Of course to a student of litera- .
ture, some sort of a text book on literature is indispensable. It is necessary
also to have a small classical dictionary,
and an unabridged dictionary.

ARITHMETIC.

X.

(Proportion.)
H. B.

BROWN.

HE difficulty in this subject is not
If 3 hats cost $r5, what will 5 hats
so much the abstract work of solv- cost?
Known part, 3 hats, $ 15.
ing the problem, as in not having any
Unknown part, 5 hats, $x.
definite process for the solution. If the
·write $r5 for the 3d term, because it
pupil will observe the following steps,
there will be no difficulty in the state- is of the same kind as is required in the
ment of any question in proportion. result. If 3 hats required $1 5, 5 hats
will require more, therefore write the
Statement.-Every problem in proporgreater number for the 2d term and the
tion consists of two parts, a known and
lesser for the rst. Multiplying the 3d
an unknown.
term by the 2d and dividing by the rst,
1. First, determine the known part.
th e result is $25 .
2. Second, determine the 3rd or base
Compound Proportion is made up of
term.
a number of simple proportions, and is
3· In reasoning always begin with the
but a repetition of the ahove.
known part, and reason from the known
If zo men, in 30 days of ro hr. each,
to the unknown.
build a wall soo ft. long, 5 ft. wide, 8
4· Always reason to the 3d or base
ft. high, in how many days of 8 hr. each,
term.
can 30 men build a wall 900 ft. long,
"Third term" is used when a state6 ft. wide, 5 ft. high?
ment is made by proportion. "Base
Known part, 2u men, 30 cia., ro hr., 500ft.
term" is used when the statement is made lor.~, 5 ft. wide, 8 ft. hig'-1.
by analysis.
Unknown part, 30 men, x days, 8 hr., C)OO ft.
A problem in Simple Proportion is long, 6 ft. wide, 5 ft. high.
The known and the unknown parts
given, which, if understood, will form
having been determined, the next is to
a key to the whole.
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determine the 3d term. This is 30 days.
In the reasoning, it must be borne in
m~nd that we begin with the known part
and reason to the unknown.
Statement by proportion:
30:20
8:IO
soo:goo:: 30 days =33% days.
s:6
8:s
Write 30 days for the 3d term because it is of the same kind as is required in the result.
I. If 20 men require 30 da., 30 men
will require _fewer days, therefore, write
the lesser number for the 2d term and
the greater for I st.
2. If Io hr. a day require 30 da., 8
hr. a day will require more days, therefore, write the greater number for the
2d term and the lesser for the Ist.
3· If a wall sao ft. long require 30
da., a wall goo ft. long will require more
days, therefore, write the greater number for the 2d term and the lesser for
the I st.
4· If a wall five ft. wide require 30
da., a wall 6 ft. wide will require more
days, therefore, write the greater number for the 2d term and the lesser for
the ISt.
S· If a wall 8 ft. high require 30 da.,
a wallS ft. high will require fewer days,
therefore, write the lesser number for
the 2d term and the greater for th e ISt.
Employing cancellation, - multiplying the 3d by the continued product of
the 2d, and dividing by the continued
product of the Ist, the result is 33 %'
days.

A problem will now be given by the
method called Slzorter Analysis.
In how many days of 8 hr. each, can
40 men build a wall 300 ft. long, 8 ft.
wide, and IS ft. high, if 30 men, in 2S
da. of IO hr. each, build a wall 5 oo ft.
long, 3 ft. wide, and 8 ft. high?
Known part- 30 men, 25 da., 10 hr., a wall
500 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, 8 ft. high.
Unknown part-40 men, x da., 8 hr, a wall
300ft. long, 8ft. wide, 15 ft. high.

25 da. X 3oX w X 3ooX 8X I5
- - - - - - - - - = 70-l -r; da.
4oX 8X sooX 3X 8

I. Write 2 S da. for the base term, because it is of the same kind as is required in the result.
2. If 30 men require 2S da., I man
will require more da., therefore, multiply by 30; and 40 men will require fewer da., therefore divide by 40.
3· If Io hr. per da. require 2s da., I
hr. per da. will require more da., therefore multiply by Io; and 8 hr. per da.
will require fewer da.' therefore divide
by 8.
4· If a wall sao ft. long require 2S
da., a wall I ft. long will require fewer
da., therefore divide by sao; and a wall
300 ft. long will require more da., therefore multiply by 300.
S· If a wall 3ft. wid e require 2s da.,
a wall I ft. wide will require fewer da.,
therefore divide by 3; and a wall 8 ft.
wide will require more da., therefore
multiply by 8.
6. If a wall 8ft. high req uire 2S da.,
a wall I ft. high will requ ire fewer da.,
therefore divide by 8; and a wall IS ft.
high will require more da., therefore
multiply by IS.
7. Employing ca ncellation, the result

In the solution of thi s question, it is is 70/s da.
seen that the process is a continuous rep.. - - - .
etition of the work in Simple ProporIn this solution, when we say, for
tion.
example 1 "if thirty men req uire 25 da.,

THE TEACHER.
therefore, multiply by 30," we simply
abbreviate the long analysis. "When we
say "40 men will require fewer days,
therefore divide by 4c, " we meanjewer
days, or -ir> as many days as r man ;
and so on with each point. This pro-
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cess shows why a sta te ment in proporti on is true.
ow, the teache r sh oul d g ive nu mer ous p roblems, un til the l ear~e r has f ully
m aste red the principles, a nd tl:t en he
can u se them for himself.

A TALK ON SCHOOL DISC IPLINE.

w.

I

H.

B A NTA.

READ, sometime ago, an article on discip linary lesson is that of obedie nce,

discipline that pointed out very clearly the true object and aim of all disciplinary means employed in schools, but
failed, it seemed to me, in one very important particular, viz., - it did not tell
how these means could be employed to
accomplish the much desired end. But,
come to think of it, the "how" is about
as much a matter of theory as is the
"what.'' That the formati on of character is the true basis of all school di scipline, few, if any, will dispu te. T h e
old notion of discip line, ( the on e tha t
must have b een in vogue when th e writer was a lad) that the obj ect was the
convenience and sav age satisfa c tio n of
the teacher, has, happily, b een r elegated
to the "things of an tiqu ity." In th ose
days streng th of arm was as valuable a
qualification as powe r of intellec t, or
stability of cha racter. And yet, wh o
will deny that notwithstanding the means
em plo yed , and the u tter d isregard of
the ' true bas is" the r esul ts were, in
most instances, t r aits of c ha racter such
as have r e ndered the la t h alf cen tury
the best a nd most famo us in the h istory
of m ankind. Somehow or othe r the
most wom anly wome n and manly men
tha t ever ap peared on th e stage of human activity, came ou t of those schools.
fter all , may it not be that the great

or r espect fo r authority? T h e "old discipline" did inculcate a regard fo r law
if n ot a respect for it. But with the
"tru e idea" of discipl ine a nd the inability to employ the means o r app ly th e
p rinciples, the forming of right charac ter is no more likely to result than i t
woul d f rom a "wrong idea'' or a false
basis. The fact is theory and practice
must go hand in hand if success is accomplished. T he pupil's will must b e
str engthened through his intellect if
possi ble, but his submission to authority must be secured, if not by moral
suasion or appeal to hi reason, then by
physical suasion. Hy this I do not mean
that his will should be ' brok en" but
that it hould be "bent" into obedience.
Usually, if the means employed are in
h armony with child nature and a re elirccted by common sense and in a proper spirit a resort to force will not be
n ece ary. The higher uwti \ ' Cs arc fa r
the best, and the pup11's self-res pect
must be regarded as most sacn.:cl. But
the evil-doer must atone to the offended
law. II e must be taught that he can
only maintain hi s self-re<; pcct by refrain ing from wron cr doing. Honor, fidelity,
indu try, politeness, honesty, perfect regarcl for the rights of others can be
taught (r )by th~ tea her'~ example, He
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must exemplify these traits and virtues
in his dealings with the pupils. ( 2) By
c.ommending, directing and encouraging. Showi~g that good character is
more valuable than mere intellectual
strength, and that as the black-smith
gets strength in his arm by using it, so
we get moral strength by right-doing.
I am often asked the question,' 'Would
you abolish corporal punishment"? I
answer, "Yes, if I can do it in the way
above indicated." It is not so much a
question of mode o.f punishment as mode
of moulding character, that demands
our most earnest consideration. Corporal punishment will abolish itself when
the conditions are such as to render it
useless. If we would do away with the
rod, the first step is to put a right spirit
into the parent and teacher. This being done, you have gained two-thirds of
the battle, and occupy such a vantage
ground as to render the victory over the
pupil almost a certainty.
The pupil
must believe, first, that his father and

mother are his friends; · second, that
the teacher is his friend; third, that it
pays to do right. If he cannot be convinced of these things, the case is desperate and will require extraordinary
treatment.
In administering justice in the school
room regard must be had to individual
character. Pupils are not all alike, nor
will the best results be attained by attempting to put good, bad and indifferent into the same straight-jacket. Peculiarities of disposition, false notions
of honor, . and lack of stability, must be
considered in determining what course
to pursue in order to reach and correct
successfully the besetting weakness. No
definite rule can be laid down, but it is
safe to say that no punishment is good
that does not consider both the character of the wrong-doer and the po:::sibilities and probabilities of his reformation. The day is passed when pupils
should be punished to deter others from
wrong.

SOME LESSONS IN DRAWING.

IX.

(Perspective D1'a'lf.1ing.)
G. W.

T

FERGUSON.

H E preceding models have been of
but two dimensions; the morlel for
this lesson will be of three dimensions,
thus showing the solidity of the object.
A good sized wooden box of any proportions will be suitable; the longer the
lines or edges the better, as it will be
found easier to ascertain their slope or
appearance.
If the box be placed in such a position that only two of its faces are visible, it appears precisely like the screen,
that you had in a previous lesson. If

it be placed so that three faces are visible, you have only the frame in three
positions: so there is only a new combination of old models.
Draw each face separately, then draw
the box complete.
If the box be placed in an upright position so that three faces are visible and
one vertical edge is toward you, all the
lines are in receding po i tions except
the verticals.
Draw a line to represent the vertical
edge that is nearest to you; make it of

TliE TJiACHER.
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length

j

get the slope of the .four
receding lines, as indicated by the figures
2, 3, 4, 5 j
draw diagonals 6, 7 j erect
verticals 8, 9· Thus
far it is precise! y the

same as the screen: you have only to
draw two more lines and the box is complete.
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To draw a house that is composed of
straight lines, you have only a combination of what you have already had.
For the first model you had better choose
one without a wing and with but few
windows, better ~till would be a barn.
\iVhen you have selected one for a model
you should take the easiest view possible, say a full side view with you r eye
opposite its center, that is you should be
equidistant from each end of the barn
and at some little distance, say three
times the length of the barn from it.

While the b ox is in an upright position, turn it as you please and you can
not have more than two systems of parallel receding lines and hence two V.
If the barn be twenty feet long, get
P's.
at least sixty feet from it as it is easier
When your drawing is completed, since you can take it all in at a glance
produce the receding lines until they without turning the head, yet you are
meet in their respective V. P'sj these always allowed the privilege of turning
should lie within the same horizontal the eye.
line which should be proportionally as
Study your subject carefully before
far above the drawing as the eye was beginni'ng the sketch as this is more than
above the model.
half the battle. You find the side of the
If the box be placed so as to rest on barn a frame in an upright position comone of its corners, the lines are all in re- posed of two vertical and two horizontal
ceding positions, three systems, three lines: draw them, comparing the height
V. P's.
with the length, extend the upper horizonBegin at the nearest corner and draw tal to the left and right, set off the amount
lines parallel to those receding from of the projecting edge of roof, get slope
that point. You can set off their respect- of receding lines. Now as the diag nals
ive lengths at once or you need only to are rather long you can easier deterset off the length of one of them, and mine the distance between the upper
this may be of any length. Suppose and lower edges of the roof by comparing the distance with
you have drawn lines I, 2, 3, and set off
·. ?~ that between lower
the length of I, finish the top as you
edge of the roof and
would the frame, by drawing 4, the di~.
~ ground, or loweredge
agonal 5, then recerlof barn. raw a hori.'··.: . .
ing line.
Complete
3
zontal line through
the side b y getting

8
.,

slope of 7 8, draw
diagonals 9, Io, and
from where these cut

the point thus found and the drawing i
completed.
ee figures .

If you view the building so that one
7, 8,draw 11, I2. As before you should corner is toward you, proceed as you
produce the receding lines, and each did in drawing the box in a similar poset must meet in a common V. P.
sition: draw I,2,3, regardless of length;
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set off any length on I,and through the
po_int draw 4 or lower line of the roof;
from the upper end of I draw diagonals
5, 6, erect verticals 7, 8, set off the distance4projectspasti and7,draw9which
is an imaginary line connecting 4. with
the farther corner of roof. This· is a horizontalline in reality; on this line set off
point for back corner, thinking only of
the distance the back corner is from 8;
get slope of 9, or lower edge of roof,
get slope of Io, I I, I 2 and from where
ro and 12 meet draw I3, and we would
probably draw I4 last. Compare the distance between I 2 and I 4 with the length

The Coal and the Shovel.

It was noon, and the men dropped
their shovels on the coal pile, stretched
themselves under the trees and rested
from their work.
The quiet was broken by the noise of
a shovel sliding down the coal heap.
"To think I have come to this," said
the shovel, as it finally reached the
ground.
"To what?" asked the coal.
''Once I was part of a tree, now I am
only a handle and have to shovel dirty
coal," retorted the shovel.
"Well," said the coal, "I was once a
tree myself, so I do not see why you
should think it a disgrace to be in my
company."
The shovel-handle did not speak.
"You might," continued the coal,
"find it difficult to make some believe
you had ever been anything else but a
shovel-handle, so you ought not to doubt
my once being a tree."
"You are so hard and black," said
the shovel-handle, "please tell me what

of I2, and the general outline will be
completed.
In order to test your work, produce
all of the receding lines. 9, 2, has a V.
P. to the left, and 3, 4, 9, I3, to' the
right. These two V. P's should lie within
the same horizontal line. The V. P. for
IO and I I should lie within a vertical
line directly over the V. P. for 2, 9·

changed you from a beautiful tree to
this?"
''Ages ago," began the coal, ''I lifted my head above the marsh, and so
rapidly I grew in the hot climate, I was
soon the tallest fern tree in the forest."
"Ferns do not grow tall," contradicted the shovel-handle, "and you called
yourself a tree."
''They did ages ago," replied the
coal, "and as I was saying, I looked
down on all the other ferns, until the
wind bowed me low, and I fell in the
bog. There I lay buried in the water,
and as if that was not enough the water
changed me into peat. Do you know .
what peat is?"
''Well," grumbled the shovel-handle,
"the man who owns me, talks about the
peat fires he had in Ireland, and I suppose it is something that they burn."
"Mosses crept over me," continued
the coal, "other fern trees fell in the
bog, and pressed me farther down in
the earth. The heat increased, and I
became so hard (I suppose I was turn-
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ing into brown coal), there was hardly
a trace of the fern left. Still the pressure from above increased with the heat
until I became black and hard as you
see. How long I was buried in the earth
I do not know, but at last a man dug
and carried me above ground. It must
have been ages though that I was hidden away in the earth for this does not
seem like the same world. The trees
and animals are as much changed as I.
·w hat do you suppose has made me and
everything so different?"
Just then a sunbeam broke through a
cloud and glistened on the coal.
"Don't you know," it said, "but for
the warm sunshine you could never have
raised your fern branches, and after you
were crushed in the earth, it was heat
again that changed you to coal, but this
heat you have stored up you must give
back to the earth again."
"But," broke in the shovel-handle,
"tell me, coal, how did you come here?"
The one o'clock whistle blew, the
men picked up their shovels, and threw
the coal rattling down into the hole of
the cellar.
The shovel-handle may find out some
day. - Susan Caldwell, in Kindergarten.
Dangerous Tendencies in Education.

There is too much surface and too
little depth to the ordinary primary and
grammar-school course. Education is
made an end rather than a means. It
is not what we teach, it is how we teach,
that is essential. In attempting to improve the public schools, the mistake
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has been made of increasing the curriculum instead of the teaching force.
Given the tools of reading, writing, and
figuring, the good teacher will make
one further study, if need be, serve every purpose of primary education. The
mental vice of these newspaper days is
superficiality; this vice th e schools are
doing much to encourage. Make the
child accurate, thorough, persistent,
logical, and let mere information take
a secondary place. If he has acquired
these qualities, he has learned how to
study; in teaching him how to study
the school has done its work. Beyond
giving him the tools of knowledge, the
primary teaching can do little toward
increasing the child's stock of information. That will come to him outside
the schoolroom. As said above, and
as cannot too often be said, the school
is a gymnasium for making the child's
mind acquisitive and receptive. The
teaching of many subjects does not conduce to this. The immature brain is
naturally restless and roving; it is for
the school to give it the power of concentration. A child's mind is impatient
and easily diverted; it is for the school
to teach it patience and perseverance.
A hasty clutching at many things is
easier and pleasanter, both to teacher
and pupil, than thorough masters of one
thing j but the child who has really
conquered one subject is he who, in
manhood, will win the knowledge of a
thousand.
Jam es P. Munroe in Ed. R eview.

THE SCHOOLS OF CALiFORNIA.
H.

CLAy

has been charged, and with some
I Tsemblance
of truth, that the school
laws of California are so formed that
they favor the teacher who "is to the
manner born," to the exclusion of
worthy men and women whose culture,
refinement and high reputation as teachers would add lustre to the educational
interests of the state, if they were not
barred out of the schools by the extremely rigid examinations to which
every candidate is forced to submit.
That the standard of proficiency is
high is freely admitted, but the motive
that actuates legislators and boards of
education in their laudable efforts to
raise the public schools to such a high
degree of excellence, that they shall attract the attention of the world and
arouse a spirit of emulation in the East,
where culture and scholastic eminence
are the proud boast of the people, is far
more honorable than that imputed to
them by those whom disappointment
has inveigled into harsh and groundless
criticism.
Nothing is more detrimental to the
welfare of our public schools, than superficial examinations and general laxity on the part of those who are invested with the power of grading or refusing
credentials that will admit applicants
to the ranks of the profession, or preclude them from the enjoyment of its
honors and emoluments.
Rigid requirements in scholarship and
morality "relegate all the old sticks of
the profession to the wood pile in the
pack yard," give dignity to our calling
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and diminish the great gulf that lies
yawning between the real and the ideal
in the realm of education.
The schools of California do not differ materially from those of other states,
in their ever-recurring vacancies, promotions of competent teachers, dismissals, transfers, and concomitant mutations. And golden opportunities to secure lucrative and influential positions,
and to take the tide of honorable promotion when it is at its flood, present
themselves with equal favor to all who
possess the requisite qualifications, regardless of "the accident of birth."
In large cities, especially San Francisco, these changes occur with varying
frequency throughout the year, and candidates who are conversant with all the
necessary elements of an acceptable
application, and who in addition to a
valid certificate, have what is known in
political parlance as "influence," are
rarely disappointed. For be it remembered that San Francisco is one of the
great American cities, and that there
have been periods in her history when
the public schools passed temporarily
under the control of politicians, who
were far more solicitous for the success
of their party than the welfare of the
great interests entrusted to their keeping.
During such inauspicious times, the
tenure of the teacher who occupied a
good position, and the success of an applicant for a vacancy, were largely determined by the willingness of the incumbent and the aspirant to make genuflections at the shrine of the dominant

ON TUE PRONTIFR.
party.
In rural towns and country
districts, vacancies are of most frequent
occurence during the mid-summer vacation; and it goes without saying that
the candidate who presents himself in
person, and has the tact to urge his
claims vigorously without giving offence,
occupies a superior vantage-ground over
his competitor, who from choice or necessity, tempts fortune through the medium of correspondence.
Persons who contemplate teaching in
California, especially those whose experience in school work is limited, those
who have never taught in the state, and
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those who have not the prestige of professional training, can reduce their
chances of defeat to a minimum, if prior to their application for a position
they present themselves for examination
before the county board of education,
and obtain a certificate at that time and
in the manner prescribed by law. For
if they come into the presence of ''the
powers that be," armed with that sine
qua non of eligibility, they may keep in
abeyance a series of stereotyped questions that are far from encouraging to
one who is unable to answer them in the
affirmative.

ON THE FRONTIER.
A

SOUTHERN ARIZONA TEACHER.

WHILE my Northern fellow-teachers are muffling up in furs and
walking over the crusted snow to their
respective school houses, rolling over in
their imagination the happiness that must
be smiling upon their contemporaries
and co-workers who have been called to
service in the Sunny South, it may interest them to note the advantages and
disadvantages of a Southern teacher, and
then contrast his fortune with their own.
Although he drank of divers tongues
at the Normal and sallied forth ready
to salute a Greek, a Roman, or a Teuton
in his native tongue; yet, the first difficulty experienced, after crossing the
Rockies and locating within the confines
of the Gadsden Purchase, was inability
to make himself understood.
He noticed that some of the children,
in the Primary Department especially,
had an undue amount of coloring matter under the cuticle; and these were
absolutely unable to speak a word of

English. Ask one of them a question, and
the invariable answer is no comprende,
don't understand.
Children born under the Star Span~
gled Banner unable to answer a single
question in the language of the country!
Imagine my feelings at the first recess
when I could hear nothing but Spanish
spoken around me. Can it be possible,
thought I, that they can speak nothing
else. I soon learned that the larger
pupils could talk English but would not.
Children born of Mexican parents
have a great veneration for th ei r native
tongue, and will talk no oth r unless
compelled. And the teacher who wishes to do efficient work, and win the respect and confidence of the Spanish
speaking portion of his pupils, must learn
to address them in !.heir own language.
Then, there is the wild spirit of the
cow-boy that must be brought under
the influence of wholesome restraint.
The average Arizona youth who can ef-
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fectively ride a bronco and throw the
lariat, thinks he has ample education;
and looks with scorn upon the civilizing
influence of the school-room. And the
teacher who can teach one term without finding himself "locked out" may
consider himself truly fortunate. Colt's
revolver and the \Vinchester repeater
are much more interesting and used to
a weater extent than the Territorial
text books; and it was no uncommon
thing to see a pupil carrying a pistol to
play with during recess.
The present writer has been promised
a free pass to that "undiscovered country from whose bourne no traveler returns," but he is yet in the terrestrial
sphere. Again there is the war whoop
of the wild Apache heard on the neighboring hills. Those living in the States
have a very poor knowledge of the Red
Man; and only the faintest conception
of the dangers of frontier life.
It is true that Indians have their Reservations, and are confined therein to a
certain extent; but they are averse to
the restraints of civilization, and look
with jealousy upon the encroachments
of the ''pale faces."
Occasionally half-a-dozen Indians escape from their respective reservations
and return to their original occupation.
Then, woe to the white man who comes
within rifle range. If a white man sees
an Apache on the mountains, the only
question that arises in his mind is how
quickly he can "pick him off." Only
one of them will live to tell the story,
and it is only a question of marksmanship who that one shall be. The 'Vhite
must kill the Indian or lose his scalp

and it takes him very few seconds to decide. But the Apache usually lurks behind a rock or bush; and waits unti l he
can draw a deadly bead 11pon his unsuspecting victim. Then if the U. S.
authorities catch him, he is taken back
to the Reservation and Congress makes
an extra appropriation to feed him up;
while if he fell into the hands of Arizona citizens he would undoubtedly
"stretch hemp" on the first tree.
Again, there are the incursions of the
Mexican Revolutionists at the present
time on the southern border of the Territory, which keep the pioneers continually on the alert to ::;ave their pr oper ty
from pillage.
These are a few of the difficulties and
dangers that obstruct the pathway and
disturb the peace of the pioneer teacher.
But to compensate for these there is a
climate as nearly perfect as it is possible to find. Snow cannot endure the
rays of the noonday sun, consequently
there are no blizzards. Cloudless days,
cool nights and a clear, dry atmosphere
free from contagious bacteria, are fascinating features of frontier life ; while
Monsieur La Grippe who pays his unwelcome and protracted visits to the
rest of humanity here usually calls and
quickly disappears.
To those at the Nor mal or elsewhere,
who intend to teach in the South-west,
my advice is to learn to speak Spanish,
become thoroughly acquainted with the
\Vinchester, and then proceed to make
your habitation under a clear sky in the
finest climate within the jurisdiction of
the tars and Stripes.

UP SILO
HUBERT

T

M.

HIS letter of the Greek alphabet is
one of remarkable interest in philology as a linguistic study, and in the
moral world as an ethical symbol of
peculiar appropriateness. It is the first
of the five letters which were added in
the reformation of the early Greek alphabet. In English words derived from
the Greek it is generally represented by
y as in lzydrogen, baryta, etc., though in
later years there has been a tendency
to make use of our zt as the better representative in the English forms of ancient Greek proper names.
Our capital Y is certainly the closest
approximation to the ancient capital in
form; and as to sound, the Greeks of
the present day, whether reading their
modern literature or their ancient clas.sics, give it almost, if not exactly, the
sound of shorty, as in hof:y. There are
many arguments to be adduced in favor
of retaining the formerly unquestioned
English spelling of the old proper names,
as given in our books of history and
mythology; and those who insist upon
the use of u instead of y in Odysseus,
Cltryse, etc., are not uniform in their
application of the rule, or very consistent with themselves, though more in
harmony with German usage and with
the present tendency to change.
The most familiar of the Greek letters in our own day is clti (represented
graphically by our capital X), which is
the initial of Cltrist, and is blazoned in
gold in countless churches. rn popular
usage we find it in the <<X-mas" (for
Christmas) of the holiday season. The
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sym,bolism of the upsilon, however, dates
from five centuries and more b efo re the
Christian era, and doubtless wielded a
vast influence upon the minds and hearts
of the youths of old time. The symbolism of the clzi is purely conventional;
that of the upsilon was graphic and impressivc. The upsilon was called in ancient <iays the Samian letter, because
of its association with Pythagoras, of
the isle of Samos, who seems to have
been the Pestalozzi of very ancient Italy,
and who established in the GraecoItalian city of Crotona one of the most
famous schools of antiquity.
To the pupils of Pythagoras, the letter represented lite parti;zg of lite ways,
and the choice which is presented to
every human soul.
Beginning in a
straight line, it diverges to the right and
to the left, at a point which represents
in life the occasion when a choice is to
be made. The pencil, in tracing the
letter, cannot proceed continuou ly
along both lines of divergence ; one
must be followed, ancl the other, for
the time, abandoned.
·
Of the importance of a wise choice,
the teachings of antiquity are full. In
most of the systems of education in the
ancient world the mpral element was
strongly presented. The corruption of
youth was held to be among the basest
of crimes. The Greeks seem to have
been keenly conscious of the moral accountability of the individual, and of
the fact that the trend of a life is either
in the direction of right or in that of
error. "\Vhat choice are you making
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for life?" was the question which addressed itself in the upsilon from every
page of the pupil's book or roll; "Which
path are you pursuing?"
A lesson of much the same import
was well known to the youths of Judea,
some centuries earlier-the choice of
Solomon} as related in the Chronicles
of Scripture; and whatever estimate we
may place upon the subsequent character of that monarch, the lesson of his
early choice has been of incalculable
value to the world. A century after
Pythagoras, Xenophon wrote the impressive story of the choice of Hercules,
when Virtue and Pleasure presented
themselves in the form of women to seek
his adherence. The· same idea is presented in the strongest possible manner
in the New Testament Scriptures in the
account of the temptation of the Savior.
Through and through the literature of
the Persians runs the th~me of choice.

We meet with it in some of the strongest passages of the Light of Asia. Turn
where we will in the books of the old
time, we find the most distinct assertion
of the freedom of the human will, and
the all-important choice which is to be
made in the direction and purpose of
life.

A Light Breakfast Best.

to do the best kind of thinking, you can
do it better and easier if you are not
requiring your stomach to work at the
the same time.
A student should always observe an
hour of light exercise, and mental repose after each meal before sitting down
to his books. Study before breakfast,
if necessary, but be sure to do light
work or play afterward. Many a person breaks down nervously because of
neglect of this rule. ~whatever your
duties or your busine , plan for this
quiet hour after meal , and keep it as
free from worry or anxiety as from
hard work. Unkroken mental and physcal vigor will be ample reward for the
observance of this rule.
-Dr. J H Kellogg.

The common idea prevails that if one
is aoing to work hard, he needs a specially hearty breakfast, but this is a great
mistake. You should take a light breakfast if you have hard work to do, either
of a physical or mental nature. Henry
\Vard Beecher once told me that if he
were to spLak in his church in the morning he did not eat until after he had delivered his discourse. Why? Because
if he ate be1ore giving his lecture or doing any other severe mental work, he
would have to run two kinds of business
at the same time- brain work and stomach
work. If you allow the stomach to rest,
the brain will be able to do better work;
so if you allow the brain to rest, you can
do better physical work. If you want

In the Christian ages, the cross has
been the symbol of the better faith,
with all that implies of purity of character and loftiness of aspiration. Yet
it may be questioned if, even with our
greater light and opportunity, our
schools are always as faithful in their
inculcation of moral lessons as were some
of the schools of old ages. At least we
may learn something from the simple
lesson of the heathen sage. In the words
of Pope (which he misapplied, of course,
in his cruel satire):Where Reason doubtful, like the Samian letter,
Points us two ways, the narrower is the better.
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Railroad in the Holy Land.

The first railway to Jerusalem will, it
is reported, be . opened in the spring of
the coming year. It is a short line,
running only from Joppa, the nearest
port on the Mediterranean, and intended to accommodate the growing passenger and other traffic between that place
and the Holy City. The work of construction is being carried out by a French
company, who began laying down the
line in April, 1890. It is stated that
over eight hundred vessels of various
kinds annually lan'd 40, ooo persons at
Joppa whose destination is Jerusalem.
On the completion of the railroad,
tourists will be able to buy a return
ticket from the port to Jerusalem for
-Sci. American.
twenty francs.
The Deepest Lake Known.

By far the deepest lake known in the
world is Lake Baikal in Siberia, which
is every way comparable to the great
American lakes as regards size ; for,
while its area is over 9, ooo square miles,
making it about equal to Lake Erie in
superficial extent, its enormous depth
of between 4, ooo and 4, 5oo feet makes
the volume of its waters almost equal to
that of Lake uperior.
Although its
surface is 1,350 feet above the sea level,
its bottom i nearly 3,ooo feet below
it. The aspian lake, or sea, as it is
usually called, has a depth in its southern basin of over 3, ooo feet, Lake Maggiore is 3,ooo feet deep, Lake
omo
nearly 2, ooo feet, and Lagodi-Garda,

another Italian lake, has a depth in certain places of 1,9oo feet. Lake Constance is over I,ooo feet deep, and Huron and Michigan reach depths of 900
and I, ooo feet. -New York Telegram.
Curious Actinic Phenomena.

It has been shown that the moon can
be photographed when fully eclipsed,
that is, when it is entirely plunged in
the shadow of the earth. This curious
fact is explained by supposing that the
surface of our satellite retains a certain
amount of actinic power after it is withdrawn from the rays of the sun, or that
some solar rays reach the lunar surface
during a total eclipse by refraction.
Many substances do retain actinic power
after they are withdrawn from light, and
it has been recently shown that a mixture in equal volumes of chlorine and
hydrogen will explode in twenty or thirty seconds when placed in the shade at
a spot which the sun has recently lighted up. It is a curious fact that chlorine
and hydrogen which have been obtained by the electrolysis of hydrochloric
acid gas will explode together in diffused daylight, which only affects the two
gases obtained by the ordinary laboratory methods very slowly. M. Gautier
has called attention to another singular
fact. If hydrogen gas is mixed with
chlorine ga which i1as previously been
exposed to sunlight, the mixture will explode instantaneously in the dark. It
is evident from these observations that
substances which have been submitted
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to the action of electricity, or have been
exposed for a certain time to the direct
ray.s of the sun, are in a peculiar state
of excitement, which renders them much
more .active as regards one another than
are the same substances prepared by the
ordinary methods of the laboratory.
Under these circumstances they acquire
a peculiar allotr opic state, similar to
what ozone is as regards ordinary oxygen
gas. The surface o f the moon when
totally eclipsed is not absolutely invisible to the ·e ye, aud it radiates sufficient
actinic light to enable a photograph to
be obtained in a short time on the modern sensitive plates.
- Popular Science News.
Snake-myths.

A great deal of nonsense has been
published, and a great deal more is believed, about snakes. Some most thrilling stories turn upon a power which serpents are credited with of fascinating
their victims. This appears to be a superstition. According to Mr. Vincent
Richards, mice, birds, dogs, guineapigs, and other small a:ninials, introduced into a rattlesnake's cage, show little
fear, even at first, and afterward none
whatever. Smaller birds, after fluttering about till they are tired, end by becoming amusingly familiar with the
snakes. Mr. Richards put two rats into
a cage containing forty cobras. At the
outset the rits' appetites were considerably affected, and they were evidently
alarmed.' In a short time, however,
they recovered their spirits, and caused
con iderable commotion among the cobras by running all over their heads and
bodies. The snakes resented this familiarity by darting at each other and
at imaginary foes. The rats lived and
partook of food in the {:age fQr ten 9r

twelve days, when, one after another,
they were found dead--"victims, no
doubt, of misplaced confidence." It is
still a matter of debate whether snakes
are proof against their own poison. The
remedies advised for snake-bite are of
doubtful validity. Because a ma.n recovers after being bitten by a snake, and
dosed with opium, mercury, ammonia,
or what not, we must not jump to the
conclusion that the treatment has effected a cure. A snake may bite without
poisoning. Biting, though in appearance simple enough, consists really of a
series of complex movements, following
rapidly one upon another in ordered
sequence, should any of which be inadequately performed, the victim may
not be properly poisoned. Ammonia,
alcohol, and making the patient move
about, are worse than useless; for they
increase the activity of the circulation,
and thereby promote the absorption of
the poison.
Even permanganate of
potash is of no effect unless it is administered within four minutes. Researches
into the nature of the p oison have shown
that it resides in some proteid, and that
there are three toxic elements-globulin, serum albumen, and acid albumen
-but wherein the quality consists that
gives to these substances, usually so
harmless, their poisonous power, is as
much in the dark as ever.
-Pop. S ci. l iionthly.
At the Bottom of the Sea.

At the depth of about fifty fee t waves
are not ordinarily felt, though a mile
down the water has a pressure of O\'er
a ton to the square inch. If a box six
feet wide were filled with ea-water and
the water allowed to evaporate by exposing it to the un the re wo uld be one
inch of ~alt left at th . bo ttolll of the
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box. Taking the average depth of the
Alantic Ocean to be two and one-half
miles, there would be a layer of pure
mineral salt one hundred sixty feet thick
on the bed of the Atlantic. The water
is colder at the bottom than at the surface . Evaporation is a wonderful power
in drawing the water from the sea. Every year a layer of the entire sea of an
average thickness of four feet is taken
up into the clouds. This layer of water
is about seven feet thick in the tropics,
and decreases in thickness toward the
polar regions. The winds bear their
burden into the land, and the water
comes down in rain upon the fields to
flow back at last through the rivers.
The Atlantic, we are told, if drained,
would be a vast gently undulating plain,
with a swell or plateau in the middle,
running parallel with the coast. Another plateau connects this central one
with the north-east coast of South
America. The Atlantic is thus divided
into three great basins no longer "unfathomed depths." The tops of these
sea plateaus are two miles below a sailing ship, and the deepest places of the
basins almost five miles. These plateaus
are whitened for thousands of miles by
a tiny creamy species of shell, lying as
thickly on th ei r sides as frost crystals
on a snow bank. The deepest parts are
red in color, strewn with volcanoes,and
meteoric particles, and the deeply incrusted bones of sharks, whales, and
other sea monsters. Through the black
and silent water of those abysses, in
which the only light is afforded by phosphorescent animals, vegetable life is
nearly absent, while animal life is scanty, and is confined to a comparatively
few strange species which may have
been common near the surface in former eologi cal ages but are now eldom 1

if ever, seen in the upper currents.
Goldthwaite's Geograpltical Magazine.
How Epidemics Travel.

If you take an apple seed, and plant
it in pure, dry, silicious sand it will not
grow. If you put it into moist earth it
will sprout in due season. So with the
germ or seed of disease.
In order to
produce the disease it must find in the
person it enters the peculiar conditions
necessary for its r eproduction. Otherwise nature will eliminate the germ,and
no disease will follow.
A disease on its travels may either die
out or gather strength . Should the ge rms
come to a people who happ en to be unsually healthy the disease, if it attacks
them at all, will be modified and become
less malignant.
The ge rms given out
by these new cases are less virulent, and
the disease in the next conn try will, therefor e, appear in a milder type.
But the converse of this rule holds.
A disease may be indefinitely intensified
in its travels. For examp le, the famine
in Rossia this year will probably develop a germ of grippe much more virulent than that we have seen so far.
Suppose france ancl Germany to be
involved in war next year. The hardships incident on such a war would themselves create a malignant disease out of
a mild one,an(l such a war would intensify the malignancy of the germ C\' Olved in Russia. Then the nited States
might receive a germ which, instead of
having been attenuated on its travels
through France and (~ermany, would be
greally intensified, and produce here a
very serious epidemic. Hence .\ mericans, for purely selfish, as well as for
nobler reasons, should earnestly desire
the continuance of pea e in Europe.
\Y e can no ]on rer ongratulate O\U·
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selves on our isolation. Steam travel
has done away with it. Famine or suffering .in Europe or Asia do affe ctus. Such
conditions threaten our health. True,
the abundance of food and the general
prosperity tend to make us better able
to meet and throw off disease.
Well-nourished bodies do not yield to
the microscopic bacilli as quickly or as
completely as those weakened by want.
But so long as the commerce of the world
goes on, so long as men and women
travel, just so long does each and every
one of us have a personal interest in the
well-being, the health, the prosperity of
all races and peoples. There may be
direct connection between the funeral
passing on the street of New York, and
the famished and down-trodden people
of Russia.
-Youth's Companion.
The Medical Value of Ozone

When an electric current is passed
through oxygen the structure of the oxygen molecule is altered to a form having three atoms to the molecule. This
modified oxygen, or ozone, is often noticed in the atmosphere after a thunder
storm. Oxone and hydrogen peroxide
have lately attracted ~orne attention
owing to their possibilities when used
as disinfectants in hospitals and similar places, their power lying in the excess of oxygen, each having one atom
to the molecule more than is usually
. found in combinations of their constituents.
Hydrogen peroxide has two
atoms each of hydrogen and oxygen to
the molecule, thus forming an unstable
compound with one atom of oxygen
ready to unite with and destroy any disease germs or similar matter with which
it may come in contact. Ozone, according to Dr. N. S. Davis, was first discovered by Van Marum 1 ~ century Qr more

ago, but it was first investigated and
brought prominently to the notice of
medical and scientific men by Schonbein in 1840.
From that date to the
present it has been a subject of active
study by scientific men, sanitarians, and
medical men generally. It was soon
ascertained to be generally present in
the atmosphere in small quantities and
to possess exceedingly active oxidizing
properties, unitingrapidly with organic
substances, bleaching vegetable colors,
and destroying the products of decomposition, even producing active irritation
in the air passages when mixed with the
inhaled air.
Dr. Redfern of Belfast
found that air containing only 2 h of its
value of ozone proved rapidly fatal to
animals confined in it.
Schonbein and several of the earlier
investigators thought that the presence
or absence of ozone had some important
relation to the presence of cholera, influenza, and other epidemic diseases,
but a more extended and persevering
study of the subject in different countries through a series of years has failed
to trace any such definite relation. Epidemics of both cholera and influenza,
or the grip,have been found to prevail
in localities where ozone was abundant
and where it was deficient.
Both the ozone aud the hydrogen peroxide are found most abundantly in the
atmosphere of open fields, near large
bodies of water, in pine forests, on the
high mountain ranges, and after thunderstorms. They are found least inside of
inhabited dwellings, interiors of cities,
and densely populated districts. The
chief reason for these differences is that
in all the last series of places named the
atmosphere is being constantly impregnated with albuminoid ammonia resulting from the de<;:omposition of animal
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matter and excretions, with which the
active oxidizers unite to form new compounds. That these several atmospheric
agents do thus antagonize each other has
been definitely proved by experiments.
Indeed, the efficacy of ozone and hydrogen peroxide as antiseptics and microbicides and their application to illconditioned ulcers, wounds, and suppur
rating surfaces is known to every wellinformed member 0f the medical profession.
Magnitude of Molecules and Light
Waves.

When we hear that the successive
vibrations in a light ray of average wave
length number about 6oo million of millions in a second the natural impression
is that they must be submicroscopic in
dimensions.
This, however, is far from being the
case. The actual length of the waves
in such a ray is about one fifty-thousandth of an inch. The parallel rulings on the glass plates known as Nobert's test plates, which are employed to
test the defining powers of lenses, have
been not only "rcsol ved" Lut photographed when only one one hundred
and fifty thousandth of an inch apart
(i. e., rso,ooo to the inch). In other
words, four such lines, spaced as in
these rulings, could be drawn within
the length of an average wa,·e of light.
This shows that the size of the ultimate
particles or molecules of the glass must
be very much smaller than the waves of
light, since sever~l furrows may Le
plowed through them within the width
of an average wave.
All these magnitudes are, however,
far beyond our direct perception or
powers of realizina but we may at least
get at some en e of our shortcomings

in power of conception from the following:
A maker of these "test plates," named Webb, many years ago, made for ~he
Army Meuical Museum at \Va hington
a specimen of microscopic writing on
glass.
This writing consists of the
Lord's Prayer, and occupies a rectan gular space measuring :rtr by 4 h of an
inch, or an area of nu\rn of a square
inch.
The lines of this writtng are about as
broad as those on the test plates, which
are Hfroll" of an inch apart. They are,
therefore, about as wide as the aYeragc
light waves. Now then to get some
idea of the magnitude or minuteness of
this writing.
There are in the Lord's Prayer 227
letters, and if, as here, this number occupies the n~\rs-:r of an inch, there would
be room in an entire square inch for
29,431,458 such letters, similarly spaced.
Now the entire Bible, Old and New
Testaments, contains but 3, 566, 48o letters, and there would, th erefore, be
room enough to write tlze t'lllirt' Riblc
e([[ltt times 07•er on one square i11(h of
f?lass, in the same manner as the words
of the Lord's Prayer have been written
on this specimen.
uch a statement, without donbt,staggers the imagination, but the figures are
easily verilted and arc certainly orrect,
and the whole staternen t at least se n ·es
to brin g home to us the limited nat11re
of our mental capacities as compan.:d
with the fact s of the universe.
It also furni hcs an interesting sllggestion in a very different subject.
It has been often stated that a physical basis of memory may exist in permanent . tructural modification of the
brain matter constituting the surface of
the furrow ~ . In a highly developed brain
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this surface amounts to 340
incl~es, and it would, therefore,
that the entire memories of a
might be written out in the

square
appear
lifetime
English

language on such a surface, in charac~
ters capable of mechanical execution,
such as those of the Webb plate at
\Vashington. -Tite Stevens Indicator.
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HOME, S\VEET HOME.
C. C.

SOMERVILLE.

In the pring of 1863 two great armies were encamped on either side of the
Rappahannock river, one dressed in blue and the other in gray. As twilight
fell the bands on the Union side began to play, •·The Star Spangled Banner,"
and "Rally Round the Flag." The challenge was taken up by those on the
other side and they responded with "The Bonnie Blue Flag" and "Away
Down South in Dixie." It was borne upon the soul of a single soldier in one
of those bands of music to begin a sweeter, more tender air, and lowly as he
played it all the instruments upon the Union side joined in, until finally a
great and mighty chorus swelled up and down the army-"Home, Sweet
Home." When they had finished there was no challenge yonder, for every
band upon that further shore had taken up the lovely air so attuned to all that
is holiest and dearest in human nature, and one chorus of the two great hosts
went up to God. \Vhen the mu ic had ceased, from the boys in gray came
a challenge, "Three cheers for home!" and as they went resounding through
the skies from both sides of the river, "something upon the soldiers' cheeks
washed off the stains of powder."
It wa this incident which in pired the following poem :

H E sun had dropped into the distant west,
The cannons ceased to roar, which tells of rest,
Rest from the shedding of a nation's blood,
Rest to lay their comrades 'neath the sod.

T

'Twas early spring, and calm and till the night,
The moon had risen, casting softest light;
On either side of stream the armies lay,
\Vaiting for morn to then renew the fray.
o near together a sound was heard by all
ach could hear the other sentry-call,
The bivouac fire burned brightly on each hill,
nd save the tramp of pickets all wa still.
~

The Rappahannock silently flows on
Between the hill so fair to look upon,
\\ ho e dancing waters, tinged with silver light,
Vie in their beauty with the starr night.
But li t ! from orthern hill there teal along
The ofte t strains of mu ic and of son .
The ' tarry Banner,' our nation s glorious air,
\ hich tell t all of gallant flag ' till th re. '
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Then "Hail Columbia" a thousand voices sing
With all their soul, which makes the hill-tops ring.
From hre to fire, from tent to tent, then flew
The welcome words, ''Lads sing the 'Boys in Blue'."
And well they sang. Each heart was filled with joy,
From first in rank to little drummer-boy;
Then loud huzzas, and wildest cheers were given,
Which seemed to cleave the air and reach to heaven.
The lusty cheering reached the Southern ear,Men who courted danger, knew no fear,
'Vhilst talking of their scanty evening meal,
And each did grasp his trusty blade of steel.
Those very strains of music which of yore
Did raise the blood, are felt by them no more.
How changed ! 'Vhat now they scorn and taunt and jeer,
Was once to them as sacred, just as clear ;
And when the faintest echo seemed to die,
The last huzza been wafted to the sky,
The boys in blue had Jain them clown to rest,
'Vith gun and bayonet closely hugged to breast, There came from Southern hill with gentle swell
The air of ''Dixie," which was loved so well
By every one who wore the coat of gray,
And still revered and cherished to this clay.
In ''Dixie's land" they swore to live and die,
That was their watchword, that their battle cry.
Then rose on high the wild Confederate yell,
Resounding over every hill and dell;Cheer after cheer went up that starry night
From men as brave as ever saw the light.
Now all is still. Each side had played its part.
How simple songs 'vill fire a soldier s heart !
But hark! From Rappahannock's stream there floats
Another air; but, ah ! how sweet the notesNot those which lash men's passions into foam,
But, richest gem of song, 'twas "Home Sweet Home,"
Played by the band, which reached the very soul,
And down the veteran's cheeks the tear-drop stole.
fen who would march to very cannon's mouth
" rept like children, from both North and South.
Beneath those well-worn coats of gray and blue
\\'ere generous, tender hearts, both brave and true.
The sentry stopped and rested on his gun
" 'bile back to home his thoughts did swiftly run,
Thinking of loving wife and children there,
'Vi th no one left to guide them, none to care.
tripling lads not strong enough to bear
Th e weight of sabre, or the knapsack wear,
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Tried to stop with foolish, boyish pride
The starting tear ; as well try stop the tide
Of ceaseless, rolling ocean, just as well,
As stop those tears which fast and faster fell.
Th en lo ! by mutual sympathy there rose
A shout tremendous, forgetting they ·were foes,
A simultaneous shout, which came from every voice,
And seemed to make the very heavens rejoic.e.
Sweet music's power! one chord doth make us wild,
But change the strain we weep as little child;
Touch yet another, men charge the battery gun,
And by those martial strains-a victory's won ;
It matters not from whence, how far you roam,
No heart so cold that does not love "sweet home."

OUESTIOJV'S
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(Conducted by Our Readers.)
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Now as VE=8o inches, BD is easily
found to be I I g. 8 in., whence the length
of the belt is 284.03 inches.
-C. M. Jansky.
I8. Amt. of $rso for 9 mo. at 8 per
cent. is $r59·
Amt. of $2oo for r yr. 9 mo. at 8 per
36. Parse brown in the sentence,
cent. is $228.
"He painted the house brown."
Amt. uf $zoo for 2 yr. 9 mo. at 8 per
Otto Joerns.
cent. is $244,
37· "\Villiam of Orange opened the
and their present worths at 6 per cent.
sluices throughout the land. The Ger- are respectively rsz. rs, 206,J3, and
man Ocean and the Rhine poured over $209. 44· Adding $5o to their sum we
the plain." How did the people of Hol- have for the cash value $6q. gz.
land get the water off the land again?
-G. E. Gorbutt.

zr. Let the fig. represent a section
of the cone made by extending the log,
-EB,
VO' : CO' : : 00' : OA-O'C
\Vhence VE=8o and ine
B=
\Vhence 0' =256 inche · and
V
or EVB=2° sr' s6.s"
=448 inches.
Hence BEG=£74° r6' 7"=12.03 in.
ol. of cone ab=9I952.5376 in.
Al o, arc DKC=r8S 0 43' 53°=32.4
" "
cd=qrs7-3248inches
inches.
hence vol. of log=7 4795· 2 r 28 inches
D
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and hence vol. of cone Vef =54554·
93 2 inches, whence, by the principle that
similar cones are as the cubes of their
altitudes,Vx is found to be 379·44 in.,
and x0'=I20.44 inches.
-C. M. Jansky.
28. After the news of the assassination of Pres. Lincoln had reached New
York City, it caused great excitement
at that place, and a riot seemed on the
point of breaking out among some of
· tbe people. Some thought the government was on the verge of dissolving.
Gen. James A . Garfield (ou r second
martyred President) was in the city a t
the time, and mounting the balcony of
a hotel, he said to the assembled multitude, after afew words of pleading to
do nothing rash, "God reigns, and the
government at ·washington still lives,"
and it caused the mob to do as he asked.
-F. M.S.
33· Pons Asinorum is the name giv~n
to Pyt!tagoras' "47th Problem"-The
Pytltagorean Tlteorem. The Theorem
is, viz.-The square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the
sum of the squares on the other two
-Flickinger.
sides.
33· Pons Asinorum is the name applied to a proposition in geometry. It
is so called because of the difficulty of
beginners in understanding it. It is the
fifth proposition of the first book of
Euclid.
-E. J. F.
34· 8Yz+I6j.( -6,73 X 5=24~
=3I7J=-6H.
l- Principle.-The sign of multiplication has precedence over the signs of
subtraction and addition. -B. F. Sisk.
35· In January, I 778, an attempt was
made to destroy the British fleet at
Philadelphia, by floating kegs of powder down stream upon rafts, with attachments for exploding them when they
struck any object. The device was in-

vented by David Bushnell, of Saybrook,
Conn. The vessels had been moved
just before, and so escaped.
A comic ballad was written upon the
affair by Judge Francis Hopkins, in
which he used the expression, "the. battle of the Kegs".
- T A . Hostetler.
26. In this problem we are given the
Interest and Rate of interest to find the
Principal, or i nvestmcnt. \\' e know that
Principal X Rate X Time=lnterest.
Here we have the prouuct of three
factors and two of the fac-tors given to
find the third. vVe then have PrinciInterest
pal = - - - - - . The inYestmcnt is to
Ratex Time
yield 7 per cent. which means, per annum; hence the time is one year. \Ve
5 per cent.
now have principal =-----= 71 ~
.07 X I
per cent. But the broker is to have Yz
per cent. 7 d per cent. - - ~ per cent.=
70} per cent. which can be paid for the
bond. The brokerage is counted on
the face value of the bond, and not on
its actual value.
- K.

26. The answer g; ven in the book is
incorrect; it allows for go ld at ., r. ro in
London only, but sh oul d allow $ L. 1 o
for gold in Paris as well.
I franc= S. I93
I5oo franc =$289. so at par. Allow
Yz per cent. exchange on this, and we
$290.94 75 in Paris. To get the true
result, IO per cent. of this, or $29 . ro
should also be addcJ.
£I =$ 4.87
£roo= 487 at par .. \ llow r per cent.
exchange and we have ;491 .87. ,\del
again Io per cent. on this for gold, and
we have S5-tr.o57, iu London.
541. 0 57+ 290·9475= 832.004+
- K.
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\ . J. H u.sH.
discovery of a new comet is al-

public, and especially . o when it hap-

ways an event of interest to the pen that the comet is bright enough to
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be seen with the naked eye. On the
morning of March 7, Professor Lewis
Swift of Rochester, New York, discovered a bright comet in the south-eastern
sky near the horizon. Two or three
days after its discovery, it was bright
enough to be seen with the naked eye,
and by the end of March its brightness
will have increased four fold. It rises
about four o'clock in the morning. It
is moving northward and eastward, so
that in April it will rise earlier than when
discovered and will also appear at a
greater distance above the south-eastern horizon. I.t is, therefore, coming
into a better position for observation.
Enough is not yet known of its motion to tell with certainty how near the
earth it will come; how bright ic will
be at its maximum ; how long it will remain visible; and when it has finally
disappeared, whether or not it will ever return to the solar system. After its
motion has been observed for a few
weeks, these points can be determined.
An approximate calculation shows that
this comet will be nearest the sun about
April 27, at a distance from the sun of
about ss,ooo,ooo miles.
A small number of astronomers devote a considerable portion of their time
in earching the heavens for comets.
Those who work persistently, under
favorable circumstances, may hope to
be successful, and from time to time
add a new comet to the number already
known. The chief requi sites for uccess are a telescope of moderate size, a
clear sky, a keen eye and enduring patience. For thi kind of work mall teleopes and low magnifying power are
nearly always used.
mall telescope
are more ea ily managed than large ones
and low magnifyingpm: ers enable larg r

than high powers. The object glass of
the telescope, gathers up the light from
the comet, and by means of it form an
image of the comet. A large object
glass will gather up more light than a
small one, simply because it is larger;
consequently the image formed by it
will be brighter. But for this kind of
work, the advantage of increased size
is more than counterbalanced by loss
of convenience and efficiency in other
directions.
The eyepiece adds nothing to the
brightness of the image. It is for the
purpose of magnifying tbe image, and
in doing so, it spreads the light forming
the image over a greater area and proportionately makes it fainter. Comets
are, as a rule, faint objects. The images of them formed by the object glass
are not bright and, consequently, will
not bear high magnifying powers.
The searcher for comets selects the
portion of the sky he wishes to explore,
and directs his telescope to it. He carefully examines the objects which appear
in the field of view; then shifts the telescope slightly bringing into view another field, which in turn is examined, and
so on. By working continuou ly and
rapidly throughout the night, an observer, using a four or five inch telescope magnifying from 20 to 30 diameters, may examine, with considerable
care, probably one-third of the vi ible
sky.
When fir t een omet · are u ually
small and faint di c-like objects having much th a·ppearance of a small
patch of white cloud. In many ca es
they resemble the fainter nebulae so
closely, that it i not po ible to eli tingui h them by their appearan c . \Vhen
a suspe ted obje t
found, and no

portions of the sky to be seen at once n

bul~

answering it de ·cription is con-
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tained in the catalogues of nebulae, it
is watched for a time to see if it ·changes its position with reference to the stars
near it. If it does, it is a comet; otherwise it is not. Comets, however, are
not always faint when discovered. On
the contrary, sometimes their brightness
and general appearance indicates their
cometary nature at first sight. Such,
indeed, was the case with the comet
mentioned above, and such has been
the case with a number of other comets
discovered in recent years.
During April Venus will continue the
most brilliant star in the heavens. Its
brightness will be about fifty per cent.
greater than it was in March. Those
who know where to look for it will be
able to see it with the naked eye in the
day time. In the telescope it will present the gibbous phase up to the last of
the month, when the disc will be almost
exactly half illuminated. The planet is
then (April 30) at elongation, that is,
at its greatest apparent distance from
the sun. On the evening of April 29,
Venus will be occulted by the moon.
The occultation will be invisible in the
eastern part of the United States, but
will be visible on the Pacific Coast.
During the first few days of April,
Mercury will be visible to the naked eye
for a short time after sunset. The planet is then in the constellation Aries,
south of the brightest star in the constellation.
Mercury will be brighter
than the star, and this will afford a
means of identifying it. The proper
time to look for it is about half an hour
after sunset. The planet will then be
nearly in the west and only a short distance above the horizon.
Mars will be visible in the morning.
The brilliancy and red color of the
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guishing it from the stars of the con stellation Sagittarius, through which iL
will be moving during the month.
Jupiter will be too near the sun to be
seen. It rises late in the morning, a
short time before the sun.
Saturn is now in good position for observation. It may be readily found,
being one of the brightest stars in the
suoth-east in the evening. It is now a
beautiful object in a tel escope. The
rings are turned nearly edgewise towards
us, so that they appear as a single ring.
This position of the rings renders the
belts on the planet and also the shadows of the rings, easily visible.
Uranus is in the constellation Virgo.
On April I 2, it will be occulted by the
moon, the occultation beginning about
I I P. M. and ending shortly after midnight.
Neptune sets early in the evening, and
can not be easily observed during Apri l.
The positions of some of the constellations for the April evening:; are as follows~

The constellation Virgo is in the east,
with the bright star Spica just above
the horizon somewhat south of the eastern point. Bootes with the first magnitude star Arcturus is a little north of
east and well above the horizon. The
bright stars Castor and Pollux are nearly overhead. The Big Dipper and Leo
are in the zenith. The Big Dipper,
Bootes, Virgo and Leo Sltrround a cluster of small stars called Coma Berenices. The western sky is ri h in bright
stars and interesting constellations. irius in Canis Major; Procyon in Canis
Minor are in the south-west. Aldebaran, the Pleiades and the 1-iyades in
Taurus are in the we~t; the splendid
constellation rion is in the south-west,
Capella in Auriga, ,\l gol in Pt;rseus and
Cassiopeia's
hair are in the north-

planet will afford the means of distin- west.
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n[n-1]

QUJll'lES .

57. How many in h balls can be put
in a box 1 o inches sc1 uare ancl 5 inches
cleep?
T. A. H.
58. Find the value. of x and y in the
equations x 4 - yo~.= 6o9 and x+y • 7·
Otto Joern .
59· \Vhat is the length of the longest
piece of carpet, one yard wide, that can
be. laid in a room _o by 30 feet? Id.
6o. \Vhat is the area of a triangular
piece of land en losed by three circular
pieces of land, each circle containing
So acre ?
I 1.
A. WER .
33.

x" -j anx"-'

3

2. Let r-1 be no. of the ter m whose value is 2916
3· ,,
'' ,, ,, . ,
'"
,,
'
'' 4~6o
4· " r + l " " "
"4320
5· " r + 2'' •· "
' 2160
Fl' ~m1 the expansio n we find
6. [ r - I ]th term =
n[n - I] [n - 2] .. [n - (r- 1)-j 2J
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - ar- 2xn- r + 2
I r-2

~

= - -- - - -- ar- 2 xn-r+ 2
I n-r + 2 I r-2

7·

rth te rm=
n(n - I)(n - 2) .. rn -r-1--2 1

=what I2 oxen eat in 4 weeks
10 + 40x
4· - - --=what I ox eat in I week
I44
5· 90x =growth on IO in 9 weeks
G. 10 -j 90x = grass on IO A + grow th on roA
in 9 weeks
=what 2I oxen eat in 9 weeks
10 90X
7· - - -- = what I ox eat in I we k
I 9
10 + +OX
l0 + 90X

8.

I

9

9· Whence x= r\
ro + 4ox
10. - -- - = 55-r, what I o cats in 1 ' eek
I44
11. ;;5rX I =~, what 1 x eats in I weeks
12. r\l X 24 X 1 =36 =gr wth on 24
in
1 week
13. 24
6 = 6o, entire gra
on 24
in 1
weeks
14. 6o : ~ = _,6, number required.

L. )I.

onn.

37. Let [x+a]"- the binomial expan ion.
I. [x
a]n =

+

ar- lxn-r+ I

l_r_
In
In

ar-Ixn - r + r
n-r -t- I 1 r- 1
8. [r + l]th term = 11 (n- I l (n - 21 . . rn - (r -+ I)
21 ar xn- r
.;;__
I

_;...;;....._..;_......:..._.....;_.....;_.....;_.:...._~

1\. in 4 week

!.+4

12

,2

Let x=growth n I.'\. in ne week and
let one unit represe nt the gra son I A. at firs~.
40X
2. Then,-- =growth on 3.\1 A. in 4 week
10 + 40x
3· - - --=grass on 3.\1 A. +growth on3YJ

n[n- I] [n-2]
l-------a3x"-J

+········ ·~+a''

1.

3

t ---,t2x" -~

Ir

I n-

arxlt-r

I n-r I r
9· [r j- 2}til(ern~=
[n - 1] Ln-2] .. . [n-( r -f- 2) + 2]

11

~----~--~--~--.....;_.....;_--~~a r t rxn - r- 1

I r+ I
'n
= - - -- - - a r + Ixn-r-1
I n - r-I I r 1

10 .

1

The;,--

~
----===--ar-2x n
n-r t 2 1 r-2

I

~

11.

n-r

4320
n

------ar
n - r- 1

I

I

- - - -- (n-r

2)a

J4. (I 1+ 10) - -- (r- I )x

xn

-r -

4 6o

1_ 2I6o

5
3
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(n- r+ I)a
4320
8
IS . ( r2-;-r1) - - - - = - - __
rx
486o
9
(n - r)a
2 r6o
16. ( 1_, -7-- 12)
4320
2
(r -t I )x
17. 3a(n-r +- 2) - sx(r-1)
3a(n - r + 2)
I.X - - S(r-1)
19. 9a(n-r -t 1) --= 8rx
9a(n-r + 1)
20. x - - - - 8r
21. 2a(n-r) - x(r + 1)
2a( n-r)
22.

X

r 1
3a(n-r+ z)

9a(n-r

~

1)

2_,. - - - - - - - - S(r-1)
n- r
2~.

f- 2

- --

Sr
3(n-r I r)

= ----

S(r- 1)
8r
3a(n r-t 2)
za(n- r)
2S· - - -- - - 's(r-1)
r -r- I
2(n- r)
3(n-r+2)
26. - - - - - - S(r-I)
r
I
27. nr-8r 2 t6r = ISnr- ISr 2 j- 30r-rsn- 1S
2
zs. n(7r-ts) =7r - q r f rs
7r 2 -14r + rs
29. n = - - - - 7r- IS
30. 3nr- 3r 2 + 3r + 3n I 6= ronr- 1or 2 1 lOr- IOn
31. n(7r- 13) = 7r 2 7r G
7r 2-7r + 6
32. n = - - -7r-I3
7r2 - I4r + IS
7• 2_ 7r 1 6
33· - - - - - = - - - - 7r-rs
7r-13
34· \\'hence, r~-4r= 3
3S· r=2 _ 1=3 and I. ( nl the first val ue can
bl.! u ·ed , as the second will not satisfy the conclition of the expan ion.
36. "ubs tituting, n=6

+

24£

By an jnvestigation of th e expansion,it
is seen that the exponent of
in any
term = n- 2(no. of term- r)
2. Let r'+1 be the numb r of the term
in which _ r occur::..
3· Then, r = n--r'
4· r' = ~ ( n - r)
5. oefficient of ( r' 1 )1 11 term =
i__:t
n ( n- r) ... . .. (n-r'+T)

+

I r'

~
I_Y~ ( n- r) I Yz (n+r)
T. G. Rodger .
45- If ( r - x) -" b expanded by th e
Binomial Theorem,
t. The coefficient of the nth term will
be
n ( n r )(- n- 2) . . ( n n+I )( n n+z )
I n- r
2 . Th coefficient of the ( n- r )t h term
will be
- n ( -n- r)(-n-2) .. ( -n- n+r )
I n-2
Coefficient of nth term
3· (r+2)
Coefficien t of (r1- t ) th tenll
- n- n+2
- 2( n- r )

= - - - - - - = - - - - -- = 2
n- r
n- r
.'incc one of the terms must be preedeJ by a minus si Tn, the quotient
must be minus also. J. . Mc(~he e.
47· I. I ,et CD be the hord of segment in mud; AB, the diameter perpen dicular to D · N, their point of inter6X s
se tion; and M, the center of the wheel.
37· r ' , if r=J, he rth tcrm = - -a2x4.
Then 'B D =seg ment in mud.
2
-· Constru t the trian lc \ ~ ]). It can
3 . But the Yalue of the rth tnm - 4 Go
be p roven by gc metry that triangle
39·
rs a~x 4 =-l 6o
40- a2x 1=32-l
. \ ' 1 is equilateral and that
41. ax 2 =I'
lL = YzB M= }.{ .
..J-2. 'i milarly, 6a'I: 5 =2CJ I6, the (r- r )th ter •r..
3·
.\rea
of ircle=
5
43· ax =4 6
3·14I6r2 =(3.1416)2 2 = I 2.506 -t
44· (43 : 41) X~=27
45· X=J
-+· < w (a rea of ·ir le - area of tri 46 .'uh ·tituting, a=2
angle A ' 1 )+3=· gment C'Bl>
47· . ·. The four given number. a re the 2n l,3rd,
5· ( 12.566-t- 31 3)+ 3 = 2.-.t5r>7,: g4th and 5th term . of the hinutniaJ lXpan ion
mcnt BD
(3 2) 11 .
D. D. F ·ldman.
1 "
.
n(n - r )
6.
Ar
a of ircle- area o f egment
4T. I. (x+~)=x"+n. n .!+-- - xn --t
BD = area of . e rme nt .\ 'J)
1 2
n(n-1 )(n 2)
7· I 2."' 66-t-2 ·4567 = To.I097
I
xn- 6
eg .. \ I :circle::ro.ro97:12 .s664
0

+

• •

+· ........ .
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9· .. segment ACD=.8+of circle
D. B. FlickingeP.
49· The supposed gain is 20 per cent.
+original gain, i.e., with the real cost
as roo per cent.
The supposed cost is 8o per cent. of
the real cost.
To find what per cent. the supposed
gain is of the supposed cost.
8o per cent. = Ioo per cent.
I
''
·''
= f
'' ''
20 "
" = 25
" "
Original gain per cent. =i original gain
per cent. of the supposed cost.
25 per cent. +i original gain= 20 per
cent.+original gain
}{ original gain=- 5 per cent.
t
"
" =-20" "
i.e., the gain was negative, or in reality
there was a loss of 20 per cent.
E. J. Fermier.

50. roo per c~nt. =$85o, time cost
"
" =$8. so
5
"
" =$42.50, discount
$8so-$42.so=$8o7.so,cash cost
Ioo per cent. =$8o7.5o
I
"
"
=$8.075
6
"
" =$48. 45
Int. for I yr. at 6 per cent. =$48.45
"
"8mo.or7Jyr.=
7J X $48.45 =$32. 30
$807 so+$32· 30=$839· 8o
$85o- $839· 8o=$ro. zo, gain by
paying cash.
L. M. Conn.
5£. 63 : 43 ::144: x, where xis the boy's
weight.
(Similar solids are to each other as
the cubes of their like dimensions.)
216X=9216
x=42;!:3, weight of boy.
E. J. Fermier.
52. ! cost of carriage= }'3 cost of horse
+S33
%cost of carriage= ~ cost of horse
+SI65
.
Then ,} cost of horse+G co t of horse
I6S)= 275
Or, s cost of horse+ 165= 275
·~ cost of hor e= 1 ro
0

+

0''

t "

"

"

"

$27 5 - $4I. 25 = $233.7 5, cost of
carriage.
L. M. Conn.
53· The area of the field depends upon the length of the diagonals, and since
neither diagonal is given, no solution is
possible.
L. M. Conn.
54· Int. on $I for 63 da. at 6 per cent.
=$. OI05
$r.oo75 -$.oios=$·997,cost of $ron
face
$36oo+$. 997 =$36Io. 83, face of draft
which he was ordered to buy
$36oo-7-$I. 007 5=$35 73· 2o,face of sight
draft
Int. on $35 73· 20 for 6o da. at 6 per
cent. =$35. 73
$35 73· 2o+$35. 73 = $3608.93, amount
realized
$36ro.83-$36o8.93=$r.9o, loss.
L. M. C.onn.
55· Let ABCD be the given rhombus
and BD the given diagonal
Then, area of ABCD=86. 6o .3£ sq. rd.
and DB=Io rd.
Construct AC, the other diagonal, and
let M be the point of intersection of the
two diagonals.
It can be proven by geometry that AC
and BC bisect each other at right angles
The area of triangle BCD=86. 6o },( sq.
rd. -;- 2=43·3oJ13 sq. rd.
Now CM X DM=area of triangle BCD
. ·. DM=43· 30 }13-;- 5=8. 66:f11rd.
(CD) 2 =(MD) 2 +( CM) 2
CD=v' [(8.66f11 ) 2 +5 t]=IO- rd.
4CD, or the perimeter of ABCD=
40- rd.
D. B. Flickinger.
s6. Let X =weight required to counterbalance the 300 pound .
Let y =weight required to counterbalance I ooo pounds.
300 : x:: 6 : 4 · whence X=2oo
Iooo : y :: 6 : 2 ; whence Y=333}J
x+Y=533~ pound , whole weight
required.
E. J. Fermier.
The following are the additional
credits: T. A. Ho tetler 5 r 52, 55
and 56. L. M. Conn, 47, 55, and 56.
E. J. Fermier, 47,52 53 and s~. J. .
Me Ghee, 52. D. B. Flickmg r,52 and
56. J. M.' ood,5o sr,s-, 54, 5~ and

so.

THE EDITOR .
Chile.

Now that the danger of war with Chile
has passed, and the public generally
bas been so well informed by the newspapers as to the military strength of our
So uth American neighbor, it might be
profitable to make some statements as
to the character of the country and its
people. The Andes mountains form an
almos t impassable barrier on th e east,
and the Pacific Ocean washes its 25oo
miles of coast-line. The fertile part of
Chile really lies between the Andes and
the Cordilleras de la Costa. These latter mountains come down to the coast
in many places, but the sea-coast towns
lie between them and the ocean .
T he population of Chile consists of
three classes, viz: r. The ruling class,
who are whites and are the descendents
of the paniards. 2. The middle class
who are a mixed race and do all the
work, and a large share of the fighting.
3· The natives, called Arancanians, who
are the aborigines or Indians.
The ruling class are Christians of the
Catholic faith and are highly civilized.
They are generally well educated, and
are very proud, enterprising, and brave.
The mi. eel race comprises the mo. t
nu~erou portion of the population and
a re held in a state of semi- lavery.
The Arancanians lead a wild life
mainly on the border· of i ilization,
but are enli ·ted in the army and make
excellent soldiers.
The mineral produ tion are a great
source of wealth. Among the most valuable may be mentioned, gold, silver,

copper, lead, zinc, nickel, iron, and
nitrate of soda. The nitrate beds were
taken from Peru, and are worked main - ·
ly by the English, who ship great quantities of it to Europe and elsewhere.
The guano beds are also a source of
immense revenue. Abundance of excellent coal is mined in several localities. There are many well equipped
rail-roads, and the Chileans are said to
be great travelers.
In addition to the mineral wealth, the
productions of the soil should be mentioned. The fertile valley, which by
the way is a plateau about 18oo feet
above the sea, produces fine crops of
wheat, corn, barley, flax, fruits of all
kinds. In the northern part of the plateau are found oranges, lemons and figs.
They have an abundance of timber of
excellent quality.
From these few facts relative to the
Chileans and their r sources, it can
readily be inferred that Uncle am has
had his diplomati tussle with something
of a young giant and des rves some credit for bringing him to terms without re sorting to war.
The Chileans are destined to domi nate South America, and one an not
help admiring their pluck, even though
he detest their method
St rikes.

The conflict bttween apital and labor seems irrepressible. Though the
one is e sential t the other, and though
ea h ought to labor for the pro peri ty
of the other, the war continues. \ hen
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we attempt to account for this utter lack
of _harmony and sympathy, we are prone
to attribute a ll the blame to the unconscionable grasping rreed of c"lpita l,and
take for granted th at the poor laborer
is trodden upon and abused un til enciurance is no longer possible. Too
often, in fact, usually this is the case,
but it very often happens that the clemands of labor are unreasonalJle.
The fir. t question that presents itself
is this, " I s labor inadequately paid in
this country, and has the laborer just
grounds for complaint?" It is well
known that m'Jst of our rail- road anci
street-railway corporations have so watered their stock that in order to declare
reasonable o r paying dividends they
must economize in the cost of lab or.
The coal-companies and mining corporati ons are in the same condition. Now
this tate of affairs affords foundation
for trouble. To compel an investment
to yield a large profit on twice its valu e
necessitates a minimum wage scale. If
an investment pay a reasonable interest to the investor, all abuve thi sum
should be distributed equitably lJetween
the labor and the ca1 ital that produced
it.
Thus when the earnings of a company
justify it, a distribution amon rr the employees i the only solution of that
phase of the problem. Legislation tending in this direction hould be encouraged. The watering of stock . houlrl
be rigidly prohibited by law. All corporations , hould be compelled to pay
taxe: on their actual inve tment, and
made to cancel all stock that ha not
actual value b hind it. Thi . done, and
labor marle to fe J that all urplus aboYe
reasonable profit to capital is to be
hare<..l in proportion to the parts performed in prodttcing it and nine-tenth

of the strikes would be obviated.
Differences that arise from the discharge of employees for incompetency,
insubordination and kindred causes
should be adjusted by boards of arbitra
ti on. Labor should be educated to see
the mutual relation that exists between it
and capital, and capital should be taught
that the rigltts of labor are as sacred as
the li fe of the citizen.
\Vho says these things cannot be
done? If we cannot do them, we cannot
govern our people. Is it possible that
our b oasted tatesmanship can not devise m eans for the adjustment of this
difficulty? Demagoguery can not do it.
So long as the rights of the citizen are
subo rdinate to the success of political
parties it cannot be done.
Strikes are an evil, but possibly they
are n ece sary in order that labor may
be p rotected and capital compelled to
render something like justice to its employees. Th e recent strike in Indianapolis, while it worked a great inconvenience to the public was valuable to
labor, and will teach the Street Railway
Corporation, that the people love justice
and are in sympathy with no effo rt to
burden or oppress the man who works
for wages. "Let justice be done though
the heavens fall," and labor and capital
will dwell together in peace each he I ping
the other on to prosperity. Intelli ge nt,
well paid, labor must be the boa t of
Ameri a, and its pride, reasonably productive capital. This tate of equilibri um mu t come and will come to demons trate the ' isdom and tabilit y of our
form of rrove rnm ent.
Talking-Claeses.

Every teacher ha noticed what a difference there i in the abilit wh ich diffe en hildren have in ra pin rela-

.
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tlons and seeing the significance o f
things.
Of course, very much of t h e
difference depend s upon nati ve a bility,
which cannot b e ch a n ged a t a ll, b u t
much, too, d epe nd s up o n t h e h ome- life
of th e children. Those who come f r om
intelli ge nt ho m es, wh e th e r e d ucated
ones in t he tec h nica l se nse o r n ot, all
other things b ein g e qual, h a ve an im mense advantage ove r th ose n o t so favored. The g rea t o bj e ct of an education is to ge t th e pup i l to kn o w the r eal
world in which h e li ves. C h ild r en r eared in uneducate d f a mil ies ofte n k now
their world o nl y as th e b eas t kn o ws its
world ; those r e a red in e duc a ted families too often know th e ir wo rld o n ly as
an artificial affair, barren and empty of
all piritual m eanin g . Th e f o r mer are
literally uned ucated , th e la tte r o ften
ov e r -educate d. It is on ly the child ren
who come fr o m intelligent h omes, w hether educated or n o t, t h at a re n ot handicapped in th e r ace, a nd th a t live in a
real world with which th ey can k eep on
friendl y term s ~ hrough the maste r y that
lies in i ntell igen t obedie nc e.
Th e d iff e re nces sp r ing largely from
the diffe r e nt kind s of talk ing that the
childre n ha v e li stenect to a n d taken part
in.
It i ve r y do ub tful whether we
teach e r s app r e c iate the ed ucational valu e of pl a in, info r mal t a lk s upon p lain
e ve r y- day sub j ects, upo n w hic h the chil clren h ave done n o et thinking. but
wh ich t hey k now already in the way
th ey mu:; t k n ow e\·ery subject before
th e y can under tand it in any effecti,·e
w a y.
Indeed, it ic; thi · cru le knowl ed ge a lready pos e. eel by the children,
that m u t be made the foundation of all
th a t th e school an do .
ut of this
cru de kn o w ledge mu t be shaped the begi nn in g of all cientific k nowledge,and

p r actical acquaintance with th.: mdhods of scientific thought.
The writer in his own cla.-ses has long
been in the habit of letting the m2mb ers, a.:; occasion offered, ask questions
about any subject which migh t happen
to be present to l h ci r minds. The discussio n s are made t h e freshest and n ost
informal possible , but the writer belien:s
they have been fruitful of much good.
He would SUK~est w uthers who may
not have thought of it, the ach·isability
of trying it with ti1ci r cLlsse;;, if the proper occasion shc)uld present itself. Of
Cc)urse, the tearher will need to keep
himself inform ed pretty well upon the
subjects likely to come 11p, and very
often he will be compelled to c;a~·, [
don't know; but a little practice will
he! p even the teacher. and lw will find
Uwt matters which l1e Jnd long known
in a hal)' <>ort of w<Jy will grow \Try
clear and significant to him ·e lf, and
that coldnc~s and fonnality which i~ one
of the banes of all tea hing \Yill disappear aud he will COllie near his pupils
i n a vi t a1 way t h a h c never f cl t b ef or l'.
The subjects must be whate,·er the
pupils may su;.;gest, uut the teacher may
direct them into the proper channels.
U ·ually the best subje ts will be the
every day matters which interest the
community, the new · of the cia), or
matters connected' ith the s:-ientific intere-;ts of the ne igh horhot d, t:te b otany
or geol()gy, public illliHO\'-: JtH: nts, or
so•nething found In ~uch pa per;; a: l'hc
Youth'~ 'ompanion, etc., etc.

The School.
the grea t reunion in 1 S')),
.\!len OtwL'll, "f Lorena, Tc'\aS, write-..
I think a rtunion in '93 willl>l' a ,·ery
cnjo) ablcc\ ent · l e. p-: · t to attend ancl.
in sh a p in g it the child mu t get his first if po:,~ible, hall visit the :::,chool before
(.'onc~rning
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charge of the grammar department of
the public school at Cannel, Ind. He
reports the situation pleasant and the
work agreeable.
Jennie Hannahs, Scientific of '9o, who
has been ill with consumption for some
time, died at her home in Buena Vista
Iowa, on the 9 inst. Her many friend~
here deeply dplore her loss and extenu
their heartfelt sympathies.
F . G. Govin, an energetic worker of
last year, has been suffering from ill
health for some time, but we are happy
to say, has now fully recovered. He is
at present engaged as principal at Sand
Creek, Wis.
C. E. Barnes, a Scientific of '88 and
an active Crescent, has just finished a
very successful term of teaching near
Edinburg, Ill.
Mr. Barnes is now
studying law in pringfield, w~ere he
will graduate in May.
The marriage of C. D. Murane, a
member of the senior Law class and
Lydia E. Millard, r scent and Scientific, was solemnized at this place on
the I 6 inst. May the horizon ever be
free from clouds and the surface of
breakers is the sincere wish of their
many friends. The young couple will
after a short visit, locate in Yokohama'
\Vash., where Mr. Murane will practic~
law with D. E. McYinnon, a Cresent
and a member of the Law epartment
of '91.
At the la t meeting, the following officers w re elected for the en uing term:
Pres., A. D. Bittner- ice Pres., . H.
Kreiling; Rec.
ec., Tellie " ral ott·
Cor. ec., Jennie .Fulton; Ist Critic:
Eugene Peavler· 2nd ritic Gertrude
Koopman· 1st Chor.
. H. ar 1inier·
2nd hor.
ellie Au. tin; 1 reas., P. H.
Iaroney· ~x. om. \.. H. Kreiling,
Fl r n e Keyte, and ". H. John on·
Marshal
L X.
e ke and
. P.
Gates· Editor, J. C. IcGh e.
The Crescent.
The past term' work un ler the guidF. T. Rolo on is pleasantl
ituated ance of the pr ident, F. L. orton and
at arrett Ill. He is teaching in the his enthusia tic co-worker , ha been
public school in thi place at a remu - all that· ould be de ired. The growth
nerative salary.
of the ociet · ha been on tant and
B. E. Elli
cientific of last year, ha healthy, the pr gram e. c llent and the

that time. Five of the Classic class of
'91, are in this state.
J3. F. Kizer, of tanberry, Mis ouri,
says,I will visit the old Nor mal again soon,
-not later than 1893· I am heartily
in sympathy with the reunion movement. But what will you do with us all?
It will be our care to manage that
part of the program, and we will endeavor to look after you while here.
J. F. Maxwell writes from Letcher,
California, that he expects to be here
in '93 and Dr. D. D. Steiner of Quincy,
Ill., says,\Vife, 1zee Emma I Russell, and I expect to visit Valparaiso in 1893 . There
will be no trouble in having a grand reunion, if we can secure a complete list
of the alumni. Let us all report the
addresses of all whose whereabouts have
not appeared in 1 HE STUDENT. At the
meeting next August those present can
agree on the amount neces ary to defray expenses and assess each one who
expects to attend accordingly. If we
furnish the means we can trust our
friends in school to do the rest.
f the
Scientific class of '82, Mary L. Alter
and ] ennie Roberts are teaching in the
public schools of maha. T.
. Richard on teaches the science in the High
School, Jacksonville, Illinois.
The ''Class Letters" of the Scientific
class of '91 have just been publi bed
and after SU] plying the class, a limited
number of the books yetr main on hand.
They are published in neat pamphlet
form, and are exceedingly interesting.
If any of th members or friend of the
class wish a opy they can procure one
by remit6n 25 c nt to the secretary
Miss Edna Landi. 19 1ound t., al paraiso, Ind.

.

.
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attendance large. In sho rt the year is
Passenger Fares Reduced.
proving, as it promised, a very prosperFrequent reductions in fares for the
ous one.
H. R.
round trip seems to be the order of the
day at present. In the orth-\Vest or
The Star.
\Vest, the news of the wonderful yield
of cereal or some recent development
Miss Mattie Milstead, of '9I, return- of the vast mineral wealth sends a thrill
ed the last of the term to visit several
to the feelings of the average citizen;
weeks with her sister Florence.
or in the outh-West or outh, some
Miss Lucy Benson, of '9o, has return- marv e l of progress in the new industries
ed to school, and will devote most of so rapidly developing, calls strongly upher time to music for the rest of the · on th e speculative in tincts.
year.
Circulars and other information of
A very attractive feature of the pro- all reductions are constantly in possesgram on March sth was the mu ic furion of the principal gents of the icknished by the
usbaum children, four el Plate. If inquiry is made of any
in numb er. Th ey very creditably susgent of the Nickel Plate not fully intained their reputation as the "Hoosier formed on the subject, the inf rmation
Nightingales" on this occa ion, as well will be procured at once and by teleas at thei r concerts given down town. graph if necessary. Tickets f any class
The singing of the 6 year old basso, on sale and baggage checked t any desMa ter tis, was recei ved with the ap- tination in the United tates, Canada
plause merited by such a musical prodi- or Mexico, at lowest rate .
gy.
The "Star," with its u ·ual enterprise,
\\'H AT THE AR' DOING.
has made another step in advancing the
A.
M . twell is in Lorena, Te ·as.
interests of the society.
Instead of
R.
H. pragg hold: the office of
havin g each exercise announced by the
ounty urveyor in Green J ,ake counpresid ent, the speaker and his subject
are introduced by printed program , ty, Wis.
Mattie McLaughlin write. to say a
which are supplied the audience as they
assemble. On one side of the card is kind worcl for THE 'TUDENT,from Hope,
the li t of officer of the s iety, and on N. D., where she i: teaching.
· the othe r side the J rogram in full.
urI am indebted to Minnie hamber
rounding both the. e are advertising for another encouraging letter. :\lis.
pace , filled by the leading merchants
hambers teaches in Bath, Ind.
of the Hill and city, whi h pay the exlarence Dearth, a gracluate of the
penses of printing the programs. Thi s
ommercial Dept. in '9 r, is an influennew feature is voted a great improve- tial tea her in e.laware
unty, Ind.
ment by every friend of the society.
C. L. Log. d n is doing a great work
At the last meeting the following were for the s hool. of Buckeye i ty, hio
electe officer for the en uin term:
He njoy the onfiden c and o-operPre ., H. A. Berry· \ice Pres., L. ati n of all hi patrons.
M. Troup ; Rec.
e ., Helen Piper·
Anna ' tney ha been o li red to reec., Belle Hogan· r ·t ritic, H.
sign
her work in Texa: and is no'
ill r; 2nd Critic, Laura 1cCaw;
Trea ., John l\IcCulloch; 1 t Editor, nur ing an invalid mother in Flatw ocls
rank IcN ulty · 2nd Edit r, Lillian Tenn.
I learn from a program ent from
J one · Vocal horister, 7ertrude Hillympia \\a h., that Mrs. . A. J ne. ,
dreth· Instrumental 'hori ter \V. D.
Iar hal \\. H. Garlan l· of the .Jo uti on la . of 8 r is tea bing elocuti n in that ity.
2nd far hal, J.
ugent;
J. T. Kirk, R. L.
L. I . ~ille pie omplet d a u .
ful term of sch ol ~larch 5 and
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spend the summer studying law in Mattoon, IlEnois.
Miss Nora Huffman has been teaching this winter in Adams Co., Ind.,and
promises to spend her summer vacation
in our midst.
Alice Scott, whom many of you will
remember as an enthusiastic student in
elocutio n, is spending the winter in
Florida whither she has gone for her
health.
I have a kind letter from J. C. Langley who spent two years in our midst
and is now holding a responsible position as cashier of the Mansfield Bank,
Mansfield, Ill.
A great many cordial and cheering
letters come to me from subscribers in
every part of the country, and you don't
know how much good they do me.
Certainly among the very kindest of
these is one lately received from C. 0.
Harmon, Register of Deeds of Cass Co.
Mich. Mr. Harmon, now a successful
business man, remembers his school
clays with tbe keene t pleasure.
I take the following from an East
Grand Forks (Minn . ) paper:Prof. C . M. Jansky is about organizing a teach
er' meeting, and he i,; preparingacour e of study
which will be complet d in a few days. The
Professor is very earnest and thorough in his
school labors.

Journal are always read with a great deal of
pleasure and profit.

W. R. Blackwelder, who has made
himself so popular as principal of the
schools of Cissna Pa rk , Ill., writes,I am well and getting along well. Have plenty
to do all the time. Phillips is having the succe·s
I feel he de erves. l\1iss Markley is assistan·
principal in the academic department of the Unit
versity of Iew York,this year. Her adclre s is
Go hen, N. Y. She is very well pleased with her
position.

In a letter dated Feb. 22, J. M . Miller, who with J. J. J. Jones recently opened a law office in Valentine, Nebraska, says,\Ve are pleasantlysituated and have a lucrative
practice. We began work here the 21st of Janu
ary and the receipts to date amount to something
over 200. Mr. E. M. Love, a student of '77
and '78 and Ex State Senator of
ebraska i
Receiver of the U. S. Land Office at this place.
Mr. Love is being favorably mentioned as the
Republican candidate for Congress frorn this
District.

L. D. Hall, Scientific of '91, thus accounts for himself:I am at present at Spring Ililt, Montana. Jot
knowing where I was going when leaving Valpa·
raiso, my rambling came to a halt when I enter eel "The New Goshen of the West.'' After spending three week with my uncle on the range, I
entered the school -room at Spring Ilill, at a salary of ~ 6o per month. I like the pe<1ple and the
country and my prospects are better for next year.
T fnnnd W. E. Ilarmon, of Prof. Roe . ler's cia s,
at Rozeman, with a re]Jutation of being one of the
leading educators of 1ontana.

Chas. H. Lugg of Olivet, South DaI make the following brief extract
from a kind letter by T. T. 1c or- kota, has the following kind words to
ay for THE ·TunE T : mic:1 enclose an order for THE STUDE T for anr ~m still teachin~ in Lake, County Illinois a no
am !;etti11g- along admirably in my pr0fession. [
am ncleavoring to arrange my a.fbirs so that I
111 ~1y return to Va.lpo and remain in school a year.

\V. E. Harmon, now of Bozeman,
Montana write , Ev

I") thing IS muving along nicely with m .
Saturday thi city voted 6oooo for chnnl
buildings 0ne to be a lligh 'cl:.><)l building to
ro ·t ... soooo. Ther are good chool in lnnt.
'eHly t-Yery ity has recently erecte<.l one or
more school buildings.

La~t

other yenr, and tak this opportunity to express
my ap, r .!ciation of the help the magazine has afforded me during the last year. The. cope and
thoroughness of the work undertaken by Tu~<:
STUDENT mak
it e. pecially helpful to tho e
teacher. who, like m . elf. are trying to keep up
a line of. tudy with a view to increasing their eff!ciency in chool wnrk. I am at pre ·ent princi pal of school in Olivet, S . U . . and am told that
I am the fifth \ "alparai ·n ' hoy" \\ h ha taught
here.

Harvey \Vaite is doing conscientiou
work in one of the srh ol of llen o.
Indiana. Mr. \Vait write , -

~I.
. Kline is . CITing hi :c ond
term as prin i pal of the High chool at
lytle, Ohio. He teache Lanaua and
Literature. He write -

I am glad to report my apparent succe
in
teaching. I am in a c mmon chool tbi year
and am trying to do good work. I am anxion
to be again \ ith you and your faithful as ciates
in the . I. . r. ., to wh m T we a great deal f
re pect and gratitude.
The column of your

I find THE T ' DE , ·T a welcome Yisitor. I am
e pecially intere ted in the notes abo ut former
student and in Prof. an·e r' _ e. ·ay on Liter
ature."
11 my work at present ic; in the line of
language ami literature, and r am much inlere t
eel in the work.
' chou) \ ork i progres ing
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We have fifteen in the Senior class, the largest
but one in the history of the school. (There were
fifteen in the class of '78.) I have very pleasant
work and a pleasant position. Four boys have
gone from Clyde to Valpo, since I came here in
Sept. 1890.

"A Student" whose letter was very
welcome, indeed, but who should have
signed his name, furnishes the following
account of some of our workers in Illinois.
Rosa Mallon is pleasantly located near Mt.Zion.
Ella Baker, a bright "Star" of '91 IS teaching
music.
Isaac Urquhart, of '90-'91, is in business in
Ficklin . He is well pleased with the country
and people.
Etta Briant of the Music department was married Oct. 14, to a young farmer of Hays.
Thos. Williams is teaching at 50 per month
in Douglas Co. He expects to return to school
next year.
C. C. Kagy is teaching a go<>d school at Sipple.
Cora Loman is at her home in Ficklin, but expects to return to school soon, and study music.
Edward Brooks is teaching at Macedonia. He
is giving the best of satisfaction.

r' am glad to give space to the following letter from Louisville, Ky.Dear Prof.We beg an opportunity of again renewing old acquaintances by means of
this short letter through the pages of
your journal.
The world seems to be teeming with
men who were once student at the
I. N. S. and here thirteen of these have
gravitated together. It eems like meeting a brother to meet one of the boys
from Valparaiso. A day or so ago a
man was overheard to remark that he
could tell a Valparaiso tudent by the
energy he manifested in his work, or
even by the rapidity with which he walked along the street.
\Ve are all students here at the Ky.
chool of Medicine and are following
out the ordinary routine of medical
students' lives· but ·orne lay we will
make a deep and lasting impre · ion upon the people, e pecially tho·e upon
whom we practice ur ery.
Mr. D. . Hancock of ry . and one
of alparaiso' boys
arried off hi rh
honor here last year an lin on equence
i · now re ident Phy ician at 't Jo eph'

Infirmary, probably the most desirable
position in the city. Dr. Hancock is
holding the position we all long for, but
only the final examination can decide.
At our meeting held on the r6th inst.
we voted unanimously in favor of a
grand reunion at Valparaiso in r893,
and we hope nothing will occur to
thwart th e plan.
We wish to add in conclu ion that
whatever success we may have in the
battles of this life, we owe the origin of
that success to our most highly esteemed teachers at the N. I. N.
nd
while we laid the foundation stone on
solid rock, we certamly are completing
the structure with equally g od material.
The advantages and instruction is of the
highest character.
The Faculty are
eminent men ancl most successful practitioners. With the warmest regards for
all old time friends,
\Ve remain respectfully,
F. P. Young,
\V. \V. Fugitt,
Vv. V. Laws,
J. M. Baird
Dr. D. 0. Hancock, \V. . Noland,
W. H. Hardesty, A.
liffon.l,
S. F. Roberts,
D. B. Knox
M. D. anford,
L. B. Toons,
R. H. Gregory.
AMO G THE MAGAZINE ..
The most important arti le in the
ATLANTIC Mmn-IILY for far h is TV!ty
tltc 71/t'n of '6I foup:Jzt for t!te Union, by
Maj. Gen. J.D. Cox, Ex. Gov. of Ohio,
ancl at one time se retary of the Inte rior. Another important arti le i by
Prof. Palmer, of Harvard University,
who writes on Doubts about Uni7'ersiiy
Extension, a scholarly paper, which will
command attention. Miss gncs Reppli r contributes an intere. tinge say on
T!te Cluldrm's Pocls, in whi h he dem onstrates that it is not ne e ·sary for
hildren to understand poetry t enjoy
it; and that very often chil lren do n l
under. land precisely the infantile kind
of poetry which is written for th m but
prefer poem. like Tennyson. Lady of
. 'halott which not all grown people
mprehen<l. Thi noti e of the num r, h wever should not l e los d
without calling attention to A Politica
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Parallel, a fearless article introducing
cur!"ent politics.
THE PoPULAR SciE CE MoNTHLY
maintains its usual standard of excellence in the April issue. Prof. David
Starr Jordan makes the inspiring influence of a great teacher of science strongly felt in his pen-portrait of Agassiz at
Penikese, with which the number is
opened. Dr. Andrew D. \Vhite, in his
article on Astronomy, gives an authentic account of the treatment which Galilea and his writings received from the
Catholic and Protestant churches. An
account of researches upon the Involuntary Movements which guide the mind1'eader, is contributed by Prof. Joseph
Jastrow. Figures are given of tracings
made by an instrument resembling the
planchette, which was used in the experiments. A subject of concern to
nearly everybody- Bacteria in our
Dairy Products-is treated by Prof. H.
\V. Conn. Tlze Great Eart!tquake of
Port Royal, Jamaica, is described by
Col. A. B. Ellis, with plans of the town,
which show that a repetition of thecatastrophe has been invited in rebuilding. Ron. Carroll D. Wright gives
some important facts and figures in relation to Rapid Tra11sd, bearing on the
growth of mileage, relative economy of
motive powers, etc. Orclustral Musical
I11struments, as made in America, are
described in a fully illustrated article by
Daniel Spillane.
THE OvERLAND MoNTHLY for April is
an es1 ecially well illustrated issue.
There is an article on the \Vater Front
of San Francis o, illustrated from paintings and drawings by Peixotto. Also a
series of Indian pictures of unusually
interesting character.
orne of these
are portraits · others are from photograph taken on the field at \Vounded
.E nee by an enterprising photographer,
who pushed to the front and got his
photographs before the dead were taken from the place where they fell. Sitting Bull, Rain -in-the-Face, and others
hardly les famous, figure here. The
writer of the accompanying a. ticle,Captain
ough rty, write on the whole
matter from close personal knmvl dge.

The March WIDE AwAKE is a timely
and attractive issue of the favorite magazine. The most important illustrated
descriptive articles are Mrs Stanton's
brief but interesting description of
Gray's Forest-the famous tract of the
Burnham Beeches near to London, a'nd
the quaint churchyard of Stoke Pogis,
where the writer of the immortal Elegy
was laid away, and Miss Eliza Ruhamah
Scidmore's capital account of a visit to
the palace of a Chinese noble. To this
she gives the Chinese title, C!tin, C!tin,
Huang Ta -ta I and the Clzin C!ti1l will
be enjoyed by old and young alike, so
delightful a glimpse is it into a highclass Chinese home. Rebecca Mays
Nadal tells a capital historical tale of
King James V. of Scotland, under the
title, Tlze Goodman of Ballengieclt;
There is reading matter enough, and
pictorial matter enough in the March
\VIDE AwAKE to last the boys and girls
for a long time, for everything in the
magazine is worth the ' reading and the
re-reading which its army of admirers
will give it.
Among the noted names appearing
on the title page of The ARENA for
March are Rev. M. J. Savage, Prof.
Buchanan, Gen. J. B. Weaver, Hamlin
Garland and Judge ·w alter Clark.
The most notable paper, perhaps, is
that furnished by Dr. Savage, on some
marvellous psychic experiences-and
so marvellous are they that they would
be totally disbelieved if they came from
a less reliable source. Prof. Buchanan's Full-orbed Education is scholarly,
and will well repay a careful reading,
while Tlte Telegraplt and Telepltone
Properly Parts of t!te Post Office tj•stcm,
following Mr. \Vanamaker's recent suggestion is timely and should be read by
every voter.
THE KINDERGARTEN MAG Zl E published at 2 7 7 Madi on t., Chicago,
while especially devoted to The Kindergarten contain e ery month matter
of greate t value and intere t to teachers of almost every grade. It i ably
edited and its list of regular c ntributors includes the name of some of the
foremost educator in merica.
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may be secured at a nominal cost and
with the almost innumerable towns and
cities which from year to year spring
into opulent existence as if by magic, it
is a matter of no surprise that many of
our most energetic and ambitious citizens become restless and dissatisfied in
our overcrowded communi ties, and aspire to enjoy the advantages offere I,
not only to the Agriculturist or tackman, but in almost any of the branches
of industry which spring into successful existence wherever the Plow I oint
is entered or the Miner's pick lays bare
the treasure of the earth.
Special care has Leen taken to supply
all ticket office of the Nickel Plate with
maps and printed information of interest to tho e contemplating a home in
any part of the \Vest, and also their
facilities for ticketing passengers antl
checking baggage to any point in the
United States, Canada or \1exico, are
ample. If the information desired is
not in possession of the .:\gent when alleel for, tl1e same will be pr cured at
once, and by telegraph if necessary.
Special advantages in rates may be secured at any timeLy con nlting. gent·
of the Nickel Plate.

~
~
Western Travel on the Nickel P late.
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Numerous letters of inquiry for information relative to rate· and routes
to the \Vest, received at the General
Ticket Office of theN ew York, hicago
& t. Louis Railroad in Cleveland, . ,
indicate an increa ing desire to seek
homes in ome of the .New tates recently admitted into the Union. \Vith fully matured state government , those of
our peo1le who contemplate a future
home in the Great \ e t, feel a greater
onfidence in inve ting than was felt
t1nder their uncertain futures as territorial governments.
orth of tah and south of the Briti ·h Po ses -ion the entire distance from
the . tlantic to the Pacific ceans may
be traversed within the boundaries of
Free and Indepen lent tate of the
•\meri an Union. In any of these ' e t
of the Great Lake fertile farming la11ds

*'

*

* *
\Vhen your subscription
has expired
you will be notified from this office, but
remember that we continue :ending the
journal until you order it discontinued,
and pay the amount due from you. If
don't want it, wnlc and say so an<l we
will regretfully say good -bye. If you
do want it, <lon't wait, but fill out one of
the blanks we furni-;h and ·end it to us.
And we want you to 'want it.'
*

* This
* Off.
Don't Put
\Ve are now appointing agents f r the
summer institutes held in all the western
states. \Ve want one a tivc wide-awake
worker in each in titute and are able to
make it worth your while to take orders
for THE • ··1 unr:_ ' T. If you wish the
agen y in your ounty don'/ wail l>ut
write to us at on c.

FEBRUARY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
CoNDUCTED BY

READir G.
"liowe'er it be, it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good;
Kind hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than orman blood."
- Tennyson .
I. Give five questions showing how you would
lead a child to understand the thought of the
above .
20
2. How would you secure preparation for the
reading lesson on the part of your pupils?
IO

3· (a) Why should the imagination of a child be
stimulated? (b) Ilow would you do this? 10
4· (a) vVhat method would you use in teaching
beginners to read? (b) Give reasons for use
of this method.
IO
5· Read a selection.

so

ANSWERS.
I.

a. Express the meaning of the first line in your

0. P.

what is his gain per cent. from this source
alone?
5· If 18 men in 12 clays build a wal140 ft. long,
3 ft. thick and r6 ft. high, how many men
must be employed to build a wall 120 yds.
long, 8 ft. thick and 10 ft. high in 6o days?
[By proportion.]
6. What length must be cut off a board, which is
6U in. bmad, that the area may be a square
foot?

7· A merchant sent his agent in Chicago 850 bu.
of wheat, with instruction<; to sell and invest
the proceeds in coffee. He sold the wheat
at 90c per bu., commission 2%; his commis ·
sion for buying the coffee was 8%. How
many dollars worth of coffee did he buy?
8. Find the cube root of 6I4, 12$.
6. A man wrote his note for 300, due in 6o days
at 10 fo . He sold it to a bank. How much
did he receive for it.
ANSWERS.

own language.
b. Do you believe the most noble thing we

McAuLEY.

I.

In the Hindoo - usually called the Arabic No
tation, we have :
a.
aming numbers in groups.
b. The first nine numbers have each a character to represent its value.
c. Each character has two values: a definite
value when standing alone, and a relative
value, determined by ita position or place in
the group.
d . It is this .place value that makes the method occupy the first position among the systems of notation.

can do is to be good ?
c. What is a coronet?
d. Why are kind hearts more than coronets?
e. \Vhy is simple faith greater or m ore than
annan blood?
2. By interesting them in what they are reading.
There are many ways in which this may be
done.
3· a. That they may understand what they read.
b_ By having them form a perfect picture in
their minds of what they are reading, and
then tell it to the class. By having them, 2. 25 = 1 £0 • Hence, the rule: Multiply by roo
also, be explicit in describing the picture
and divide by 4·
they have formed.
4· a. I would use the Synthetic Sy tem. I would 3. I. 8 ozs., 2 pwts. = I 62 pwts.
2. 240 pwt. = I tb.
precede this, however, by teachin a them to
3· I pwt. =~h tb.
speak correctly. b. This system is better
4· 162 pwt. = r62 X :..htb· = H5-lh. = .675lh.
than the Word System, for the rea on that it
stimulates their imagination, and strengthens 4· I. 7000 gr. = I Th.
their minds. It is not a imple mem ory les 2. 7000 gr.-roo gr. = 69oo gr., what the
son, but they form or build the words. I
grocer old for I Th.
believe, too, that one can interest the child
3· roo gr. = the cheat.
m ore by using this ystem.
4· 6900 gr. = IOO %
I
· -!l1/(o
100' - lt>o9o% = 1 t~% , Ans.
ARITHMETIC.
5· r men : x men ::40ft. long: 36oft. long
[Answer any eight.]
3 " thick :
8 ' thick
I. What are the di tinguishing features of the
16 " high : 10 "high
Arabic Notation?
6o da. : 12 da.
2. Explain the short method of multiJ;lyingby 25.
Dividing the product of the e treme by
3· Express 8 ozs., 2 pwts. as the decimal of a
the product of the mean , we find x=S4, the
p und Troy.
number required.
4· If a grocer s pound weight is 100 gr . too light,
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6. A surface
"

"

I

in. long, I in. wide

I

"

"

6J( "

"

=

sq. in.

I

=6J( sq. in.

l!r\ in. long,6 U in. w. = I44 '· "
Since the urface the required width, and I
in. long, gives but 6U sq. in. surface, it
must be as many times I in. in length as 6~
is contained in I44, which is 21 YJ, Ans.
7·

8.

85o bushel @ 90% =$765.
2. Let IOQ% = Amt. of sales.
3·
2 %=se lling com.
4- wo %-2%=98%, Proceeds of wheat.
5· Let 100% = Amt. of Purchase.
8 " = Buying com.
10:> % +8% = 108 per cent.
. . 108% = 98 percent.
I " =- 1908p; per cent.
IOO " = 9bt8° per cent. = 90 ~q- percent.
Purcha e in terms of sale of wheat.
9oH per cent. of $765 =$694 I6YJ , Ans.
614,I25 1 85
5I2
2
8 X 3o0= I9200
102,125
8 X 3:>X 5 = 12oo
I02,125
52
25

7- State the principal substantive uses of infinitives, and give an example of each.
8. What is the value of sentence analysis?
ANSWERS.
1.

1.

2.

20425

5
0
8
8
I6
8
240
5

102125
0
64
I28

3·

Or,

I92oo(T. D.)
1225

614124
512

1

85

---102 I25
I02125

20425
4

245
9· Int. on 300 for63 da. @> lO per cent.= 5-25
. ·. Face of note =~3oo-t , 5·25= 305 .25
Bank eli c.=. 5·341875
305.25- , 5.34I9 = 299 91. Ans.

I.

5·

GRAM;\lAR.
Define voice.
' tate what i shown by each
voice. Give an example f each.

2. Define the present participle. .'tate and give
an example of each use of the present or
progre ·si ve participle.
3· \\'hat i· denoted by the perfect participle?
G i vc an example of each of its principal uses.
4· ll vw arc compound participle made? Write
all the compound participle of the verb
"write."
5· :tate the u e. of ea-.h participle in the follow ·
ing sentence :
"1 heard the ripple wa . hinrr in the reed ,
m.l the wild water .lapping n the crags."
6. Define an auxiliary verb.
pal au;c;.iliaries.

1

ame the princi ·

2JJ

6.

7J'

Voice is th"at modification of a verb which
shows the relation between the subject and
the \'erb. The active voice represents the
condition of th e subject as acting or being;
as, "The boy writes the letter," or "lle
seems to be a ma n." Th e passive voice rep ·
resents th e subjec t as rece iving the action;
as, •'The money was collected by the hoy."
The present participle is that which assumes
something as existing of its subject, and in
add iti on may have the use of a noun, adjective. or adverb. The present participle is
used with the con trnction of a n adjective;
as, "The boy standing on the c0rner is idle ."
With the construction of an adverb; as, "By
observing the truth we will succeed." As
an aiel in fllrming- the progressive form of the
participle; as, "The boy is running clown
the street." With the usc of an ad verl ; as,
"He came stumb ling up th e step." \Vith
the use of a noun, as the subject of a verb,
the predicate, the ol>ject , in appo ition, the
·ubject of an infinitive, the subject of a participle, and absolutely.
The perfect participle assumes something a
completed of its subject, having many of the
same constructions as the present participle.
"/laving fl{(OIIIflislt ed the task we will return ;" "hav ing accomplished" is a perfect
participle and limits "we." "The boy lwv ·
ing accomplished the task, he has performed
a good serv ice," "hm:ing arcomplished" is
the object of the preposition "by."
\Vhat many of our books call compound parti ciple: are in reality perfect participles, as
described above, l>ut of course as the authors
e ·press it, "A compound 1 articiple is one
that is colllposed of two participle· .
''\Va hing" is a participle with the construction uf an adjective, belonging to ''ripple."
This and kindred words may take two con·
structions after them, hut the one given is
the better. ' Lapping" is a participle with
the construction of an adjective and belong
to ''water. ' '
An auxiliary is not a verb a.t all, but i · a word
that is used in helping to compl te a given
teme of a verb. The principal auxiliaries
co me from the verb '·be.''
The infinitive is used a. a noun a. the uhject
of a verlJ ; as, "Tv stml is wrong." As the
predicate; as, '·To obey i /cl t'lljt~J'." ,\s
the object of a verb; as, J desire to lwn· him
recite ." A· the -.~hject of a preposition; a:,
''lleisal>outto.r:o." ln appJsitiun; a ,"Penmanship, to write corrt'Ctly, i · taught." As
the subject of an infinitive; a. , 'lle thought
it to be hi s duty to oppose u ' As the pred ·
icate of an infinitive; n. , 'The hoy thought
to recite to he to read the exerci e." It may
be used absolutely with a participle;
, "To
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recite having been commanded we began our
~vork.

If by sentence analysis is meant what is gen erally given in the diagram of sentences,
then we think the good resulting from it is
very little, indeed. But if sentence analysis
is meant to determine the thought of the sen tence then we think all that can be accomplished by the study of grammar is accomplished.

I.

z.
3·

4·

5·
6.

7·

8.

PHYSIOLOGY.
Draw a diagram showing the position of the
principal organs of the chest cavity.
Give the name and location of each pair of
salivary glands.
Of what use are tear ? By what glands are
they secreted? What provision is made for
their escape from the eye in ordinary quantitie ?
Define perspiration. In what way is it beneficial to the system?
What vessels carry the dige ted food from the
intestines? Trace a portion of this digested
food to the heart.
How should the light fall upon the page from
which the pupil is reading? Why?
What· important function of the circulation
takes place in the capillarie of the ystem ic circulation?
Describe the sympathetic nervous system and
state its function.
ANSWERS.

The principal organs of the chest are the heart
and the lungs. The heart lie immediately
above the diaphragm and opposite the lower
31 of the breast-bone. The base is turned
upward and projects a little to the right of
the sternum ; the apex is turned downward
and projects to the left of the sternum where
it may be felt beating between the fifth and
ixth ribs.
The lungs occupy nearly all the thoracic
cavity not occupied by the heart and a part
of the alimentary canal, they lie on each side
of the heart and are joined to the chest wall
hy the pleurae.
2. The Parotid, the 'lbmaxillary,the Sublingual.
The first lie in front of the ear, behind the
ramus of the lower jaw. The econd, hetween the halves of the lower jaw-bone near
its angles, and the third beneath the floor of
the mouth, between the bnck part of the
tongue and the lower jaw boRe.
3. a. To keep m.oi t the surface of the eye and
carry away any foreign particles. b. By the
tear or lachrymal gland . c. They e cape
through the lachrymal canals, to the na al
ducts and thence to the nose.

1.

4

n acid, transparent, colorle , liquid poured
ut by the sweat gland , con isting of water,
fatty acids, sodium chloride and other alt .

It i an important

e

cretory product and

by evaporation regulates the temperature of
the body.
5· The Lacteals. From the lacteals to the lymphatics, thence through one of the lymphatic
ducts to the vein at the neck at the juncture
of the jugular and subclavian veins, thence
to the right auricle of the heart.
6. Over the shoulder. If the pupil sits facing the
light too much falls upon the retina causing
over stimulation of that orga!l.
7. The gaseous interchange between the nxygen
given off and the carbon dioxide taken up.
8. The ganglia of the sympathetic nervous system
lie in two rows, one on either side of the
bodies of the vertebrae ; each ganglion is
united by a nerve trunk with the one in front
and so is formed twt) chains reaching from
the base of the skull to the coccyx. There
are 24 pairs of these ganglia named from the
regions of the vertebral column near which
they lie. Each ganglion is united with the
spinal nerves and gives off trunks which in
turn give off nerves to the vi cera.
The sympathetic nerve presides ove·r the
functions of organic life.
GEOGRAPHY.
Make a drawing to iilustrate a bay, a strait,
an isthmus, and a peninsula.
2. Draw an outline map of your country, showing
the location and names of its townships.
3. Where is Iceland? What is the character of its
people? To what nation does it belong?
4· How many inhabitants belong to the United
States according to the cen us of r8go?
What countries exceed ours in population?
5· Upon what characteri tic features have the divisions of our tate into group been based?
6. Explain a to a class how it i night in China
when it is day here.
7· Bound Texas and name it chief product .
How many Ind1anas would Texas cover in
territory?
8. How do the Alps Mountains affect the climate
of Europe?
9· Name the Continents in the order of their im portance for study by our people.
10. What and where i
t. Peter burg? Gla go\v?
Manchuria? Zanzibar?
A, WER .
3- a- In the Atlantic Ocean just south of the
Arctic ircle. b. They are lacking in energy
and practical activity but their intellectual
faculties are superior and they rank with
the highest morally. c. Denmark.
4· a.
bout sixty-three million-. b.
hina, India
and Ru ia.
5· Natural feature : a coa t· , mountain plateaus river and lake .
I.

6. The earth being

pherical and a dark b dy
can have only half of her urface in light at
the am time, and a hina i · on the oppo-
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·ite sidefrom ·us she will be in darkness when
we are in the light.
7· a. Indian Territory, Arkansas,Louisiana, Gulf
of Mexico, Mexico, and New Mexico. b.
More than seven.
8. The countries south of them will have a warm·
er aml more moist climate, while those on
the north side will be dryer and colder.
9· North America, South America, Europe, Asia,
Africa, and Australia.
10. a. The capital of Russia on the Neva River
near the Finland Gulf. b. A city in the
south-western part of Scotland on the Clyde
l~ iver. c. A country in the north-eastern part
of the Chinese Empire. d. A city on the Island of Zanzibar off the coast of Zanguebar.
HISTORY.
(Answer any seven )
I. Give a brief account of each of three noted
foreigners who gave assistance to the Americans in the War of Independence.
2. Describe some one important campaign of the
Civil War.
3· vVhat do you consider the present differences
of opinion of the various regions of our
country that are likely to prove most difficult to settle by legislation? Explain.
4. Give a brief account of the debates between
Stephen A. Douglas and Abraham Lincoln;
or an account of the controversial writings of
Alexander Hamilton.
5· For what naval officer in the service of the
United States have you had greatest respect
on account of his achievements? Explain.
6. 'v\'hat do you understand by "reconstruction,"
as the term was used in reference to the
South after the Civil War?
7· What effect do you think the ceding of their
rights in the Korthwest Terntory by the
States to the General Government had upon
the stability of the latter? Explain.
8. Why were the Southern members of the convention that framed the Con titution so earnest in providing for representation in Congress on account of slaves?
9· Give some account of the part taken by the
General Government m the building of the
Pacific Railroad , and state whether any of
the results ju tified the hope that a benefit
would thus be conferred n the whole country.
10. Compare and contrast the treatment of the
Indian by the colon'ie , and that by the Unit·
ed . 'tate · Government ince the Revolution.
\NSWERS.
1. (a) LAFAYEl TE, a youth of nineteen, fitted
out a hip at hi own ex pen. e and came to
America. lie offered his ervice as a volunteer without pay, but was oon made a
~ajar-general.
Arriving in the pring of
I777, he participated in the battle of Brandywine where he was severly wounded. He

was engaged in the battle of Monmouth, and
assisted in the attempt to expel the British
from R. I.
In I 778, he returned to France and by his
efforts a fleet was sent to the as istance of
America. Meanwhile, he had returned and
continued in service until the close of the
war. He had the command of a force in
Va. "and took an important part at the seige
of Yorktown. At the clo e of the war he returned to France; but again, in 1824, he
came to the U. S. and remained awhile as
the " ation's Guest."
(b) BARO:-J DEKALB, a native of Alsace,
came to America with Lafayette. lie had
been in A me rica before as a secret agent of
France, to ascertain the condition of the
American Colonies. He was in service in the
vacinity of Philadelphia in the autumn of
'77 and the next year commanded in . J.
He was then sent to Charleston but arrived
too late. Withdrawing to near Camden, he
was superseded in the command by Gates
He participated in the battle of Camden
where he was killed.
(c) THADDEUS KOSCIUSKO was a native of
Poland. While in France he heard of the
the war of Independence. He came to America in 1776, and was made an engineer with
the rank of Colonel. He remained in the
army through the war; and was in most of
the battles in which Washington and Gates in
the North, and Green in the South, com manded. Because of his engineering skill,
he was an invaluable aid to the American
cause. After the war he returned to Poland.
In 1797, he visited the
lie met his
death in Switzerland by a fall over a preci·
pice.
2. After the victory at Chancellorsville, Gen. Lee
with his whole army crossed the Potomac to
carry the war into the North. lie captured
Hagerstown and pre ' sed rapid! y towards
Harrisburg. Finding the Union troops col ·
lecting, he took a position at Gettysburg.
Gen. Meade, who had just been appointed
to the command of the Union army, concentrated his troops on a hill oppo ite the Con·
federates. On the I, 2, and 3,of July were
fought the hattlt.: that decided the fate of
the nation. Lee wa. defeated with a los. of
thirty th usand men, and made a h;-~sty re treat. The nion loc;s was more than twenty
thousand.
3· The various opinions respecting the currency
of the U. S. SlH11e of the ablest person ,
wish to change the pre ent coinage law,ha,·ing instead free c inage of silver. At pre. ·
ent the Governm-::nt purcha e each month
and coins 4,500,000 of ilver. Byfreecoinage any one having silver bullion could take
it to any mint and have it coined free uf ex pense.
4· (a) In I 5 Lincoln (\ . ) allll Doug I~ (D.)
were camltdates for G v. of Ill. They can vas eel the state together. It w~· one of the
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5·

6.

7·

8.

9·

111')S t able conflicts in oratory ever J,nown .
!twas generally conceded that Lincoln was
the victor.
(b) After the Constitution was framed, t,J
answer the argument against it, llamilton,
M:-~dison, and Jay wrote a erie: of articles
in its defen;e,called the Fedemli.~ls. Of the
eighty -five numbers, Hamilton wrote fifty four, in which he successfully answered ev-.
ery objection of the Anti federa lists
Paul Jones. He carried the American flag into the English Channel and showed to the
world the valor of our seamen. His success
was attained at a time when an American
vessel had the least chance of success, wh en
Am erican Liberties needed most the C'heer ·
ing influence of victory.
Reconstruction was the act or process by which
the states that had passed ordinances of secession, should have their Governments re·
organized and regain their Constitutional re ·
lation to the National Government.
It strengthened the Government.
[a] By immediately ending the jealousies
and quarrels :.u nong the States, which sometimes assumed a serious aspect.
[b] The development of the Territory was
more rapid because of the excellent laws
passed f<lr its benefit, thus giving strength
to the Union.
[c] The Ordinance of '87, by which the N.
\V. Ty. was organize l, formed the basis for
some of our best laws.
At that time the laves formed a large part of
the population of the South. Their repre
sentation would give the Southern States a
much greater representation in Congress.
It gr:-~nted nearly 2oo,ooo,ooo acres of land,
besides giving bonds to th e amount of 63,
18o.ooo, to the corporations that built the
roads. Financially the Government has not

10.

been justified. But the rapidity with which
the 'Western states havP. been developed
would probably ju tify the expenditure. Be
sides the Railroads nuke it possible for so
large a federation to exi;;t by furni . hing
means of rapid travel and communication
between the East and the West.
The colonies as well as the . U. S. Govern
ment constantly encroached upon the lands
of the Indians. The colonies however sel
dom requited the Indians for the lands, the
U. S. usually dirl. Both took advantageof
the Indian's ignorance, in trade. The colo·
nies never made provisions f or those who
were thus often deprived of means of sub
sistence. The U. S. Government always
provided for the Indians.

SCI-E TC E OF EDUCATION.
[These questions are based mainly on the
Reading Circle work for the current year.
State what the personal habits of the teacher
should be in respect to the following things:
1. Neatness.
2. Order.
3· Courtesy.
4·
Punctuality. 5· Habits of stuJy. 6. Language.
In eli cussing these subjects, make clear what
you include in each, and show the educational
value and influence of these things in the school.
A SWERS.

The only answer that can be given to these
questions is this: the teacher's habits should be
good, going to neither extreme. \Vhat Ruskin
says of the use of language is applicable to all,there is no better evidence of vulgarity than overniceness. In regard to each one but the fifth,
the teacher should make it a point to order his
way. so that no attention shall be called to him
self one way or another. The best example is
the silent one, in clres , deportment, or anything
else of the kind.
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Good Goods at Lowes t Prices, ou r Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

.A.11

~i:n.ds

JOHN LEPELL,
Fine

Ftirniture~

MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
E A!'JT IfTA IN STREET•

e>f 1v.l:eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN ST.

jilt:~
-

m akes the best P l/OTOCR A P/IS and CRAYON
P OR T R A I TS in al l size5 and styl es a t lowest prices.

~
. Plea e call and examine o ur samples whether wishin g work
......_
..
.
-..----..-.:::::...__=
._
done or not.
No. 27 Union St.,
COLLEGE HILL, Valparaiso, Ind,

J. R ) PAGIN, DENTIST.
OFFICE OVER VAIL'S JE\VELRY STORE.

THE STtllJE.NT.

Th~ North~rll

Ind. Normal

So~ ool

Der&rtf12 e'L t of Plfo'Lo2rmrQ'1 &Qd (; '1r e wrltiQ~·
~

~
Expenses the very lowest, teachers the most thorough, the work the most complete and sat is factory.
The country may be "flooded with stenographers," and there may be many who are willing to
accept positions at wages that barely make them a living, but there never was a time in the history
of the country, when there was such a strong demand for good stenographers; and when it is once
known that a person is a thorough stenographer, there is no question about the party obtaining a
very superior position, and that, at th e b est of wages .
One need only to look unde r the surface for a moment to see that there never was a time when
good stenographers were in such demand as now. It is because the vast multitude are only halfway prepared for the work, and thei r general education is so deficient that they do not, and can not
give satisfaction, and hence are unemployed, or employed at such low wages.
Without any additional expense whatever ,a student, in connection with Phonography and Type writing, may take any and a ll studies that will assist him in his general work.

Catalogue free .
Address H .

Principal, or 0. P.

B. BROWN,

KINSEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

- O F THE-

no~tbern

Indiana normal 8cbool,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the \Vest. This is
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
come from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more _personal attent£on.
The best of instruments are used; the instructors are the most competent, and
the expenses the lowest.
No other institution offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates;
That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for those trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
A ldress H.

B. BROWN,

Principal, or 0. P.

KINSEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, lXDIANA,

LOCA L ADVERTISEMENTS.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE.
\1 alparaiso, 11)dial)a 1
--HAS OPENED I N -

-

~E-v::T EUILDI~G
-

-

WITH AN -

-

E ~ LA.:El.G-ED

STC>C ~ ,

--CHIEFLY O F - -

~ i n c. ~ o: etn@ , ~ o:o:k §
f'lin ~

in.

t~e

in ~ inc ~ ind i n~ ~ , and cvct?p

book line § ui.fahlc fo:t? a

- ·~
WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACI LITIES F OR

~~ BOOK MAKING, ~~y

Ru ling, Printing, Binding,
We illamifacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLA KS, STUDE TS' NOTE BOOKS, RE PORT! ' G BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOK. S, ETc. For use in schools.
llianufacturinl[ Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our
line fur Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by rnany other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper is water marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JOUR ' AL, LED< : I•:R, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., press hoard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12}1z cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and mar ·
hle paper sides, over reaching covers, digit line ruling, ~ and Yz page Accounts in Led gers, and
indexed on edge,163-) cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with leather
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of Notes, Drafts, Rece ipts, Check-; and
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving the appearance of lithographic work. These are li sted at $5.00 per IOO ])ooks, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Recei,·al.Jle, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 ccnls each,
!Ill

'""

For Bank£ng,

we make,CA." H BOOKS, COLLECTION REGISTER S,

TICKLERS , DISCOUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND
GERS.

I

DIVIDUAL LEU-

Also, SIX- C OLUMN } OUR ALS , L UMBER BOOKS.

Special Rulings of an y kind made to o r dPr.
B. F. PERRINE, Book seller and Stati oner,
Valparaiso, Ind. ~3

THE STUDENT.

6

Lowe &. Ew'il)g's Ga!sar's Gallic War.
Notes and Special VNabularies on tlze same page wit!t text.
S eparate T ext wit/tout Notes or Vocabulary for class room.
OTHER FEATURES.
Ancient and Modern Maps facing each other.
2. Marking of long vowels.
3· References for collateral reading.
4· Comprehensive Life of Crcsar and Treatise on
Military Art.
1.

NOW USED IN

Hig h Schools and Colleges from
Maine to California.

Fine Cloth Binding, Octavo, Postpaid, $1. 25 . S eparate T ext, P aper, Free.
BELLUM H ELVETIUM.
A Beginner's Latin Book , Professors LOWE and
BUTLER.

IN LATINUM .
A Manual of Latin Prose bas.::d on first four books of
Ca::sar. Professor]. D. S . RIGGS, Ph. D .

The Inductive and Grammar Methods so
combined as to secure the advantages of both.
A gain of three months to the beginner in Latin .

Each lesson is a connected and logical whole
of grammar work, oral and written composition
and conve rsation . The sentences are idiomatic
and illustrative.
ADOPTED

ADOPTED

IN

Over 300 High Schools, Academies and Colleges.

IN

Some of the best College·, Academies and High
Schools in the country.

IN'I'KODUCTION PRICE, $1.00.

FOR INTRODUCTION, 50 C'I'S.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price .
.JI.LBERT, SC'OTT

~CO. ,

JUST THINK ·oF iT!

Educational Pu.blislurs,
106 Jl-.abas/1, .JI.vcnne, CHIC.JI.GO, TLL.

GIVEN AWAY

FI=t..EE!

V A L U E , $125.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Additions and Revisions th orough ly Americanizing and l{ evi ing this great work to 18gr, including niog raphies of noted Living
l)ersons, by vV. 11. DePuy, D. D. LL. D ., the widely known Encyclopedia editor . This edition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW ~L\l'S brought up to elate, makes

THE MOST COMPLETE
~ 'A"~!'

2W~

"UA'eTQ

~lUI ~

~

20,506 Pages!

VQ'U\f~s

81 i!HI

_

1

E~t:YCLOPEDIA

EVER SEEN.

\Yt• h;we dt>tcrminccl that no o~e ca n otfer further excuse for not owning th i s
~[onarch uf Encyclopc<.lla~ . \\r ite fur tl•rms of our wonderful offc1·.

10,643 illustrations!

braries of the world.

THE WORLD HA

671 Maps and Plans!

COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED.

A Digest of the LiCosting Originally to

Produce over Three Million Dollars.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS ,

STAR PUBLLSUING COMPANY, 7G Montgomery

t., J er ey City, N. J.

THE S T UDENT.
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"1 advise all parents to ha'le their boys and girls taught sh orth and wnt1n g and ty pe writi1~ g.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from pove rty th an a g reat Gre ek sch olar ."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man ."

rrlte IIigltest
l)evelot->ment o:f' t1te
"'VVriting Macltine is tlte

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition fo r improvements in typ ewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the sup erintendent of the Remington factory.

-

Tha W~ S. &a, PARAGON

RIBBON~

arewarr~nhd to giva

Satbf~ction.-

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MO N RO :: STREEr, CHIC A GO .

VA LP_A RAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in di rect co mmuni ca tion with h icago on th e west, with Pl y mouth, Colum b ia ity
and Ft. Way ne, I ndiana - Van Wei t, _D elphos,
Lima,
ppe r 'andu ky, Bucyrus, Man sfie ld ,
1assillon and Can ton, 0.
On expre trains P ullman : leepin g and Din ing car are carr ied via Valparai·o to
PlT T .'D RG,

D.\ LT L\I ORE
\V \ . ' ll

I ~GTO.

l' lllL .\ DELPIII
'E \

Y O RK.

F or complete information regarding rate. of
f are and time of train , apply t1
GEO. A. DODGE,
Ticket- gent, Va lparai o, Incl.,
.JO EPH WOOD,
E. A. FORD,

General )Ianager,
f.'nPral Pn cn.rer
Pitt bu rg. Pa.

gt.

'[he ge nn p itm a n
8yoste m o f Phono ~af:> h V
! S T il E

To supply the increas ing demand for ste:lographers, schools of shorthand and type-writing have been esta blished in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges nowh ave a "department of shorthand." A number of s ystems are taught, but
llt a l of' I J eun l•ilmuu. i.<tl m o n : gen.
erallu ltSNI I l utn any ollter in tlti
crnnltru~ ttlttl mttrf be rallett Ute
~' lnterictua ~!I lem. -l~'.).tractfromllte
Rt!jiOrt of the Li•lltmi.r.riont!r Clf Rdumtion (I Vasltingtou, JJ. C.), for I lit! )'t!rlr 1887-88 page 927.
lf I were . lnrting tu learn Phonography n > v,
T hould get Denn l'itrn :m's ,lftlllltt71 and other
book and follow them.-Dmnis F.lfurphy,OfJicia! Rt!portt!r of /Itt! C.S ..')mtle. (St!c l'H0:\0 t~RAl'HlC :\J.\(;1\/, I:\E, f'o/ f', pa;"t' I Oj-.-fpri/
I 91.)

. 'enu fllr complete catalogue and pecimen
p tge · of all phon••graphic publication .
A liberal discoun t will be made to all schools an d to
t eachers of P h :mography, and spec1a1 pri;:es Will b!
quotl'd for 1n t roduct10n and exchange . Adj re s
'1 rtE

PH ONO GRAPHIC INSTI T UTE , ;
CINCINNATI, OHIO .

8

ADVERTISING DfiPARTMENT.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valpaniso and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that

comfort,
service.

tickets read via above line, and secure
est rates compatible with

first

cla~s

S)lCCd and

safety at low-

N. B.-Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through tlu
Grtat InternatioJtal Tunnel. ·
GOING EAST.
10.

+ I 8. *

A.M.

24.

$I 4. *

P.M.

co

P.M.

P.M.

3

4 t5

8 L5

P.M.

~ii

1 15

2J
35
30
40
ti 25

3fi5

A.M.

8 40 11

GOING WEST.

12. t

6.

* I LEAVE.

- -- -- -- --A.}t.- -P.M.
P."lt. P."lt. P.l1. P.M.
1110
12 45
3 20
5 10
6 20

1
2
4
5

500
6 ::o
8 20
9 3U
10 20

-- -- -- 9 25

tP.M.
9 25

8 00

00

P.l\1.

7 00 10 30
12 00
2 40
4 00
503

- --- ·--.

- - - - - ---P .)l.- t P.J\I.
--

9 Eli
P.M.

-8 50

--

?.JII.

5 07
P.l\1.
lO 00
P.)I,
9 25 .

A.~

7"
P.M.
00
P.Jl.
H 00

A . M.

8 15

5.

LAN~HNG

DURAND

A.M.

7 ll7

5
3
1
11
10

13. + 23. $
A.M. A.M .
9 4.') 1000

A.M.

A.:ll.

ti 45

*

11. t
P.M.
7 00

7. *

P.M.
9 30

A. JIJ. P.:u. P.:ll.
7 05 2 4il 430
1 20 2 50
ll 15 12 25
10 02 10 35
9 05 9 30

P ."!l!.
'j 3.1
20
30
20
35

6
4
3
2

- - - - - - - - - - - - --A.M. +
P.M .
800 8 00
+6 50 10 50
-- -- -- -- -- -P. ~J.

DETHOIT
SAGINAW

P.hf.
9 (J')

7 ~0
P.l\1.
4 10

POHT HUHON

7 20

NIAGARA l<'ALLS

A. I.

"EW YOHK

A.l\1.

7 04 PHILADELPHIA
A.M.
9 co. BOSTON

P.M.
] t0

P.ll .
9 00

A .M.

7 55

'j

1·p. ::ll.
55 12 1

- - - - - - -- - - - 8 40
P.M.
2 45
P.M .
II 15
P.M.
30
P .l\I.
700 •

t Da1ly except Sunday.

*Datly.

l.

P.M.

450

- - --- - - - - - - - -

10 5 30
3il 4 LIO
00 1 35
30 12 15
30 11 20

G 45

7 00

*

*

A .M.

VALPARAISO
SOUTH BEND
BATTLE ' REEK

9.

7 30

A.M.

CHICAGO

A.M.

- - - - - ---·

12 25

A.JII.
3 10

A.J\I.
7 45

ARRIVE .

6 Oi 12 35
A.M.
00
A.M .
P.JI.
10 ilO
li 30
A.M.
9 no
A . i\I.
A.M.
8 3~
9 00
0 5J

A.)I.

A.!\1.

1 15

$Sunday only .

Through Pnlace Sleeping cnra between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, , 1, 9. 7 ; Bcston-Traln 4 and 5;
Saginaw Valley-Train 6 and 5; etroit-Trains 6 and 5. Trains 8 and 7 run through olld between Chicago and
New York via Erie Ry. :t.leals served en rente in plendld -ew lnlng Cars.
For time tn\Jics, ticket . and further Information, apply to J ..UIES ~l cCnEE, Agent, Valpnruiso.

GEO. B. REEVE,
Traffic Jiltnagcr.

':"~HE

lV. E. DAVI~,
Gen. Pas. engel' aud Ticket Agt.

NEW KII\-.IBALI...A J?IAN(.).

Frorr. a large uumbu of te tlmonlal in our pos e ion, r eferring to the excellency of the E.L\lnALL PIA:KO, we
take pleasure In quoting (by permi slon] the names of.a few well known musicians of Europe and Amcri<'a, who btt.vo
used and recommP-nded the KIMBALL PlANO:
FROM ADELl~ A PATTI "The Queen of ong."
FROM: CHARLES KU.NKEL. ''The "·en known Compo hlcago, Dec. 16, 1 8!1.
er and Plan! t "
W. W. KniBALL o ., Chicago, Ill.
St. Loui , ~Jo. Sept. 21, 1 91.
Gentlemen : - It gll·e me great plea ure to testify to the
merits of the NEw KnmALL PIANO. It has a wonderfully W. W. KnJBALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
weet and ympathetlc tone and supports the voice In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A tlrm makmost sa1isfnctory manner.
Ing a nlano that place It In the fr:>nt rank of plnno maker
FRO:U EMIL LIEBLING. "Chicago's Leading Pianist." Is to be, Indeed. congratulated. You make uch a piano
blcago, April 11th, 1 9.
and I take pleasure in stating that I ha\·e always found
W. w. KnrnAL'C Co.. lty.
Gent! men :-Yom· plano has an excellent touch and the the tone refined, sympathetic and onorou , at! fylng the
tone I p rfectly at! factory and In the e two most import- demand of tbemo t fa tldlou art! t. I will u e your plant paniculat· the KurnALL PIANO will compare favora- ano at my concerts wherc·so·e\·er I chance to meet them
bly with tho e of older and well known makes. I gfl·e It
Again my congratulation •
my fullest ludOt·,cment.
A:t'fD ALSO
We leyan ollege of 1.\Iu I , Bloomington, Ill , St. AloyLilli Lehmann,
Minnie Hnuk,
lu
·hoot, 'hlcago. lll. Our Lady of Angel ~emlna ry.
lg. Fraud co Tamagur-,
Sig. Del Puente,
Lyon, Iowa, Muont t.Jo,eph cademy,u'l nrtue, Iowa,
Emlll'i her,
Max ~J,arr,
Torthern-Indlaua Normal chool, Yalparai"CJ. Ind., BloomPaul E.aliscb
lugton. on.en·atory of :\Ju I , Bloomington. Ill., Grund
Mme. Alban!,
Italian Op I'll Compnny, M tropolltan Opera ompauy.
Freel rl~k Archer.
Jullu Perotti.
Bo ton Ideal Opera Company, and many otber prominent
lg. Ardltl.
Lillian ~ordlca.
artl r . lllu tra1ed atalogue mnlled.
P. S. Gilmore,
Han Balatka.

W. W. KIMBALL CO. ,
Office and \\ arero ::nn , KL\1B. LL BUILDIXG 243 - 253 \\'abash Ave., Chicag .

THE S TUDEN T.

.J,

fJICUJ:'ElL~
'rh,

~~

N ~H k Ch

ule

ewJor .

~ATE.

icago~ St.1ouis R.~

GO I NG WEST.
LOCAL.

f' O. 1.

No. 3.

12 ()() )[.
7 10 P . M.
9 55
..
11 10
"
6
8
10
ill
12
1

•

45 A . ::11.
44 ..

a ::a ••

30
10
EO
50
-a 01

P. :lL

4 il6

,,

5 51

"

a 4a

6 £0 A. lll.
"
10 24 "
1 29 P . :M .
2 00 ..
3 02 "

u 1il

"
"

3 53

..
••

"

20

"

4
5
5
5
6

02

"

37
57
21

"

"
..
,,

6

5~

,,

8 10

••

I
I

9

The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, r8g1.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. &
R y. Station, Buffalo.

TRAINS ])AlLY

w.

GO I NG EAST .

Exc('pt Sunday.

No.2.

DUFFALO.
CLEVELAND .
liELLEVUE.
l''OSTOR I A .
N EW HAVE N.
F T. W AYNE.
~OU TH WHITL EY.
CLAYPOO L.
MENTONE.
AHGOS .
KNOX.
f"OUTH WANATAH .
V ALPARAltlO.
H OUART.
HAMMOND.
CH ICAGO.

6 00 P . M.
10 55 A . M.
8 15 ,,
6 50 ..

No.4.

9 20

ti 45

520
2 01
1 45
12 36
12 06
1148
11 21
10 40
10 05
9 46

9 21
8 45
7 ;55

READ THIS SJDE DOWN.

LOCAL.

P. M.

..

"
"
"
A . lll.

"

6 0;) P.M.

3 58

"

2 20

1
12
10
9
8
7
6

"
"
"

17
30
40
07
15
13
06

A. lL

"
"
..
..

READ THIS SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on ~ale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

L E WIS WILLIAMS,
Geperal Su pt.,

B . F. H ORNER,
General P assenger A gt.,
CLEVELAND, OHI O.

~ ar.1.'ted!

Teache::L.. s

If you a re preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
·want a position in September next. We shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let us hear from
:you. We refer ,,·ith pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. V'.'e have a large patronage, all through the
·west and out h, among the best village ami city schools,Norm als, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Addres ,

'C. J. ALB E RT, Mnu ngu~ 'Jhc ~ thoo l und College Bureau, ELMHU RST, I LL.

Do yoitJ U'ant to n1. ak e t he best use of your time~
Do you uJant a live and practical booh on teaching~
Do you wan t some fresh exercises~
:IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
WELCH's "How TO STUDY",
A book for self-improvement in school or home.
'WELCH'S "How TO ORGANIZE, CLASSIFY AND TEACH A CoUNTRY

1.00

CHOOL", I. oo
1.00
CuR Ev's NEw OPE L TG ExERCISES,
All new and timely books written by successful teachers.
To any new subscriber to THE TUDENT, we will furni sh either of the aboye
books for$ r. 35·
THE TUDE T I yr.,
We furnish both
Sr. 25
1.00
Any pne of the abo e books,
FOR

I

~I

-

1.

ln ordering by mail 5 cent mu t be added for postage.

ttob-....

~)THE

STUDENT'

to

coLLEGEAv .,
VALPARAISO, 1:\:0.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

IO

-UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK.For

~inglng

Uasses, Etc .

MODEL

T£IT

BOOKS ..·

GOOD LUCK,
BY S. W. STRAUB. Note the following important
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truth ful statements in simple language. 2. Daily reading
exercises, petfectly graded. 3. Exercises and Topic introduced in their best order. 4. The principles
of reading are vmcticallu taught, so that pupils
learn to read in all keys in the tlme that is generally given to only one' key [key of C). 5. Modulating
ex~::rcises by which readi1tgtheclassics is madeea ·y.
6. 'l'he only correct time signaturee are used.
ee what charming matter the body of "Good
Luck" contatns: 1. An nnu uall11 lat·ge: number of
ca y and delightful pieces for "fir t term work." 2.
Clwice Quartets and fine four part songs. 1:1. Solos
of exceptional beauty with instrumental accompaniment . 4. A number of humorous pieces that are
in·esistible in a class or concert. 5. plendid ~<olos
with vocal accompaniment . 6. !Sacred music ex·
cellent Anthems, Hymn tunes etc. 7. Pieces that
include humm-ing and Wlli ·tlina novelties. M. Farm·
er's celebt·atedOratorio Chorus and Quartet, "G rent
and Man·elons.'' 9. Ilisbop's great Concert Glee,
with obligato solo, ''Now Tramp o'er Moss and
Fell.''
Goon LUCK contains 192 pages, is well printed,
wire stitched. Price only fiO cent •

S. \V. ' STRAUB & CO., Pub,
243 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Houston's New Physical Geography.
Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Grammar.
Chase & Stuart's First Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New Illustrated Cc.esar ..
Chase & Stuart's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
H ous ton' s New Physical Geography is used in·
the r0r thern Indiana Normal School.

E)dredge & J)ro.,
PHILAD ELPHlA,

Th~ Gr~at

Civil War.
If you send Iocts. to the undersigned

you will receive by return mail, post
paid,

Hart's Outline or the Civil War,
and Jl1dlwti for Tcadling same.

del ress,

T. ""\N". HART
Co.

upt. Schools,

\ .\N D.\LIA, ILL.

;i
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SUCCESSOR OF THE UNABRmGED.
Re-edited and Re et from over to Cover.

A GRAND INVESTMENT

for eve.r~ Family and SchooL
Work of reVlsJOn occupied over 10 years.
M<?r~ than 100. euitoriallaborers employed.
CntJcal xammation invited. Get the Best.
Sold by all Book e ller!,l. Pamphlet free.
. CAUTION is n eeded in purchasing a dictJOnary,as photographic reprint,. of an obsolete and comparativelv worthless edition of
Webster are being marketed under various
names and often by misrepresentation.
The International bear the imprint of
G. & C. MERRIAI\1 & CO., Publishers
Springfield, lUa s., U • • A.
'
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ADVERTISIN G DEPARTMENT.

General Grant's

Memoivs--Ori~inal ~f

.oo edition for

II

30 oents.

No book, excepting the Bible, has ever had such a sale in the United Stales as General (~rant's
'Iemoirs. 6so,ooo copies have al ready gone into the homes of the rich, but the sub cription price
of $7.0 0 has placed it beyond the reach of people in moderate circumstances. If 650 ooo people
ltave been ·willing to pay $7 .oo for Grant's llfemoirs, tlterc must be a couple of million pcoplt! i1t tht•
United States 1olw want them, and 111ill jump at t!te opportunity to buy them at the low figure he re
offe red .

\ Ve will send you Ge ner al G rant's Memoirs, publisher's original edition best
paper, clo th, green and gold b inding, hitherto sold by subscription at $J.oo,

and absolutely a proposition such as has never been made in the history of b(YJk publishing. Th e
two splendid volumes of Grant's Memoi rs, of wh ich 6so,o::>o copies have b en already sulci -not a
ch eap edition, but the hest--for 40 ce n ts; provided you send yonr suh-cription to TIL~: STlll>l·::-. ·t
for one year, and also a ubscription of $3,00 for the 'os MO!'nLITA l\1.\GAZIJSI~, the brightest and
ch eape t of the great illu trated monthlies, it elf equal to the he:t $4,00 magazine.
The COSMOPOLITAN i enabled to make this offer becau ·e of tlu: purdtasc of 6oo,ooo •'olitm,·s at
a pric~t 7oltidt e"'lli!lt publisltt!rs would dam impossiMt! ,mul70itlt tilt! id.:a t>{ runuin~· up its tirru!atiou
to hnif a million wpia. By c nnlract with the C0.;\11 P.>LI l' .\;.; we arc enabled to offer our readers
a s h are in the low price obtained. through the largest purclu.;;e of h) >k. eve r made in th e hi .~ tory of
the world.

If, however,you have Grant's books, the COSl\10l:'Ol.ITA!"'s offer will permit you to take in ·teat!,

G en. Sherman 's M e1noir s , 2 vr.ls ., sold by subscription for ss oo
Gen. Sheridan' s M emoirs, 2 vnl:., :old hy subsc ripti on f,lr sG.oo
Gen . M cClellan 's M emoirs, ,.,,Jd by subscription for .. .... $3.75
All the e are boua(l in clnth. green and gold in uniform . lyle wttil (;rant's :'\lcmoirs.
The Cus\IUI'OLJT ,\:-.: and STt ' I>E:-;T are !'ent pl):tage prepaid, hut the]> l.'lage on the hnok s,at tl11
rate of J~ cent per ounce mu~t be remitted with the urclcr: (;en. c;r.111l's l\lenwir~, 96 (>/ -1S
cent. ; Gen . ' heridan' :\Tt:troir~, 92 oz .-46 cent:; (;en. Sh!.!rman's :\I~.:m.,irs, ~4 oz.-42 cent" ;
Gen. 1cClcllan' · \l emoir,;, 4' oz. - 24 cent or th e book can h~ . ent by e .· prt::,., a the ex pen . e
of the ub ·criher.

end us at once ,.3. 00 for year'· subs ription to the Co :-.\tOl'<>Ltn .- :r.25
r years sub ·cri ption to 1'11 E "'rU DE:'\ r and 40 cents for a'> 'l of ~let 1oi n - . 4- (> 5
in all --to which add po ·ta•re on the parti ular set of ~Iemo ir~ . .:k ted.
If you are not acquainted with TIIE 'os:\IOPOLIT.\~ send a po ·tal ard to the
publisher, ~1adi::.on 'quare, New York City, for a sample opy.
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THE STUDENT.

I2

~be- €erlif0Pl)ier Illusherfeel r::f)er~er3t9e-,
Edited by CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER.
Author of Life of Chas. Darwin; The Ivory King; A Strange Company; Living Lights; Elements
of Zoology.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

$3.00 PER YEAR.

25 CTS.

I

PER

COPY.

That all those who can write, and write well, do not appear in the g reat
monthly publications of the day, is well known. There are numbers who have
the gift, if so it may be termed, who are not aware of it, and to encourage these
and bring new and untried writers into the field, THE CALIFORNIAN has decided
to offer a series of prizes for articles on various subjects:
First. S7 S for the best article on "llow to
Communicate with Other \Yorlds," as l\1ars,etc.
St:r(lnd. $7 S for the best paper on "The Ori
gin f l\lan ; his first appearance, etc . ; the age
in whi ch he appeared," etc.
T!tird. S7 S for the Le~t article on any subject,
illustrated by the author in pen and ink, sepia or
oil (black and \\"hit-c).
so each for the second
and third best.
so for the hest short story, illustratFourt!t.
so each for the second and
ed by th e auth or.
third be t.
Fi.ft!t. $SO f or the he. t paper on "Is a Uni
versa! Religion Possible?"

Sixt!t. $ roo for the best article on "How to
Reach the North Pole?"

Sevent!t. Sso for the best article on "Shall
vVe Restrict Immigration ?"
Eiglit!t . Sso for the best article on "Protect·
ing Orange Groves from fro t."

Nint!t. $3 S for the best short poem, illustrat·
eel by the author.
T.entlt. Sso for the best illustrated article on
"Have \Ve a Tational Architecture?"
Eh'Ventlt. $So for the best article on "Are
Our Teachers Well Educated? '

The articles should be forwa.rded by June, 1892.
be obtained by addressing
EDIToR

ACADE

lY

Further particulars may

THE CA UFORNrAN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZrNE,

OF

ClENCE

BUILD!

G,

AN FRANC! CO, CAL.

JILc Representati·N illagazine of tlte Pacific Coast.

FC>~1B92.

All about the Pacific C a t. Every
umber Illu ·t ratetl. Impro ement
ery direction. In making up your li t for 1892 include THE VERLA.
end

20

c. for

llDDRE
420

In

ev-

D.

ample with Pro pectu .

s THE OVERLAND MONTHLY.

Montgomery

treet,

A FRA

I

co.

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
[Nun.;: The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one notice:!
in thi Directory.]

PHYSICIANS.
H. ~f. BEER, )I, D., Physician :lnd
C:or. Chicago an<l Lafayette t .

L. \V. ELLI0T,

geon.

)1.

n.,

CHA . S. PEIRCE. No . 7 E. ~lain t.

EE ADY.

~ur~tcon.

A YLE WORTH'S, No. 21 E. Main . 't .

IIomcopo.thfc Physician nnd Sur·

~F.E

,\])\',

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Cor. Main andFmnklln Sts.
)1.

M. MUUGE, No.l3 Mnln St.

~EE

ADV.

DENTISTS.
Dn. H. N. RENNRR,

Tl)

11 E.

.J. M . HAUKLF.SS, Cor. Coll<'gC Avt'. and Unhul. t.

~lnln Rt.

kEF. AD\' ,

LIVERY STABLES.
GF.O. 'l'. l\IILLEP., Lafuyetlt•

t., opp.

t•ntml HoUSl'.
EE AnY.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. II. VAIL, No.7 l\lah1 t.

SEE ADV.

nELL, nno· ·.,No. 58 E. Mnln st.

GROCERS.
W. H. WINDLE, . E. Cnr. l\laln and Fr·nnklln
W.ll. McC'LURF., Formerly with Elgl:lWutch Co.

St~.
<F.~;

No.

AllY.

21 E. Main St.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
GUNSMITH.
A. PArn>:s, Guns,

,J. T . l\IA SE\-, Lntllc nnd t'hildrt•tt'); hnlt· 1'111 tin~. H.l·
pur In Cl'dt'l'. Hot rmd C'oltl Bl\th~. No.fi W. l\lnln Sr.

ZOl'!l

n e,·oh·e r·'· Ammunition. Cartridges,

Guns to r·ent, Keys of all kinds flttetl,

·rr·unk~

repaired,
t.

pCcllllty of Llfc, ]<'Ire,
ln!<urotH'C. R!'IJI'l';;cnting only
·o. 1 \\'est Mufn ' t.

----------------------~--~------~
BOOKS.
B. F PEP.Ul.'E, ·o. 111-115 C•JIII'J.:t' .\rt•.

TUE LIGIITC .\P Co.,. ·u. 101-lti:J

nar.ur~

(lUI

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

INSURANCE.
:\f. L. :\JcCLELLAXO, mnkc il

Acdtlent nntl Plote Glus~
llrst clnss compaulc~.

L MA 'HE Y, Hnlr cutting, lmntpoolng, ant!
In order. Oood wtll'kmcn.
o. !l E. lllnln St.

Coli"~"

,JOII:-; LEPELI., 1\o.
FL'~f<:Y

I;~

E. lllaln

t.

.

~.F.

All\',

nnd fiArtTilOI.O~H:W, ,·o. :!1 l•'rnnklln ·r.
t:ll> A11\'.

LAUNDRY.

.EE AD\',

An,o.
>-EE AD\.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

DRUGC1STS.
CLOTHIERS.
A (' .• \tlTH, N"o. :3 Fr•lnklln

t.

"Eli AD\',

PECHT nnd FISSEY.•
W. '. LETHER\IAS.

ur. 'lulu nnd Wn.ltlngton ts

CONFECTIONERY.

'l!:E AD\,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

MEATS.
EE AD\",

I

•"
_"'"'··
_ _ II

•
• Pl'B .. Iff

L\

l fH ....

n

l

It.'\.~

BOOI'- CO

TP.\~

Y

ffiHE progressive teacher owns a professional library; such teachers know more,
j- teach better, and earn more than unprofessional teachers whose professional
study stops when they "get their certificates." Teachers insist that teaching must
be recognized as a "profession"; what does the public think of doctors, lawyers,and
clergymen who neither study nor uwn professional books? It does not respect them;
they are employed in unimportant matters if they work cheaply enough and there
are no better men immediately at hand. Just tlte same witlz teaclurs; those who prepare themselves best get the best places.

PEDAGOGICAL HAND- BOOKS.
Calkins'~ Primary Object Lessons ........ $1.00
Manual of Object Teaching ......... 1.25
Day's Science of Education.... . . . . . . . . . . 72
Eclectic 1\fanual of Methods............ . .60
Question l3ook, or 'I eacher's New Examiner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
llailmann's Kindergarten Culture.......
.so
11is~ory of Pedago~y...............
.6o
Lcctmes on Education (Kindergarten
nnd Pcchgogy) .................. I.OO
Prim:-~ry i\lethods...... . ..... . . . . . .
.60
I !ewell's Pedagogy for Young Teachers,
.85
How to Teach-a Manual of Methods. .$1.00
Krusi's Life ancl \Vorl' of Pestalozzi ...... I. 20
National School Cunency, per set ........ I .25
Ugclen's Science of Eclucation ........... 1.00
_ Art of Teachin!:!; ............. .... . 1.00

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching
(Payne) ........................... $I.oo
Palmer's Science of Education.... . . . . . . 1.00
Payne's School Snpervi,;ion ............. _ 1.00
Contributions to the Science of Educatiou ............................ 1.25
Putnam's Elementary Psychology.. . . . . . . .90
Sheldon's Lessons on Ohjects .... . ......
Elementary Instruct ion. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.20

houp's History and Science of Education
Graded J)id .. ctics, Vol. I...........
Gradecl D1•lactics, Vol II...........

1.00

Swett's Questions for \Vrittcn Examination
Method of Tea..:hing . . . . . . . . . .

.72

1.20

.50

.Go
1 .oo

White's (E. E) Elements of I'ecl:Jgogy .... I .oo
Watt on the ~find (Edited by Prof. Fellow ) .6o

The foregoing list of 28 boo1:s is an excellent equipment in Educational Methods and Theory; the entire set will be sent post or express paid to any teacher on
receipt of}25.oo. Any single book mailed on receipt of price.

